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PREFACE 

It is no doubt a truism that some of the most promising aspects 

of any research endeavor only become apparent at the time of comple

tion. And this study is no exception. Once I had spent most of the 

available time and funding allocated for the development of a regionally 

specific research design, I realized what such a design should be—or, 

more properly, should not be. As a consequence, this study suffers from 

a certain lack of refinement; a shortcoming which I now know to be 

important in order to maximize the flexibility and operational utility 

of investigating a regional research problem. At least in trying to be 

so many things at once, the following manuscript has "nudged at the 

frontiers" of viable research directions in Sonorari Desert archaeology, 

and developed to some depth the investigative potential of one of these 

directions. 

The stimulus to concentrate upon this approach to population 

growth and adaptation in the Sonoran Desert came, directly and in

directly, from a great many people. Although they are too numerous to 

recount here, the tangible contributions of the following individuals 

deserve more than anonymous recognition. 

First and foremost, the members of my dissertation committee 

provided the most in-depth and constructively critical evaluations of my 

work that I have ever had the pleasure to receive. Drs. R. Gwinn 

Vivian, Jeffrey S. Dean, and Keith M. Anderson are largely responsible 

for what qualifies as scholarly research development and consistent 
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presentation within the context of this manuscript. Dr. Vivian, as 

Committee Chairman and much more, has provided valuable guidance and 

friendship throughout my graduate servitude. Much of this direction X 

am only now recognizing in terms of its depth of insight. 

The importance of regional research within a conservation-

oriented framework—the basis for this study—crystallized as a result 

of my involvement with the development of the Cultural Resource Manage

ment Section of the Arizona State Museum. There, my interaction with 

Gwinn Vivian and Veletta Canouts in particular, brought home the 

importance of professional quality research in management terms. 

Continued refinement of these concepts came with my involvement, 

at the request of Dr. Charles McGimsey, in the Airlie House Seminars of 

1974, The profitable exchanges that have continued unabated between Dr. 

William Lipe and myself since those meetings have provided no end of 

improvement in the professional acumen concerning my outlook on con

servation archaeology. 

The general archaeological milieu characterized by the Depart

ment of Anthropology at The University of Arizona was a focal point in 

the resolution of my anthropological thinking. Dr. Michael B. Schiffer 

must be singled out in this vein, not only because of his direction in a 

stimulating seminar on research designs, but also because of his ever-

present concern for the quality of graduate student research. In always 

providing constructive commentary on a peer level, he has imbued me with 

a progressive attitude and a sense of professional responsibility which 

I will never take lightly. 
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This milieu included graduate student communication of in

estimable value. Of those who took it upon themselves to consider my 

own research interests, William Doelle and Jeffrey Eighmy deserve 

special thanks. 

All of those who have undertaken a literary production of this 

sort realize that considerably more than research is involved. To 

these invaluable members of the "support personnel," Dorothy 

Caranchini, Susan Brew, Virginia Diebold, and Sharon Urban, I extend 

my appreciations. 

And lastly only in a chronological sense, the folks at Southern 

Methodist University's Archaeology Research Program deserve the assur

ance that my shortness of temper and bleariness of eye will depart upon 

completion of this endeavor, leaving me free to devote my time to the 

concerns of theirs that I have held in abeyance. 

All of the aforementioned people and many more have my thanks 

for their positive contributions to this study, and my absolutions from 

any and all of its shortcomings. 
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ABSTRACT 

The record of settled farmers occupying the Sonoran Desert 

during the prehistoric and proto-historic periods is a long and 

important one. This record has not been adequately studied from a 

regional perspective. The historical basis for this lack of regional 

perspective is identified and a solution to the problem—a regional 

research design—is developed in detail. The importance of a regional 

orientation toward archaeological research is discussed and the value 

of research designs in framing such research considered. This approach 

is strengthened by a synthesis of the available information on the 

relevant environment and culture of the region through time with an 

emphasis on regional adaptation. This synthesis serves as a base for 

an operational model proposing an explanation for adaptive stability 

and change within the region. This model is then translated into a 

series of explicit hypotheses and test implications that can be 

evaluated through archaeological survey and excavation within the 

Sonoran Desert region. 

xi 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

For a number of years now, archaeologists have been strongly 

advocating the use of regional approaches to the synthesis of archaeo

logical information (e.g., Gumerman 1973 ,  King 1971 ,  Struever 1968a) .  

This study attempts to place the concept of regional research in 

sharper focus and develop a regional framework for investigating some of 

the archaeological manifestations in the Sonoran Desert area at a 

particular point in time. It is hoped that the resultant synthetic 

statement, which represents an effort to formalize some of the pro

ductive directions of archaeological inquiry within the study area, will 

promote the interplay between a generalized regional perspective and the 

data base necessary to evaluate that perspective. Specific problems can 

thus be tested, discarded, and refined, ultimately yielding the informa

tion necessary for adequate explanations of a part of Sonoran Desert 

aboriginal behavior. 

Purpose of Study 

This study consists of three major parts. The first includes a 

general discussion of study goals and aims, and the theoretical and 

methodological rationale behind the approach particular to this direc

tion of archaeological inquiry. The second part is an environmental and 

cultural synopsis of the study area from an archaeological viewpoint. 

It contains a summary of most of the research completed to date for the 
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region and a synthesis of this research from an adaptive perspective. 

Based on this information, a brief evaluation of research needs in order 

to "fill" these gaps is provided. This is followed by a regional re

search model designed to serve as the basis for locality-specific co

ordination of archaeological research on a regional and local level, and 

to direct the collection and analysis of some data such that cumula

tively valuable information will result. 

The decision to develop and evaluate a regional research design 

for the Sonoran Desert was based on a number of considerations. One of 

the most important is that the archaeological data base in the region is 

being destroyed at an alarming rate. In part because major land modifi

cation activities are prevalent in the region, because archaeological 

remains are not as spectacular here as in other parts of the Southwest, 

and because archaeological research has lagged behind that of adjacent 

areas, both in amount and quality, site loss is inordinately high, and 

the need for more broad-based archaeological data was recognized as 

great. This decision was also spurred by the fact that the environmental 

setting for the study region provides opportunities for studying aspects 

of prehistoric and proto-historic adaptation that are not as easily 

researched elsewhere. Yet a third factor has to do with the available 

data base. The fact that archaeological studies of central and southern 

Arizona have not kept pace with many other regions meant that a compre

hensive grasp of relevant research could be gained easier here. 

Furthermore, most of the results of this research were available from 

the institutions in the region. 
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It should be emphasized at this time that the research- design 

does not represent the only way of dealing with the archaeological re

sources in the study region. It is one approach—and a generalized one 

at that—detailing the theoretical and methodological rationale behind a 

set of testable hypotheses which can be used to structure responsible 

consideration of some of the cultural remains in central and southern 

Arizona. There is no intention of imposing this design on researchers 

in the study area a^ priori. Rather it is viewed as an approach which 

can be utilized as an adequate research design alone, or can be inte

grated with other research interests. It is hoped that aspects of the 

design can be employed, tested, and refined or discarded within the 

context of any kind of innovative problem-oriented study of the archaeo

logical manifestations in the Sonoran Desert. The results can thus 

contribute to the solution of regional level questions of recognized 

importance without stifling other legitimate research interests. Its 

success or failure, however, is dependent upon evaluation by the rele

vant archaeological community. And responsible evaluation, based on 

empirical data which have not yet been extracted from the archaeological 

record, can only be achieved by using the design within subsequent data 

collection, analysis, and publication strategies. 

Background for Study 

Although the study region generally falls within the Basin-

Range Province (Wilson 1962:86), and the Sonoran Desert (Dunbier 1968) 

it neither strictly conforms to the delineation of those geographic 

distinctions nor to any other landform demarcation based on a single 
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environmental criterion. Rather the study area perimeters are based on 

a combination of documented or inferred relationships between natural 

and cultural phenomena—the effective environment. The definitive 

variable consisted of the distribution of prehistoric and proto-historic 

horticultural adaptation to an extremely arid desert environment. Thus 

the cultural manifestations were restricted to material correlates of 

behavior exhibited by those desertic peoples dependent to some extent 

upon horticulture during the prehistoric and contact periods. The study 

region is therefore based on the distribution of archaeological and 

historical manifestations exhibiting this lifeway, which is obviously 

constrained to a considerable degree by the distribution of environ

mental variables (climate, biological communities, hydrology, and 

physiography) generally recognized as defining the arid desert of the 

Southwest. 

Although the study bounds are discussed in more detail later in 

the narrative, a general approximation is as follows: the southern edge 

of the Mountain Region (Wilson 1962:86) to the north and northeast, the 

eastern edge of the Sulphur Springs Valley to the east (Lowe 1964:9), 

the Concepcion Valley to the south (Dunbier 1968:72), and the mountains 

north and west of Gila Bend on the west (Sellers and Hill 1974:7). This 

information is graphically displayed on Figure 1. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ORIENTATION 

There are a number of general theoretical and methodological 

considerations which are relevant to a study of this calibre. One of 

the most important has to do with the relationship between what can be 

called conservation archaeology and cultural resource management. The 

term conservation archaeology was originally coined to refer to archaeo 

logical research conducted as a result of land management planning as 

defined by applicable environmental laws and directives (cf. Lipe 1974) 

Although the actual implementation of research is viewed as no dif

ferent from that undertaken by responsible professionals under, for 

example, grant-funded circumstances, conservation archaeology embodies 

somewhat better defined perspective of the philosophical and ethical 

basis by which research is done. In essence, cultural remains are 

viewed as important environmental resources. Furthermore, they are 

viewed as resources which must be managed in concordance with overall 

public interest and concern. Archaeologists, as the practitioners best 

equipped to maximize the acceptable expenditure of this resource base, 

are therefore responsible for making every effort to conserve it. For 

the best interests of the public can be most efficiently served with 

frugal use of archaeological remains to answer questions of current 

relevance to the discipline. Only in this way will archaeology be able 

to develop as a field in its own right, and fulfill its long-term 
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obligation to society—providing useful explanations of past human be

havior (cf. Lipe 1974, McGimsey 1972). 

The importance of this perspective is increased because of the 

nature of cultural remains. They are fragile, and they are largely 

finite (see Reid, Rathje, and Schiffer [1974] for a developed discussion 

of a partial exception to this latter point). And, due to a number of 

factors, they are rapidly disappearing (cf. Davis 1972). 

This responsibility is in actuality dual in nature. On the one 

hand, it includes the generally recognized obligation on the part of 

the profession to take the most active role in insuring that archaeo

logical remains are treated responsibly by the public. On the other hand, 

it also encompasses a responsibility on the part of archaeologists themselves 

to make their own use of the resource base in the best interests of the 

discipline (Schiffer 1975a). Thus practitioners of conservation 

archaeology are obligated to control the irresponsible exploitation of 

archaeological remains by archaeologists in the name of research as well 

as to take positive steps to prevent the damage and destruction of such 

remains by land modification agencies, vandals, and similar forces. 

One logical extension of this line of reasoning is that the 

archaeological researcher must demonstrate that his data collection is 

designed to shed light on a problem or problems of importance to the 

discipline. Furthermore, such collection must be conducted so as to 

conserve as much of the data base as possible commensurate with the 

problems being studied and the considerations relevant to research-

specific implementation. And finally, data collection should take into 

account current and future research needs as much as possible in 
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collecting representative bodies of information within the framework of 

particular research problems and the time and funding constraints 

imposed upon the research itself (cf. Lipe 1974). 

The Regional Perspective 

This concern for data preservation has been paralleled by a 

burgeoning interest in viewing archaeological data within a regional 

perspective. Developing out of settlement studies (Willey 1953, 1956), 

the region is becoming more widely recognized as the most appropriate 

unit of study for current archaeological research (Adams 1968; Binford 

1964; Gumerman 1973; King 1971; Struever 1968a, 1971) . In large part 

this perspective has developed because of the interest in viewing 

archaeological remains as a record of past human behavior within a 

cultural system. The goal of archaeological research, then, is to 

determine the nature of these cultural systems from their material 

correlates. Since the sum total of human subsistence and settlement 

behavior is never concentrated within a single locus of activity (site), 

the study of single sites does not in and of itself permit an under

standing of the range of activities undertaken by a cultural group that 

might be manifested in the archaeological record. Human activities are 

differentiated spatially in order to maximize discreet critical re

sources, and particular sites represent only one component of the total 

cultural system. Research with the goal of providing systemic informa

tion must, therefore, take into account the full range of archaeological 

manifestations reflected in these systems. 
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The lack of a regional perspective has been a significant short

coming in archaeological research in general, and problem-oriented re

search in specific. With sites being employed as the focus for problem 

development, explanation was not being advanced beyond the inter-site 

or inter-locality level. Researchers pursued their own specific 

interests without concerning themselves about the responsibility of 

contributing to regional or broader research frameworks. The argument 

that archaeological data should be cumulative in nature—should apply to 

more general questions of culture history and process as well as 

specific goals—was largely ignored. In limiting the focus of descrip

tion and explanation to sites or groups of sites characterizing less 

than the complete or inferred systemic universe, the comparative base 

upon which regional data could be derived was substantially reduced. 

For the more narrowly defined the geographic bounds of archaeological 

inquiry are, the more information applicable to regional level archaeo

logical explanation is excluded. And since interpretation of regional 

level systemic interaction requires more data than simply the sum of 

site-specific research endeavors, this information is difficult if not 

impossible to obtain after more particularistic exploitation of the 

resource base has taken place. 

It should be emphasized that some archaeologists recognized the 

importance of designing an integrated regional approach to archaeo

logical data study years ago (e.g., Adams 1968, Struever 1968a). These 

early statements, as well as later attempts to deal with archaeological 

problems within a regional context, were important contributions in 

pointing out the operational deficiencies of doing regional research 
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(Gumerman 1971, Raab 1975b). In particular these deficiencies centered 

around the most useful definition of a region. Some research has been 

directed toward the study of human behavior as spatially defined by 

somewhat arbitrary bounds, such as the Southwest (Gumerman 1971) or the 

Great Basin (Thomas 1969). Others have restricted the spatial focus of 

research to much smaller geographical units, usually physiographically 

defined (e.g., Struever 1968b). By far the most common inter-site level 

of study, from a spatial perspective, could be termed the locality 

(Willey and Phillips 1958:18). The locality is often a rather arbi

trarily bounded space which is encompassed within a larger physiographic 

unit, such as a drainage. 

It should be obvious that these distinctions are somewhat sub

jective and in many cases overlap considerably. Research done to date 

at all three levels indicates that the most operationally useful defini

tions are based on environmentally defined areas which can be argued to 

have supported all critical elements of a particular adaptive strategy. 

In other words, the material correlates of all essential aspects of the 

cultural system should exist (or be likely to exist) in the region de

fined for study. If the area is smaller, then an incomplete view of 

the subsistence-settlement pattern will result. If the area is larger, 

then behaviorally meaningful data about specific cultural systems will 

be obscured in having been combined with the material remains of 

activities involving different systems (cf. Judge 1976). Thus it is 

argued here that the most useful level of regional study is an area 

which is bounded environmentally in a manner which can be argued to have 

been meaningful to the culture during the time period under study 
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(e.g., Jarman, Vita-Finzi, and Higgs 1972). Obviously data comparison 

within the region is based on the research questions being asked, which 

in turn requires comparable analytic units in order to derive meaningful 

conclusions (Schiffer and Reid 1975). 

The implications of this position are important both from a 

research perspective and from a management framework. General laws or 

law-like statements about human behavior have largely been developed, 

and most have been tested with less than a regional perspective. Re

gardless of the level to which behavioral laws can be most usefully 

\ 
a'pplied, the fact remains that regional examples—and, by extension, the 

\ 

meV^iods required for generating such laws—are currently rather un-

\ 
sophisticated. Emphasis on regional level study of cultural systems and 

processes is the only way to develop and refine the procedures necessary 

to generate and test law-like statements of human behavior applicable to 

more than specific situations. 

Management ramifications are important as well. Most large-

scale federal undertakings are often regional in scope or effect. In 

other words, such land modification activities as reservoir construc

tion, extensive mining operations, and other similar actions affect 

directly or indirectly large bounded spaces which, for our purposes, 

correspond to all or the major portion of a region. Thus archaeological 

resources management studies have the perfect opportunity to frame their 

research at the regional level. Even in those situations where manage

ment constraints require data study encompassing less than the known 

range of archaeological remains for any one region, methods and 
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techniques applicable to regional research can be developed and refined 

at the very least (cf. Goodyear 1975a, Gumerman 1973). 

Regional Research 

The previous discussion has been directed toward clarifying the 

issue of the most appropriate level of data comparability, given a con

cern for cultural systems as a whole. It is argued that this perspec

tive should provide the framework within which the most productive 

regional research can be pursued. But it does not deal with the problem 

of regional research per se. Research is directed toward the solution of 

a particular problem or set of problems. Within any geographic area 

containing archaeological manifestations, there is an almost limitless 

range of problems which can be pursued in doing archaeological research. 

Thus the term regional research as used herein is in reference to the 

study of a particular research problem from a regional perspective. 

The implications of this definition are important. For they 

mean that the region itself is not the focus of research. Rather, the 

questions asked of the archaeological record within the region consti

tute the research goals. It follows that the boundaries of the region, 

then, are based on the distribution of archaeological manifestations 

with the configurations required to answer such questions. 

The goal of this study is to generate a regional research design 

concerning prehistoric and proto-historic horticultural adaptations to 

the desert Southwest. The problem concerns a particular kind of human 

adaptation, and the regional boundaries have been drawn on the basis of 

the known distribution of such an adaptive pattern. That distribution 
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constitutes the effective environment—the components of the ecosystem 

critical to the investigation of a regional research problem. Given 

the constraints imposed upon cultural systems by the environment, it 

should not be surprising that such regional research problems are 

spatially demarcated in ways which often correlate with geographic 

boundaries based on other criteria. 

Regional research questions generally impose temporal as well as 

spatial limits on the implementation of research. This study, for 

example, is restricted to the investigation of horticultural adaptive 

strategies within the Sonoran Desert environment. Earlier non-

horticulturalist and later industrialist peoples, for example, have been 

omitted. Thus the region—the effective environment—consists of the 

climatic, edaphic, and biotic factors that were meaningful to con

straining and optimizing prehistoric and proto-historic desert South

western horticultural adaptation. This issue will be considered 

further in Chapter 3. 

If it has been demonstrated at this point that regional research 

and a regional perspective are of considerable value in eliciting 

appropriate categories of archaeological data, then it remains to 

discuss the nature of problem-oriented research at the regional level. 

In order to consider this matter properly, a brief summary of the 

epistemological foundations of problem orientation and the procedures 

involved in hypothesis testing must first be provided. 
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Archaeological Epistemology, Problem Orientation, 
and Hypothesis Testing 

The long-standing epistemological schism within archaeology has 

been adequately treated by others (Binford 1962, 1965, 1968b; Fritz and 

Plog 1970; Hill 1968; Watson, LeBlanc, and Redman 1971). The basic 

dichotomy concerns the nature of inductive versus deductive reasoning. 

Induction consists of the objective accumulation of inferences which are 

derived from the data themselves. In other words, knowledge from the 

known to the unknown is deriving from those observations conclusions 

about the character of the data (Fritz and Plog 1970, Hill 1968, 

Watson 1976) . 

Deductive reasoning is pursued by reference to a preconceived 

set of expectations which are evaluated against the observed facts. 

The process goes from the unknown to the known in first proposing..in

ferences relating to the data base, and then evaluating the attributes 

of that data base important to support or disconfirm the inferences 

(Flannery 1967, Fritz and Plog 1970). 

The implications of these two positions with respect to problem 

orientation should be apparent. Inductive orientations stress the 

collection and study of archaeological data without specific directions. 

Rote data ccumulation will supposedly provide insight to the relevant 

directions of inquiry and the answers to those inquiries. 

Deductive investigations emphasize specification of the ques

tions to be considered, and direct attention to the kinds of data, data 

collection methods, and analytical procedures necessary for the solution 

to these problems (Raab 1976b:39). 
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The shortcomings of a purely inductive approach stem from the 

fact that there is a theoretically infinite amount of data potential in 

any aspect of the archaeological record. Thus, not only is it a 

physical impossibility to document more than a fraction of the avail

able information, but that documentation is colored by personal pre

conceptions, theoretical biases, and the current state of the discipline 

with respect to research procedures. Rather than leaving these biases 

undefined and unavailable for' evaluation, they should be explicitly 

stated and developed within an overall deductive framework in order that 

they can be assessed by other researchers. In becoming an explicit part 

of a testable statement of problem, data relevant to that problem can 

be identified, evaluated, and utilized to confirm or discard the 

statement. 

There is a considerable amount of recent literature available on 

the procedures appropriate to develop and assess hypotheses (e.g., 

Binford 1968a; Brim and Spain 1974; LeBlanc 1973; Morwood 1975; Pelto 

1970; Salmon 1975; Tuggle, Townsend, and Riley 1972). The implications 

of hypothesis testing in terms of the logic of scientific explanation 

are important to the development and implementation of quality research 

designs. 

For the purposes of this study, hypotheses can be defined as 

testable propositions of relationships among variables (cf. Brim and 

Spain 1974:6, Pelto 1970:332). There are a number of logical types, but 

those most relevant to archaeology are universal generalizations, 

particularistic statements, statistical generalizations, or combined 

statements (LeBlanc 1973, Salmon 1975). Thus a proposition involving 
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the use of an artifact and one concerning the social organization of 

horticulturalists can both be couched in hypothetical form, and are 

amenable to evaluation using the same logical processes. The process of 

testing may vary in complexity, depending upon the abstract nature of 

the hypothesis. 

Hypothesis testing is essentially a procedure whereby the rela

tional proposition is evaluated. In some simple cases, a hypothesis may 

be tested by direct observation, but in most archaeological circum

stances hypotheses must be tested through indirect observation using 

alternative lines of evidence (Hempel 1965:83). This involves 

developing additional premises about conditions in the archaeological 

record which are expected to hold if the hypothesis is confirmed. These 

premises, or test implications, are then evaluated through study of the 

archaeological data, and the hypothesis is supported, modified, or re

jected according to the results (Hempel 1965:83-84, Popper 1959). 

Although there are no explicit rules defining the criteria of 

confirmation and the degree of credibility required before a hypothesis 

is supported, there are some general guidelines available. For 

instance, the degree of hypothesis confirmation is regarded as in

creasing with the number of positively supported test implications. 

Since the number of test implications relevant to any particular 

hypothesis is theoretically infinite, the level of confirmation lessens 

as the number of supported implications increases. Because the logical 

relationships characterizing deductive reasoning are confirmation 

support, a true hypothesis cannot have any false implications. Thus one 



disconfirmed implication nullifies the hypothesis as it was proposed 

(Salmon 1975:459, Zubrow 1973). 

The independent diversity of test implications is a second 

criterion which leads to hypothesis confirmation. The greater the 

variety of lines of evidence supporting the hypothesis, the more 

acceptable the hypothesis becomes (Hempel 1965:37-38, LeBlanc 1973:201, 

Salmon 1975:460). 

Within the natural sciences, however, hypothesis confirmation 

cannot simply be a matter of deductive logic. Given the incomplete 

nature of some scientific data (including the archaeological record) 

and the inability to perform replicative experiments, the difficulty in 

demonstrating high probability of hypothesis validity is extreme. This 

problem has been considered by a number of authorities, who have pro

posed statistical approaches to indicate the probability of certain 

propositions being nullified (e.g. Carnap 1962, Reichenback 1949) . The 

procedure has been most elegantly expressed by Salmon (1971) , who 

developed a model for the evaluation of situations with a low proba

bility of occurrence. Salmon also has considered in some detail the 

point whereby propositions are supported statistically in terms of 

numbers of verified test implications. 

It should be obvious that none of these confirmation procedures 

will tell the archaeologist exactly when his hypothesis is supported, 

or his statement of problem is confirmed. The decision is largely an 

individual one, based on explicit justification of the conclusions. If 

the confirmation criteria are clearly expressed, and the rationale 

behind the interpretations provided, then the confirmation process can 
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be evaluated and accepted or rejected independently by other pro

fessionals . 

Deductive logic has even a less significant role in hypothesis 

and test implication genesis. Both of these activities are discovery 

procedures rather than confirmation procedures. As such, they are 

derived from the creative imagination of the investigator. Insight, 

experience, theoretical and methodological interests, and a host of 

other criteria are relevant to the development of propositions which 

can be evaluated empirically. But there are no generally followed rules 

by which problems, hypotheses, or test implications are invented 

(Morwood 1975, Tuggle et al. 1972, Watson et al. 1971). 

The question of the relevance of hypotheses and test implica

tions is a significant problem in scientific explanation, and an addi

tional factor which cannot be solved by resorting to pure logic. If 

hypothesis confirmation is based in part on verified test implications, 

and the number of theoretically available test implications is infinite, 

only a limited number of test implications can be practically tested. 

Some of these implications are significant, and others are essentially 

irrelevant. Archaeological expertise alone can determine the importance 

of one test implication over another in supporting a particular 

hypothesis. Likewise, the question of hypothesis relevance in sup

porting the problem statement is one which can only be answered by the 

archaeologist from the point of view of professional expertise rather 

than deductive logic (Salmon 1975, Watson 1976). 

An essential prerequisite to the responsible use of the logic 

of explanation, then, is the outlining of a reasonable problem and the 



development of sharply focused propositions and implications which act 

as relevant linkages between the problem and the data investigation 

procedures. These procedures, in part prior to the evaluation process, 

involve the logic of discovery, which is based on professional exper

tise. Within the context of actual hypothesis testing, which involves 

the logic of confirmation, deductive reasoning must be guided by pro

fessional determinations of relevance. Only in this way can responsible 

use be made of the resource base as a vehicle for providing explana

tions of past material culture. 

Although this section has addressed itself specifically to the 

logic of scientific inquiry, the nature of research is such that 

elements of the scientific method permeate almost all aspects of 

archaeological investigation. Some of these elements, several of which 

relate directly to hypothesis evaluation, will be discussed at appro

priate points later in the narrative. 

The Nature of Research Designs 

Research designs are the frameworks within which scientific 

investigation procedures are prepared, justified, and evaluated (Brim 

and Spain 1974, Pelto 1970). Although there is a tremendous amount of 

variability in the way researchers design good research, there are a 

number of tenets which characterize all such research. One is that the 

problem which becomes the focus of the research be significant to the 

discipline. The most elegant research design becomes irresponsible if 

it does not utilize the archaeological record to meaningful ends. A 

second tenet concerns testability. Although all premises which are 
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based on observations of real world phenomena are theoretically testable, 

care must be taken that the problem that is posed can be evaluated 

given the available resource base- And third, the research process 

developed to assess the statement of problem must relate to that problem 

in a rigorous, internally consistent, and fully justified manner. Care 

must be exercised to avoid circular reasoning, and the methods, tech

niques, and conclusions must be discussed so that the reader can follow 

the logic of the research endeavor and evaluate the reliability of the 

results. 

For the purposes of this study, a research design can be viewed 

as having three primary elements (although a strong argument can be 

made for the inclusion of yet a fourth element). The first is the 

statement of problem. This element consists of a precise declaration of 

feasible and relevant research aims. The underlying assumptions and 

the theoretical and methodological emphases should be included. 

The second can be called corollary hypotheses. These consist 

of particularistic presentation of the relational variables to be con

sidered in evaluating the problem. All applicable aspects of the state

ment of problem must be developed in hypothesis form. Justification 

must also be provided for the hypotheses not only in terms of their 

relevance to the suitable assessment of the problem, but also with 

respect to their applicability to the archaeological record under 

inves tigation. 

The third element, test implications, specifies the actual 

conditions which must hold in the archaeological record in order to 

evaluate the hypotheses. Again, test implications must relate directly 
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to the process of hypothesis support or nullification in an explicit 

fashion, and should avoid the use of lines of evidence which result in 

circular or tautological reasoning (cf. LeBlanc 1973). 

The fourth element, when it is included, is often called 

implementation. It deals with the data study techniques to be used on 

the archaeological resources in order to collect test implication in

formation. Implementation includes such considerations as sampling 

strategies, mapping and excavation procedures, data analysis, and 

research scheduling. Archaeological investigators are most prone to 

lapsing into rote approaches to research implementation, and this 

situation must be avoided. As with the previous elements, the relevance 

of all implementation procedures to the total confirmation process must 

be demonstrated. 

Before leaving the general topic of research designs, a number 

of additional points should be made. One of the most important of these 

has to do with the specificity of various elements of the research 

design. Particularly within "the context of regional research designs, 

the variability of archaeological manifestations relevant to the 

statement of problem may be considerable. This situation becomes 

critical at the level of test implication genesis and implementation 

scheduling. For the comparability of data required to evaluate explana

tory hypotheses necessitates almost unique site-by-site investigation 

procedures. For the unit of comparison is not the archaeological 

manifestation itself, but the behaviorally meaningful inferences which 

can be derived from these manifestations. And since no two sites are 

identical, the variability in the data base requires tailor-made 



approaches to data collection on a site-specific basis in order to 

control for comparability at the level of behavioral reconstruction or 

explanation (cf. Schiffer 1974). As an example, gathering data relevant 

to determining seasonality within a rock shelter might well involve 

collecting macro-floral and faunal material, as well as pollen samples. 

Dealing with the same problem on a deflated open site might well 

require that the investigator combine an analysis of artifact function 

with a locational analysis relative to critical resource proximity. In 

other words, test implications and implementation procedures cannot be 

mandated at the regional level to cope with the variability in data 

potential manifested by specific sites. Such information must be 

developed on a local level in order to account for cultural and en

vironmentally specific circumstances. 

Neither does the previous discussion adequately discuss the 

necessary interplay between inductive and deductive reasoning (abduc

tion) . The fact that preconceived ways of viewing the data are brought 

to bear on the archaeological record during research does not reduce 

the importance of inductively derived information in structuring and 

changing the directions of inquiry. Whereas problem orientation gives 

direction to research, the propositions generated to evaluate that 

problem can and should be adapted to take maximum advantage of the 

research potential inherent within the archaeological record. This 

abductive feedback results in comparison of the propositions with the 

data, and refinement of the propositions to arrive at a "best fit" 

between the two. Only in this way can the best use be made of the 

archaeological base (Goodyear 1975a:7, Wilcox 1972). Such a position 
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has been succinctly stated by Redman (1973:63-64): 

In the analysis of archaeological materials, it is necessary 
to deductively select attributes to be measured and test 
implications for one's hypotheses. On the other hand, any 
sort of data observation requires a framework of categories 
and concepts that have been induced from previous knowledge 
or logic. An effective research design incorporates the 
results of previous work and the patterns observed during 
ongoing excavation and analysis. Thus, it is the active 
interplay between deductive reasoning from the general and 
logical, and inductive reasoning from the empirical reality 
of the situation that leads to effective research. 

. . . methods, both in the field and during analysis should 
be organized to promote programmatic and analytical feedback. 
Investigations should be carried out in a series of stages, 
each one helping to redirect subsequent stages of research. 
This involves refinements in techniques utilized, subjects 
selected, and hypotheses pursued. To accomplish this feeback 
involves the utilization of results of later, more intensive 
investigations to reanalyze and interpret the earlier research. 

. . . methods of archaeological analysis must be coordinated 
with both the researcher's concept of his subject matter and 
the hypotheses being tested. . . . The identification of the 
behavioral correlates of the artifacts discovered and the 
proper analytical procedures for isolating these patterns are 
important steps in all archaeological research. The selection 
of analytical procedures is dependent on assumptions about the 
nature of archaeological data and an understanding of the 
statistical techniques to be employed. 

Regional problem orientation is particularly important within 

the framework of conservation archaeology. For if one assumes the 

position that archaeological sites should be preserved when possible and 

studied when necessary, then a concern for the explicit and efficient 

use of this resource base takes on new meaning. The research plan, 

then, should not only be evaluated in terms of its research value, but 

also in terms of whether or not the research is necessary, and if so, 

whether or not it is commensurate with conservation goals. In other 

words, alternatives to field data collection should be considered as a 



possibility for arriving at solutions to the research problems. If 

field investigation is necessary, then the problems to be investigated 

should be framed in such a way that they are directed toward the solu

tion of broad questions of contemporary concern to the discipline. For 

maximum use will be made of the archaeological resource base only if the 

data collected are based on an extensive spectrum of relevant questions 

(Goodyear 1975a:8, House and Schiffer 1975:163-165). Thus it is 

important within the context of problem-oriented research to justify 

the proposed use being made of the archaeological resources as well as 

to develop explicit and responsible statements about research plans. 

Problem orientation in combination with multistage research is 

particularly appropriate to archaeological resource management. Within 

the framework of contract research, more and more emphasis is being 

placed on archaeological involvement in the planning stages of major 

land modification project development at the earliest applicable time. 

This involvement varies from studies of available information, which 

assist in making choices about general project location, through 

sampling and intensive surveys, which are designed to refine site 

density, distribution and significance information relative to land-use 

planning, to archaeological research designed to mitigate the dele

terious effects of project implementation (Vivian and others n.d.: ms. 

202). Such planning procedures are not only well suited to the multi

stage research phasing advocated by Binford (1964), Redman (1973), and 

others, but are essential to successful completion of large-scale 

management projects. The agency planning process necessitates the 

dividing up of contract research into specific stages, with earlier 



more general stages feeding management and research data into more 

developed subsequent stages (Schiffer 1975a:2). Continued use of 

multistage research planning within a management framework can result 

in more efficient approaches to management, and increased refinement 

phased implementation of archaeological studies. 



CHAPTER 3 

ENVIRONMENT OF STUDY REGION 

As previously indicated, the bounds of the study area do not 

conform with any exactitude to a single cultural or environmental 

criterion. Rather, the perimeters were defined on the basis of a com

bination of (1) archaeological, (2) biological, (3) climatological, 

(4) pedological, and (5) topographical factors (e.g., Dice 1939). As 

such, they are reflective of the man-land relationships which make up 

the system characterizing the arid desert sedentary adaptation of the 

late prehistoric and proto-historic peoples of central and southern 

Arizona and northern Mexico. The terms Basin and Range province and 

Sonoran Desert are used interchangeably to represent the study region. 

The boundary on the north is defined by the Mescal and Dripping 

Springs Mountains, the Superstition Range, and the Bradshaw Mountains, 

which are generally recognized as the northern limits of the Desert 

Region of the Basin and Range province of Arizona (Wilson 1962:86). 

This boundary has also been traditionally equated in part with the 

northernmost expansion of the subsistence-settlement system character

istic of the prehistoric agrarian peoples of the study area. The study 

area extends into the adjoining Mountain Zone up the Verde River Valley 

as far as the northern end of the Mazatzal Mountains, and up the Agua 

Fria drainage as far as the northern peripheries of the Bradshaw Range. 

Although elements of the arid desert prehistoric cultural pattern 



itself have been identified considerably further north, these mani

festations are later argued to represent non-adaptive aspects of a 

different subsistence-settlement than that feasible in the region under 

s tudy, 

On the west the perimeters are delineated by the Vulture 

Mountains, the Gila Bend Range, the White Tank Mountains, the Tank and 

Palomas Mountains, the Mohawk Mountains, and the Sierras de San 

Francisco (Sellers and Hill 1974:7). Orographic factors seem to be 

largely responsible for the boundary definition here, with mean annual 

rainfall patterns decreasing considerably to the west of this line 

(Dunbier 1968:19, 23). Although some form of the traditionally recog

nized pattern of prehistoric arid agrarian settlement-subsistence is 

manifested farther west, it is attenuated, and these bounds justifiably 

mark the periphery of this adaptation. 

The southern reaches of the study region are most poorly de

fined, but would seem to be appropriately restricted to the area north 

of the Concepcion River drainage. Intermontane outwash physiography and 

a semiarid littoral vegetation regime characterize the area south of 

this drainage (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 

Committee on Arid Lands 1969; Dunbier 1968:47; Shreve 1951:72). Not 

only was the southern limit of the Pima interaction sphere documented 

for this drainage (cf. Russell 1975), but the sparse archaeological 

evidence available indicates that the region to the south of the 

Concepcion River was inhabited by peoples adapted to a less arid en

vironment (cf. Johnson 1966). 
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The eastern borders of the study area conform essentially to the 

eastern edges of the Aravaipa and Sulphur Springs Valleys; the Dos 

Cabezas, Chiricahuas, and Pedregosa Mountains; and the northern and 

western flanks of the Sierra Madre Occidental (Lowe 1964:9). Corre

sponding to the major transition from the lower to upper Sonoran life-

zone, the vegetation in particular begins to change radically (Lowe 

1965). Although there is good evidence for elements of the late pre

historic agrarian desert adaptation continuing farther east (cf. 

Sayles 1945). It nonetheless constitutes a useful boundary for cultural 

as well as environmental reasons, with respect to this study. 

As previously mentioned, the study region limits were defined on 

the basis of the relationships proposed to have existed between a 

particular form of prehistoric sedentary adaptation and its regular 

articulation with significant aspects of the environment. It is 

important to recognize that no single factor defines the study region. 

As will be made more explicit in the next section, rainfall patterns, 

for instance, may be a more significant contraining variable in terms of 

adaptation on the southern and western peripheries than elsewhere. 

Similarly, topography seems to exert more of an adaptively restrictive 

influence on the north and east boundaries. 

In the same vein, the pattern of past agrarian material culture 

distribution is not identical throughout the region. The prehistoric 

cultures identified in, for example, the Concepcion Valley, have not 

traditionally been associated with the prehistoric horticultural groups 

which occupied the region north of the Mexican boundary, although avail

able evidence indicates that the adaptive pattern was very similar. 
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Utilizing adaptation as the variable of primary concern, man-

land relationships within the study region can be conceived of as a 

system. Human populations are interpreted as elements of the total 

system, the latter of which also includes the technology of the popula

tion, those aspects of the environment utilized by the cultural group, 

and those aspects of the environment which constrain the population in 

terms of adaptive strategies. The elements and their articulations 

determine the adaptive pose (responses) assumed by a population with 

regard to the surrounding environmental setting. Thus the region is 

defined in terms of its correlation with this adaptive pose. To some 

extent this happens to conform with the Lower Sonoran Life-Zone of the 

Basin and Range province, although the conformation is not identical. 

If this perspective is taken in studying the cultural resources 

of the study area, it should be obvious that the traditional time-space 

differentiations among traits that have been employed in distinguishing 

cultural entities cannot be used as the units of comparison. For these 

traits usually have little or no direct relevance to the adaptive be

havior of the people under study. The ways in which cultures adapt to 

their environmental settings are based on a number of behavioral 

responses which are manifested in the material remains of past activi

ties in various ways. Whereas the descriptive classification of 

cultural inventories has value in defining diachronic and synchronic 

bounds for particular cultural groups, this approach provides little or 

no information about how those groups interacted, maintained cultural 

stability, or dealt with cultural change. In order to study cultural 

processes such as adaptation, the archaeological record must be employed 



to test propositions relating to the systemic elements inferred to be 

responsible for adaptive success or failure. This requires emphasis on 

the recovery, analysis, and interpretation of archaeological remains so 

as to discover the nature of variability in those remains, and attempt 

to isolate the causally relevant factors. In other words, the 

archaeological data of the study area must be conceptualized and 

classified in such a way that they can confirm or disconfirm hypotheses 

about the subject of inquiry—in this case, the adaptive strategies 

employed by prehistoric and proto-historic Indian groups in the study 

region. 

Environment 

The elements pertinent to the discussion of adaptation in the 

Sonoran Desert have been mentioned previously. It remains for these 

elements to be elaborated upon and argued as relevant to the directions 

of this research. The environmental setting constitutes one such 

element. 

Physiography 

The great majority of the study area falls into the Basin and 

Range Physiographic province. It is characterized by a series of 

northwest-southeast trending fault-blocked mountains separated by rela

tively extensive sediment filled basins (Wilson 1962:87). The western 

periphery of the Basin and Range province contains large basins which 

occupy well over half the land area, and occur at elevations ranging 

from approximately sea level to 650 meters. The western ranges, which 

are narrow and low, average 1,000 meters in elevation, and never exceed 



1,650 meters. The elevation of both basins and ranges increases to the 

east, with the eastern boundaries characterized by more narrow basins 

varying from 1,000 meters above sea level to 1,650 meters in elevation. 

The eastern ranges are more massive, with average elevations of approxi

mately 2,000 meters to over 3,350 meters (Wilson and Moore 1959). The 

current landscape is the result of the combined forces of erosion and 

sedimentation. Lithologic decomposition, due largely to the mechanical 

processes of erosion and abrasion in conjunction with break-down due to 

changes in desert temperatures, is the major contributing factor to 

geomorphological change in the ranges. The basins are composed pri

marily of detritus carried down from the mountain slopes, and sediment 

deposited in the basins from rivers and streams of external origin. 

Until little over 100 years ago, erosional forces were minimal in the 

basins, with the streams primarily operating to transport and deposit 

basin sediments (McKee 1951). However, the changes wrought primarily by 

overgrazing and large-scale modifications of the hydrology have 

radically transformed the landscape, one of the effects being increased 

erosion and downcutting in the basins (e.g., Bailey 1941; Hastings 1959, 

1963; Hastings and Turner 1965; Martin 1963; Pashley 1961; Schumm and 

Hadley 1957). Before Euro-American intrusion, however, the processes 

contributing to the development and maintenance of the Basin and Range 

physiography had been relatively stable throughout the Holocene (cf. 

Martin 1963, Thompson 1952). 
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Soils 

Soil is actually an inseparable constituent of a soil, subsoil, 

climate, and vegetation interaction- This is most evident with respect 

to the tremendous range of localized soil types which are generated 

under varying basin-range conditions and derived from differing parent 

materials. These differences, however, are greatly attenuated by 

regional climatic consistency and similar geomorphological processes, 

which take precedence over differences in parent material. In other 

words, there is a greater difference in soils between the slopes of a 

mountain range and its associated drainage than there is between the 

soils of an equivalent physiographic zone in another basin. The nature 

of desert soils is such that they display similar qualities in like 

environmental settings throughout the study region. 

The important differences in soils are largely correlated with 

elevational change within the basins. As previously indicated, the 

combination of climate, parent material, and plant cover determines soil 

similarities and differences within physiographic localities of the 

Sonoran Desert. Variations in soil formation and moisture retention are 

related to differences in runoff, which in turn relates to rainfall. 

Soil textural variation is related to differences in parent composition. 

Any vegetative distribution is based on, and contributes to, the organic 

content of soil types. Such relationships are apparent as elevational 

gradients from the upper slopes of a desert range to its adjacent inter-

montane plain (Bryan 1925a:66). 

Floodplain and playa soils are the end product of local range 

erosion, but are largely derived from materials transported via the 



water flow in the drainages from the upland areas. These alluvial soils 

are uniformly fine-grained, andhumic content is relatively high. Flood-

plain soils are best suited for agriculture except in those situations 

where drainage is poor and the soil remains saturated, or soluble salts 

are deposited on the surface (Buol 1966, Fuller 1975:84, El-Zur 1965). 

Stabilized terrace and lower bajada soils have a higher content 

of locally derived constituents, and are more coarse and variable. 

These soil types are distributed over a high percentage of desert land 

surfaces (Fuller 1975:76). Such mixed colluvial-alluvial soils often 

collect and retain moisture on a more consistent basis than the 

fluvents, thus contributing to a more generalized and broadly distrib

uted native ground cover. They are generally arable under either canal 

or floodwater irrigation conditions (Buol 1966). 

Pediments and upper bajadas are characterized by coarse sandy 

gravels of somewhat recent origin which are primarily of mountain parent 

material (Fuller 1975:79-82). Such soils are well-suited for the re

tention and absorption of moisture, are often quite maturely developed, 

and can be cultivated under certain floodwater runoff circumstances 

(Buol 1966) . 

The mountain faces themselves support only a poorly developed 

colluvium which usually cannot be classified as a soil in the technical 

sense of the word. Composed of slightly consolidated debris derived 

from the igneous or metamorphic ranges, these soils are also widespread. 

The granitic, gneiss, and schist ranges commonly weather more rapidly 

and consistently than the eruptives, producing deposits ranging from 
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coarse sand and gravel inclines to boulder-strewn talus slopes. Agri

culture is rarely feasible on such surfaces (Buol 1966). 

Climate 

The climate of the study area, marked by considerable heat and 

low rainfall, is an important constraint in any adaptive strategy. This 

condition is the result of a number of locational and orographic condi

tions. One of the most important is the rainfall pattern. The study 

area generally received between six and twelve inches of rain per year 

(Sellers and Hill 1974:7), almost all of which falls in two distinct 

seasons (Jurwitz 1953). With the study area in the path of what are 

called mid-latitude cyclonic disturbances, the highest percentages of 

rain come from the winter movements of such phenomena, which occur when 

the Pacific subtropical high moves south and allows the passage of low 

pressure conditions across the southern peripheries of the west coast. 

These storms generally cover large areas, and traverse the study region 

from southwest to northeast. The summer precipitation, on the other 

hand, has a tropical origin. The North Atlantic subtropical anti

cyclone, in combination with humid southeasterly breezes from the Gulf 

of Mexico, brings brief, scattered, but intense showers to the study 

area. Again, these showers traverse the region from the southwest to 

the northeast (Jurwitz 1953). 

In both winter and summer the western fringes of the region 

receive less precipitation than do the higher basins and ranges of the 

eastern border. In the winter this phenomenon is attributable to the 

rain shadow formed by the California coast range, and the slight 
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elevations of the western ranges of the study region, which do not 

attain the heights to alter storm movements and induce precipitation. 

In the summer the southeasterly breezes lose their humidity in crossing 

the eastern mountain ranges. This dry air contacts the high-altitude 

subtropical anticyclone moisture-laden system over the more easterly 

parts of the region. The resultant unstable storm pattern provides more 

precipitation over the eastern limits, where entrapment by the higher 

ranges is more efficient (Green 1959) . 

Temperature gradients in the study area are relatively con

sistent from year to year, but vary from west to east. Summer tempera

tures normally exceed 110 degrees F. in the western region, and fall in 

the high 90's farther east. Relative humidity is uniformly low. 

Winter temperature ranges are higher than summer variations, with south

western temperatures from 30 to 80 degrees F. More easterly tempera

tures range from below freezing to the low 70's. These temperature 

conditions provide significant controls on the effective growing season 

in the study area. Whereas the southwesterly portions of the region 

have almost 360 frost-free days per year, the more easterly areas may 

have between 230 and 250. There is, however, throughout the region, 

sufficient frost-free days to plant and harvest two sets of crops per 

season (Dunbier 1968:28, Sellers and Hill 1974:92). 

There are a number of additional climatic variables to consider. 

Winds are generally out of the southwest, as indicated, although the 

summer months are characterized by local turbulence which creates 

variable wind circulation-directions (Dunbier 1968:30). These summer 

winds are largely controlled by basin configurations. Thermal activity. 
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produced by surrounding ranges, creates wind cells over each basin. 

These cells concentrate convection currents which flow over the summits 

of the ranges, and out of the basins. Near sunset, when the ambient air 

temperature drops, the opposite effect occurs, with hot air flowing off 

the ranges into the basins. As the ranges cool throughout the night, 

the airflow also becomes cooler (Ives 1949:172-177). 

Hydrology 

This discussion is limited to hydrological factors deemed rele

vant to pre-industrial adaptation in the study region. These include 

surface streams of external origin, springs and seeps, and runoff 

catchments. 

The most visible water sources, the once perennial rivers, 

almost all originate in the highland areas outside of the study region. 

The Gila, Salt, and San Pedro Rivers all have sources in the mountains 

to the north and northeast of the Lower Sonoran Life-Zone. Only the 

Santa Cruz River falls almost entirely within the study area. Early 

accounts of these rivers indicate that they supported developed riparian 

habitats and were not deeply incised. The channels manifesting 

permanent flow on the surface were generally shallow, relatively wide, 

and characterized by a well-adapted placustrine flora and fauna. Those 

reaches where underground flow prevailed also supported a dense 

riparian vegetative community and attendant terrestrial fauna. 

Although the Gila River and most of the Salt River (as well as 

a number of the smaller streams such as Aravaipa and Sonoita Creeks) 

exhibited surface flow along their native lengths, the Santa Cruz and 
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San Pedro maintained highly irregular flow regimes. Dependable above-

ground flow in these latter drainages existed only at their headwaters 

and upper reaches, and at locations where impermeable rock and con

solidated sediments made up the streambed, forcing water to the surface. 

In other parts of the river channel surface flow was sporadic, and con

formed to wet periods of the year (Davis 1973:200-204, Hastings and 

Turner 1965:35-37). Other desert drainages, such as the Agua Fria and 

New Rivers, were even more sporadic in their flow with much of the 

floodplain remaining dry on the surface except during the heavier 

rains (Tevis 1954:54-56). 

More ephemeral watercourses, particularly those collecting 

runoff from pediments and bajadas, never flowed outside of the rainy 

seasons (Dunbier 1968:30). Due to the high absorption capacity of the 

channel matrix, relatively little flow was conducted into larger 

tributaries. 

Throughout the Basin and Range province situations exist where 

water which has percolated through permeable geological deposits en

counters impermeable strata. The locations of resurgence of this water 

often provide small but year-round surface flows in the form of springs 

or seeps. Such resurgences most often occur at the junctions of 

mountain slopes and pediments, where the impermeable strata are exposed. 

Of importance is the fact that these resurgences are higher in eleva

tion and usually some distance from developed stream channels, which 

occupy the lowest elevations of the basins (Bryan 1925b). 

A third significant hydrological phenomenon is the area of no 

external drainage. These features range in size from playas to small 
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catchment pools. The former occur only in those rare situations where 

basins without an outflow drainage are located. In the study area only 

one playa—Willcox Playa—exists. Such features are characterized by 

intermittent water input, with water loss attributable to evapotrans-

piration. Due to the fact that evaporation exceeds input in this 

instance, Willcox Playa is usually dry (Pine 1963). Lesser runoff 

impoundments, called, among other things, tanks, tinajas, and charcos, 

are considerably smaller than playas. They are characterized by inter

mittent inflow which is almost always related to surface runoff. Many 

are large enough to retain water year-round, while others are little 

more than shallow depressions from which water evaporates in a matter 

of hours or days. Relatively impermeable rocks with widely spaced 

joints form the best matrix for these catchment basins—such deposits as 

granite, gneiss, fine-grained porphyritic intrusives, and certain 

volcanic materials. Again, catchment depressions are rarely found in 

the basins proper, but are more often distributed on pediments and 

mountain slopes where the appropriate rock is exposed (Bryan 1925b). 

Biotic Communities 

The Sonoran Desert is characterized by one of the most diverse 

biotic communities of the North American deserts. It is so diverse that 

there has been little consistency in establishing boundary definitions 

and biotic association classifications. Conditioned largely by physio

graphic and climatic conditions, the Sonoran Desert is largely made up 

of arid-adapted organisms, the diversity of which is related to micro-

environmental factors, principally local rainfall patterns and soil type. 
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The classification of biotic communities is based essentially on 

plants. Plants not only are much more available for quantification and 

comparison than are animals, but the animal life associated with 

particular habitats can be viewed as a function of the attendant plants. 

Furthermore, this classification emphasizes perennial plants. This is 

true, again, because annuals maintain what could be called a symbiotic 

relationship with perennial vegetation. Perennials are also better 

indicators of environmental controls, such as climate, soil, and 

physiography. Furthermore, they are the most effective monitors of 

long-term environmental change. 

This discussion of biotic communities is a much simplified 

version of that developed by Brown and Lowe (1974a, 1974b). The latter 

should be referred to if a more detailed classification is desired. 

The basins usually contain open stands of low creosote-bush, 

often in association with saltbush, and bursage (burrow bush). These 

associations are somewhat thinner in distribution at the western end of 

the region, due to the relatively sparse rainfall. Increases in density 

and size are reflective of improved moisture conditions along the edges 

of intermittent stream channels. The larger basin stream channels may 

also support stands of blue paloverde, mesquite, and an occasional 

smoke tree, catclaw, and hackberry 

As the basin sediments are replaced by the better drained 

moisture-retaining soils of the bajadas and pediments, creosote and 

bursage give way to the little-leafed (foothill) paloverde, ironwood, 

acacia, ocotillo, brittlebush, and a host of cacti. The latter include 

sahuaro, organpipe, senita, barrel, cholla, prickly pear, hedgehog., 



and pincushion cacti. This is a particularly rich and varied com

munity, with shrubs predominating over trees and cacti. Composition 

often includes from five to fifteen shrub species in the form of a 

multi-layered understory, topped by a discontinuous overstory of three 

to six tree or columnar cactus species (Dunbier 1968:46-60). 

The perennial streams support relatively dense stands of palo-

verde, mesquite, desert broom, cottonwood, willow, ash, and acacia. A 

mesic microenvironment, this community is often manifested as a fairly 

high canopied gallery association, with winter deciduous broadleaf 

trees most prominent. Many of the plant species and their associations 

are restricted to the banks of these major drainageways, and are often 

radically different typologically than the immediately surrounding 

non-placustrine (aquatic) communities (Lowe 1964:60-61). 

In the higher elevations of the southern and eastern peri

pheries of the study area, patches of grassland communities are located 

These localities most often support a mixed association of various 

species of grama grass, sacaton grass, and three-awn grass among others 

as well as a host of annuals and other forbs. Although these grasses 

used to be dominant in the deeper soils of the high basins, they now 

suffer from overgrazing, and such areas are now being invaded by 

leguminous shrubs and trees, cacti, beargrass, agave, yucca, and other 

similar perennial life-forms. The grassland communities reflect major 

differences in the plant and animal speices which occur in these 

localities, which are the result of differences in elevation, physiog

raphy, drainage, and soil characteristics. 
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The indigenous faunal associations which accompany the plant 

communities in the study area are relatively well known. The following 

discussion of vertebrates is taken largely from Cockrum (1960) and Lowe 

(1964); of invertebrates from Pimentel (1967), Swan and Papp (1972), and 

Bequaert and Miller (1973). 

The invertebrate fauna of the study region compose an econom

ically insignificant group of organisms. Relevant invertebrate classes 

include the mollusks and anthropods. Molluscan shellfish wereoonce 

quite common, and were represented by over 100 indigenous species, 

primarily Amnicola and Anadonta (Bequaert and Miller 1973). They 

occurred not only in the flowing streams of the Sonoran Desert, but were 

not doubt found in the larger feeder canals of those Indians who 

practiced canal irrigation. A number of land and fresh-water snails 

were also present (Pimentel 1967:61-66) but they were probably of little 

significance. 

There have been no studies of the arthropods of the Southwest, 

much less the study region. Nonetheless, some information is available 

on the classes and orders of particular importance to the Sonoran 

Desert and to the human inhabitants. 

Spiders, scorpions, centipedes, and millipedes were common (as 

they are now) in the Basin and Range province, but were probably of 

litte economic importance. Certain of the insects, however, primarily 

the cicadas, grasshoppers and crickets, beetles—especially the large 

wood-boring cerambyciadae, termites, and butterflies and moths were of 

considerable significance to the prehistoric and proto-historic 



horticulturalists (Swan and Papp 1972). In particular, the larval 

stages of these insects were exploited. 

Crustacean arthropods have never been particularly abundant in 

the arid Southwest. Those considered herein include the freshwater 

and brine shrimp and the crayfish, both of which existed in the 

placustrine settings of the study region (Pimentel 1967:88-91). The 

latter was uncommon enough and the former insignificant enough to have 

probably made little impact on past lifeways. 

The chordates are much better known for the Sonoran Desert. 

Major forms include fishes, birds, amphibians and reptiles, and mammals. 

There is a moderately wide range of native fishes which once 

inhabited the permanent water sources of the study area (Miller and 

Lowe 1964). One species of trout, ten species of minnows (chubs), five 

species of sucker, one species of killfish (the desert pup-fish), and 

two species of topminnow are represented. With only a few exceptions, 

the indigenous fishes of the study area are only of moderate economic 

significance. 

The reptiles and amphibians of the study area comprise one of 

the most numerous and varied animal groups. Although the aquatic forms 

are almost equally divided between the Lower Colorado Desert and the 

Arizona Upland Desert, the Lower Colorado Desert contains more species 

of lizards and snakes. At least 17 species of toads and frogs, three 

species of turtles, 31 species of lizards, and 35 species of snakes 

inhabit the region (Lowe 1964:153-174). Although the aquatic life-forms 

are obviously associated almost exclusively with the riparian settings, 

the reptiles are distributed throughout the more arid biotic localities, 
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with the most varieties and numbers being found in the riparian, grass

land, and cactus communities. 

Ornithologists continue to note the fact that the numbers and 

species of birds that migrate through and inhabit the Sonoran Desert 

are surprisingly great. No attempt will be made here to document 

particular families, genera, or species—the interested reader can 

consult Monson and Phillips (1964) . Of the approximately 450 reported 

species in the state, well over half nest in or otherwise occupy the 

study region. Almost all of the rest of the species pass through the 

region during the fall and summer migrations. Aquatic or aquatic-

associated avifauna are abundant, with almost one-third of the known 

species found in this group. These birds were undoubtedly more common 

in habitats within the study region that now do not support such 

species—such as cienegas, bosques, and other riparian settings which 

have been modified or destroyed historically. Carnivorous birds of all 

types are also numerous and varied, composing perhaps one-tenth of the 

known species. Medium-sized terrestrial-associated birds, omnivores, 

compose some 15 per cent of the total. Insect and seed-eating birds, 

however, make up fully half the species list. Most of these birds 

migrate out of the study region at one time or another, with some moving 

to the higher elevations in the summer, and others flying to the 

lowlands during the same months. 

The greatest numbers and varieties of birds occur in the 

riparian formations. A great many species, particularly smaller types, 

visit or inhabit the grasslands. Fewer of these types occupy the 

paloverde-cacti communities, although carnivorous/omnivorous birds are 
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well represented, due to the abundance of other faunal species. The 

creosote-bursage-saltbush communities support the least in the way of 

avian life. 

The indigenous mammals are also impressive in their variety and 

distribution—or at least this was the case before Euro-American 

eradication of many of the larger exploitable species. Approximately 

150 species of mammals are known in the state of Arizona, fully two-

thirds of which inhabit the study region for all or part of the year. 

The more locally-specific species which do not occupy the study area are 

the smaller mammals, particularly certain shrews and rodents. The 

larger mammals (with the possible exception of the elk) are all found 

in the region. Most of the mammal species consist of rodents and bats, 

with medium-sized animals (rabbits, raccoons, and skunks) making up a 

considerably smaller proportion of the species numbers. Larger herbi

vores consist of deer, javelina, an occasional antelope, and big-horn 

sheep. Larger carnivore-omnivores such as coyotes, wolves, bear, and 

cats make up the apex of the mammalian biotic pyramid (Cockrum 1960, 

1964). 

As with the previous classes of fauna, the varieties and 

numbers correlate closely with different vegetation communities. The 

riparian communities support the highest, followed by the grassland 

communities and the paloverde-cacti communities. Although the saltbush-

creosotebush-bursage communities, again, are associated with the most 

limited range of mammals, some of the larger species, particularly the 

coyotes, are found somewhat regularly in such communities. 
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Although smaller mammalian forms are closely associated with a 

particular plant community, larger species (from rabbits on up) can 

occupy two or more biotic zones, often for different reasons. Deer and 

antelope, for example, often range widely in search of food and water, 

and exploit a number of different environmental settings. This is 

obviously true of the predators which live on the herbivores as well. 

In summary, the environment of the study area contains a number 

of elements which interrelate to produce the subsystem which both 

constrains the range of adaptive strategies available to any one 

cultural group, and provides a variety of alternative possibilities 

with respect to adaptive patterns within those constraints. A complex 

mosaic of physiography, soil structure, and climate combine to support 

biotic communities which are more or less useful to peoples exploiting 

different components of the resource base. This point will be con

sidered in more detail in the effective environment section. 

Paleoenvironmental Reconstruction 

The foregoing discussion was restricted to consideration of the 

contemporary environment. Obviously research directed toward eluci

dating aspects of past human adaptation must take into account past 

environmental conditions. There is a considerable body of information 

available concerning paleoenvironmental settings which is relevant to the 

problems pursued herein. 

It is inappropriate within the context of this study to provide 

an extensive review and critique of the methods utilized obtain paleo

environmental data. The following synthesis deals with the problem as 
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it seems to apply to the Sonoran Desert, with methodological priorities 

established on the basis of their applicability to the study region. 

In assigning these priorities, the information provided in the Hester 

and Schoenwetter (1964) summary of paleoenvironmental reconstruction was 

relied upon to a considerable extent, as it still represents the best 

comparative synthesis of concepts, methods, and shortcomings to date. 

The data relevant to a discussion of paleoenvironmental recon

struction in the Sonoran Desert include palynological, paleozoological 

and paleobotanical (paleobiological), geomorphological, and dendro-

chronological information. Although all of these data bases have short

comings in developing a comprehensive picture of past environmental 

conditions, it is argued that as a whole, they can provide a reasonably 

reliable indication of overall paleoenvironmental conditions. 

The pollen record has been used extensively to reconstruct both 

past and present climatic sequences in the arid Southwest (Hevly, 

Mehringer, and Yokum 1965; Martin 1963; Martin and Mehringer 1965; 

Martin, Schoenwetter, and Arms 1961; Mehringer 1965, 1967; Mehringer and 

Haynes 1966; Schoenwetter and Doerschlag 1970, 1971). Although some of 

these studies have been criticized for improper use of pollen data to 

infer climatic conclusions (Dick 1964; Kelso 1971, Potter 1964), an 

important element of reliability is provided in their generally con

sistent results during the time period under consideration. Palyno

logical evidence indicates that the climate has been essentially similar 

to that extant today since the beginning of the Holocene. Although 

there is some difference in the conclusions of certain of the investi

gators, all agree on the fact that the climate, and by extension, the 
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ecological situation in general, was equivalent to contemporary circum

stances. The position is not taken herein that climate is isomorphic 

with environmental conditions, but climate is one of the major factors 

in controlling ecological variables, and stands as an important line of 

evidence in arguing for the overall status of past environments. 

Paleomicrofaunal research also bears out the contention that 

the environment in the Sonoran Desert has changed very little in the 

past several thousand years. Studies of rodent behavior, particularly 

subsistence and distribution patterns, for which there are analog etho-

logical models available, indicate that these factors have not changed 

appreciably during the Holocene (King n.d., King and Van Devender in 

press, Van Devender 1973, Van Devender and King 1971, Wells 1970). 

Utilizing the information derived from more or less continuously 

occupied rat middens, this research concludes that general vegetative 

distributions and packrat behavior, both sensitive indicators of en

vironmental change, have not varied appreciably for the past several 

thousand years. Although the methodologies behind these reconstructions 

have been criticized as well (Findley 1964), the authors are aware of 

the limitations of their data, and make explicit the justifications 

for their major assumptions. 

Geomorphological reconstructions, primarily by Antevs (1938, 

1948, 1952/ 1955) and Bryan (1923, 1925a, 1941a, 1941b), provided the 

earliest inferences about prehistoric environments in the arid South

west, and continue to be the most hotly contested. Such reconstructions, 

relying on extrapolations back in time from such geomorphological 

processes as alluviation, erosion, calcification, and the development 
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and decomposition of other geological features, resulted in the estab

lishment of three climatic periods. The Anathermal, lasting from 8000 

B.C. to 5500 B.C., was cooler than the present. The Altithermal, con

tinuing from 5500 B.C. to 2000 B.C., was warmer than the present. The 

Medithermal, beginning at 2000 B.C., and lasting to the present, is 

characterized by climatic factors identical to those holding today. Of 

importance to this study is the fact that these reconstructions, despite 

the questionable assumptions identified by their critics (cf. Langbein 

1964, Martin 1963), also hold that the environment, at least as it is 

reflected in the history of geological processes in the Sonoran Desert, 

was similar to that of the present during the time that agrarian Indian 

populations dominated occupation of the Southwest. This position is 

given substantial support by the most recent study to deal with arroyo 

development (Reeve 1975) . 

There have been few actual attempts to reconstruct past environ

ments in the Basin and Range province which relied on paleobotanical 

interpretations exclusive of palynological information. Those studies 

which have dealt with vegetation and macro-plant remains in relation

ship to paleoenvironmental conditions (e.g.,Bohrer 1971, Halovorson 1970, 

Hastings 1959, Hastings and Turner 1965, Shreve and Hinckley 1937) have 

all, again, concluded that the environment as manifested in overall 

quantities and locations of floral communities has not changed markedly 

for the past several thousand years. 

One of the most promising approaches to paleoenvironmental re

construction is the derivation of past ecological conditions from 

dendrochronological information. Environmental inferences based on such 
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data have dealt with those factors influencing tree growth patterns as 

manifested in tree rings. Unfortunately, the approach currently has 

little utility in the Sonoran Desert area, where the tree species 

recovered under prehistoric circumstances are usually unsuitable for 

tree-ring analysis. 

Although the tree-ring data for more northerly parts of the 

Southwest date back approximately 2000 years, most of these data were 

directed toward answering questions about chronology and climate, and 

provided little information concerning other environmental conditions. 

Although dendroclimatic study suggests that a number of droughts 

occurred in the Mountain province (Dean and Robinson 1972, Haury 1934), 

the relationship of these droughts to the Southwestern environment in 

general, and the Sonoran Desert ecosystem in specific, is unknown. 

The great majority of the paleoenvironmental data available for 

the arid Southwest, then, indicate that no large-scale shifts in en

vironmental conditions have occurred since the earliest agriculturalists 

entered the area. This conclusion, however, can be challenged on two 

counts. The first relates to the potential for current methods of 

paleoenvironmental research to identify change in environmental condi

tions in the study region. For instance, the processes responsible for 

arroyo downcutting and redeposition are not well understood, despite the 

relatively simplistic assertions of earlier geomorphologists. The rela

tionship between these processes and environmental variables is a 

further step removed, thus rendering paleoenvironmental conclusions 

tenuous that are based on geological processes. Similarly, the 

threshold levels beyond which environmental change will be manifested 
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in evidence such as past floral and faunal residue are still being 

refined. Although such data are more tightly controlled, significant 

interpretive problems still exist. 

Secondly, even if the data correctly indicate that no large-

scale changes in environment occurred in the Sonoran Desert, they are 

likely insensitive to paleoenvironmental oscillations of a smaller 

scale, which might be relevant to human adaptive responses. No informa

tion is available concerning the correlations between thresholds for 

adaptive change in trees, packrats, and arid desert Indians. Until a 

number of well-controlled studies of these questions are completed, no 

definitive solution is available. 

Nonetheless, it is instructive to note that no line of evidence 

suggests that large-scale environmental change occurred in the study 

region during the Holocene. With the available data elsewhere in the 

Southwest conflicting in terms of results and interpretations, the 

Sonoran Desert information is striking in its consistency. It certainly 

is no less adequate a data base than "that utilized to support environ

mental stability or change on, for example, the Colorado Plateau. To 

the extent that similar positions are taken by accepted professionals 

working in the Basin and Range (cf. Bohrer 1971, Goodyear 1975b, Raab 

1976a), the argument is recognizably supportable. It is to be emphasized 

that this conclusion does not mean that environmental change is not to 

be considered as an important variable for the stimulation of culture 

change within the context of this study. It does mean that there is 

sufficient evidence to throw its primary causal position with respect to 

change in aboriginal agrarian adaptation into doubt, and to justify 



environmental stability in the Sonoran Desert as a valid assumption in 

the testing of an essentially unicausal model. Such a position has been 

succinctly argued by Plog (19 74:98) who stated, "Explicitly and/or 

implicitly . . . assumptions are built into any alternative technique 

for handling . . . data. There is no way to avoid making assumptions, 

and ignoring the assumptions that one makes only hinders our effort to 

insure that these are good assumptions. Our task is to make assumptions 

explicit and then to identify, as best we can, the soundest of the 

alternatives available to us." 

It i£5 recognized that recent environmental changes in the 

Sonoran Desert have occurred. Historical environmental studies such as 

those initiated by Hastings (1959, 1963), Hastings and Turner (1965), 

Leopold (1951), and Sauer and Brand (1931) have established the fact 

that the introduction of cattle and extensive Euro-American modification 

of the surface hydrology and physiography have led to substantial 

alteration of aspects of the environmental setting within the last 150 

years. The phylogenetic stability of Sonoran Desert floral perennials 

in space and time, as well as the long-lived nature of many of these 

plants, however, makes them reliable indices of environmental conditions 

previous to such disturbance (Goodyear 1975b:16-21, Hastings and Turner 

1965:271, Shreve 1951, Shreve and Hinckley 1937). 

Effective Environment 

The previous discussions in this chapter have emphasized the 

description of environmental factors deemed relevant to prehistoric and 

proto-historic adaptation to the Sonoran Desert. It remains to discuss 
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the relationships, both known and potential, among those factors and 

the study population. 

The rationale for defining the region geographically has already 

been explained; suffice it to say that the definition is based on the 

distribution of a particular adaptive strategy, which is the focus of 

this research, rather than on the basis of any culture-area or environ

mental criterion per se. 

The effective environment can be conceived of as operating on 

two related levels: as a set of constraints and as a set of optimum 

influencing adaptive strategies. With respect to this study, the 

limitations imposed by the environment on sedentary horticultural-

hunting-gathering strategies and the potential for exploitation of the 

Basin and Range region given the subsistence-settlement practices and 

the technologies of the study groups are of primary importance. These 

complementary relationships are manifested as a complex network of 

factors which acted in part to define human use of the abiotic and 

biotic resources. Abiotic resources consist of physiography (topog

raphy, geology, soils), climate (rainfall, temperature, wind), and 

hydrology (water sources and flow patterns). Biotic resources include 

flora, fauna, and, to some extent, human populations. 

Physiographic constraints inposed by the mountain-valley nature 

of the study region are responsible in part for defining settlement and 

subsistence locations, and for directing lines of cultural interaction. 

The mountain slopes themselves would have been largely inappropriate for 

habitation or limited use sites except in those cases where rock 

shelters existed. Similarly, the bajadas and peneplains would have been 



too steep to settle or otherwise occupy except in those situations where 

deflation had created flat locations. They were, however, utilized in 

other fashions. Actual settlement took place most often on the basin 

floor and stabilized terraces where adequate level ground was available. 

In that the mountains constrained interaction among populations in dif

ferent basins to some degree, they would have been significant in 

limiting and directing social change. Concurrently they would have 

directed this interaction along the lines of least resistance, these 

being the basins and interconnecting drainages. 

Soils, as an element of the physiography, ware of considerable 

import in circumscribing the locations where cultivation could be 

undertaken, as well as defining the distribution of economically impor

tant natural vegetation. Pediment soils, being of recent origin, would 

have supported little in the way of relevant vegetation, either native 

or domestic. Bajada and peneplain soils were eminently arable, and 

maintained a considerable variety and density of economically valuable 

plants. Although the varieties of exploitable native flora diminished 

on the basin floors, the soils were arable here as well, and would have 

been most amenable to cultivation. 

A third physiographic factor would have been lithologic in 

nature. Depending upon the composition of the ranges, lithic sources 

for different uses might only have been available in particular loca

tions where appropriate outcroppings were exposed. In some cases this 

material was exploitable in secondary contexts, such as areas of re-

deposition along terraces and floodplains; in others, the necessity for 
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large specimens or "fresh" material would have required mining the place 

of origin. 

Climatological factors were rather significant with respect to 

subsistence strategies in particular. Regional rainfall patterns were 

such that horticulture was almost unfeasible in the western extremes of 

the study area, and indigenous economic plants were relatively scarce. 

In most parts of the Sonoran Desert, rainfall would generally have 

supported a double cropping schedule, as well as seasonal exploitation 

of a host of other economically important biota. On a basin-specific 

level, the southern and eastern flanks of relatively high ranges re

ceived more rainfall, due to the biseasonally directional nature of the 

rainfall cycles. This circumstance would have had obvious implications 

both for the planting of crops and the gathering of wild foods, and the 

location of settlements and limited activity sites. 

Temperature is closely correlated with rainfall as a significant 

factor. Essentially hotter at the western peripheries of the Sonoran 

Desert, less extreme gradients were encountered from west to east across 

the study region. Localities of greater exposure to the sun would 

generally have been more conducive to the growth of both cultigens and 

native flora, although this situation would not always have held in 

areas of extremely high temperatures, such as locations exposed to the 

sun at all times. 

Wind currents would have had considerable influence on the 

location of settlements, as well as components within settlements. 

Open settlement locations on the northeastern flanks of prominences 

would receive the most protection from winds. Basin-specific air flows 



would be such that settlements located as high up on the basin edges as 

feasible would capitalize upon the optimum cooling and heating aspects 

of convection current air movement. 

Hydrological factors would affect most aspects of aboriginal 

agrarian adaptation in the study region. The availability of water, 

particularly on the surfaces of floodplains, has obvious implications 

for human existence, horticulture, and exploitation of native flora and 

fauna. In situations where it can be diverted via canals or other run

off retarding structures to arable land, water would have expanded the 

area encompassed by the subsistence-settlement pattern. Similarly, the 

presence of a reliable source of water is correlated with a concentra

tion of economically important plants and animals. Although these 

settings would most often be restricted to the basins near floodplains, 

situations existed where springs and seeps, generally situated above the 

basin fill, also would have supported a sedentary horticultural settle

ment. Sizeable catchment areas, generally located in exposed pediment 

features, would also have been exploitable, at least during and shortly 

after the rainy seasons. This is true of Willcox Playa as well, where 

the water would have been impounded to some degree in the late summer 

and winter. 

Runoff is also a hydrological factor which would be relevant to 

the adaptive system under consideration. Obvious constraints relate to 

staep slope, where runoff is too rapid to divert or otherwise control 

for horticultural or domestic purposes. Conversely, if the slope angle 

is too flat, such as in some bottomland settings, water control is 

equally as ineffective. Runoff constraints are relevant to water 
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volume as well. In situations where drainage flow is great, as in 

rivers during the flood stages, diversion is rendered more difficult. 

Fluctuating and seasonal water flow would have provided similar 

hindrances. 

Biotic resources would also have been of considerable importance 

in defining aboriginal adaptive strategies. Basin floors would have 

held little natural economic potential in terms of biotic resources, 

because of the nature of the plant and animal communities in this zone. 

However, the basins would have supported horticulture. Most of the 

exploitation of native plants would have been restricted to the bajadas 

and peneplains, where the greatest number and varieties of economically 

valuable species would have been located. This zone could also have 

supported horticulture, although it would have been limited to those 

locations amenable to runoff diversion and retention. Upper bajadas and 

pediments would have restricted floral exploitation to little more than 

the collecting and processing of an extremely limited range of useful 

plants. Although the riparian zones were narrowly circumscribed as 

exploitable regions, thus imposing a locational constraint on usage, it 

would have been one of the more important settings from a biotic per

spective. For the riverine habitat contained a great variety and 

number of economically important native plant species, as well as having 

the potential to support horticulture in the form of floodplain or check 

dam farming. This situation holds as well in locations such as springs 

and seeps, where water is retained for considerable lengths of time. 

Faunal distributions provide constraints and options similar to 

those of the vegetative communities. With the greatest numbers and 
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diversities of fauna located in the riparian and bajada-peneplain 

settings, hunting activities and other forms of faunal exploitation 

would have been largely restricted to those zones. The taking of wider 

ranging herbivores would have required periodic forays into the habitats 

of those animals—an additional aspect to be considered in the hunting 

pattern. 

Human factors relate in large part to carrying capacity. As 

discussed in Chapter 6, the concept of carying capacity is difficult to 

quantify. Regardless of its ultimate definition, the threshold beyond 

which overcrowding occurs is a constraint imposed by the adaptive 

success of a human population within a particular environmental setting. 

On the other hand, the ability to maximize the resource potential within 

the context of a particular social and technological system requires a 

minimum population size and organization that is partially based on the 

lifeway characterizing that population. 

Within the limits imposed by the environment itself, the actual 

adaptive strategy chosen by the society consists of subsistence-

settlement compromises which rarely represent true maximization of the 

potentially available resources, given a particular level of technology. 

The cultural bias characterizing any human population is such that 

adaptation to environmental circumstances is never completely efficient. 

Instead, adaptation consists of one of a series of potentially viable 

solutions to satisfy their bio-cultural needs (Netting 1971:25). 

The range of these solutions relates directly to the overall 

adaptive potential of the environment itself. In regions where the 

adaptive potential is great—such as the Northwest Coast—the range of 



viable subsistence-settlement strategies is relatively high. The 

Sonoran Desert, however, categorized as a marginal or restricted en

vironment, has considerably less in the way of adaptive potential. 

This is not to say that the pre-industrial inhabitants barely eked out 

a living, for this was not the case. But it does mean that the com

bination of harsh climate and low subsistence capacity within the 

region restricted considerably the viable adaptive options available 

to the desert dwellers. Consequently the adaptive strategy which 

characterized the agrarian aboriginal population was extremely effi

cient in that it made relatively economical use of the available 

resource base- This efficiency, manifested as a remarkably stable 

subsistence-related technology through time, is further discussed in 

Chapter 4. 



CHAPTER 4 

RELEVANT CULTURE HISTORY OF STUDY REGION 

The preceding chapter provides the environmental backdrop for 

the sedentary aboriginal occupation of the study area. One of the major 

reasons for the original interest in studying the prehistory of the 

region was to reconstruct the lifeway of the extinct people who once 

lived in such an arid setting (Martin and Plog 1973:4). 

History of Research 

The history of archaeological research in the Sonoran Desert 

actually begins in 1886—the first year of the Hemenway Expedition, 

which was sent out to Arizona to obtain information about the pre

historic cultures of that area by Mary Hemenway (1892) of Boston. This 

expedition, under the guidance of Frank Cushing, recorded a number of 

sites, and conducted excavations at among other locations, Casa Grande 

and Los Muertos (Bandelier 1890, Cushing 1890, Fewkes 1892, Hemenway 

1892, Haury 1945a). 

The work of the Hemenway Expedition was followed up in the 

1890's by a survey of parts of the Verde Valley and additional study 

and repair of Casa Grande by Cosmos Mindeleff (1896a, 1896b, 1897). 

During that same period (in 1892) Casa Grande was set aside by the 

Department of the Interior to be protected. 

Interest in Casa Grande continued, with J. Walter Fewkes in 1908 

conducting additional excavations at the site and stabilizing parts of 
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the structures that were affected by the runoff from the roof over the 

Great House which had been built in 1903 (Fewkes 1907, 1912). 

Archaeological interest remained centered around the middle Gila 

River valley for more than ten years after Fewkes' work at Casa Grande. 

During that time a number of surveys were conducted in order to ascer

tain the numbers of sites along parts of the Gila and to investigate 

the extent of prehistoric irrigation systems (e.g. Cummings 1927, 

Turney 1924). 

The real proliferation of archaeological research in the Sonoran 

Desert took place in the late 1920's and 1930's. In 1927, Harold S. 

Gladwin, then of the Southwest Museum, began excavations in the Casa 

Grande locality, where he exposed and described features both at the 

monument and at nearby Adamsville (Gladwin 1928) . Shortly thereafter he 

established his own archaeological research center, Gila Pueblo, and 

initiated a series of surveys of the Sonoran Desert which remain un

paralleled in their extensiveness (W. Gladwin and H. Gladwin 1929a, 

1929b, 1930, 1934, 1935; H. Gladwin and W. Gladwin 1930). During this 

time the Van Bergen-Los Angeles Museum Expedition was also digging on 

the Casa Grande monument grounds, and at the nearby Grewe Site (Woodward 

1931). A survey of the southern borders of the study region was per

formed (Sauer and Brand 1931). Excavation research also began to move 

out of the Gila River drainage, with the investigation of Roosevelt 9:6 

(Haury 1932), in the Tonto Basin, and the excvation of sites in the 

Tucson Basin (Fraps 1935, Gabel 1931, Kelly 1936) . 

In 1934 work commenced on what was to be the single most impor

tant research project undertaken to date in the.^Sonoran—Desert—the 



excavation of Snaketown, a large multi-component site located on the 

Gila River south of Phoenix. The results of this work (Gladwin 1937, 

1942, 1948; Gladwin and others 1937) still dominate the interpretations 

of late prehistoric events in the study region. 

By the late 1930's, the Amerind Foundation had been established 

at Dragoon by William S. Fulton, and archaeological survey and excava

tion were begun in some of the hitherto unknown areas of the Sonoran 

Desert (Fulton 1934, Fulton and Tuthill 1940). 

The late 1930's and 1940's saw a proliferation of reports on the 

excavations of archaeological sites in and around the Salt-Gila basins, 

in part due to the archaeological work completed as an aspect of the 

public works programs instituted during the depression of the 1930's. 

Schroeder's (1940) early investigations in the Salt River drainage, the 

excavations of Haury (Haury and others 1975), Scantling (1939, 1940), 

and Withers (1944, 1973) in the Papagueria, and the study of PuebJo 

Grande, Mesa Grande, and the University Indian Ruins (Hayden 1957) are 

examples of the pertinent research that took place during that time. 

The first syntheses of Southwestern prehistory which dealt with the 

Basin-Range as a cultural entity (Roberts 1935:11-18, 1937:15-21; 

McGregor 1941a) were also published. 

The 1950's saw the development of salvage archaeology in 

Arizona, which stimulated the amount of work done in the study region 

to a great extent. Although the results of some of these studies have 

been reported (e.g., Breternitz 1957, 1960; Schroeder 1961; Tuohy 1960; 

Wasley 1960a, 1960c), most of it remains in manuscript or field notes 

form, as salvage work at that time emphasized data recovery rather than 
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report preparation and publication (see Wasley 1959, 1960b). At the 

same time the Amerind Foundation was sponsoring considerable archaeo

logical research in the southern part of the study region (DiPeso 1951, 

1953, 1956, 1958). Academic work, primarily by The University of 

Arizona, continued (e.g., Eddy 1958, Frick 1954). The first serious 

study of the cerros de trincheras took place in the late 1950's 

(Fontana, Greenleaf, and Cassidy 1959; Johnson 1960). And more detailed 

syntheses of the prehistory of the study region appeared (Gladwin 1957, 

Wormington 194 7). 

The proliferation of work in the 1950's, primarily stimulated by 

salvage requirements, continued throughout most of the 1960's. It was 

complemented by increased involvement in local research on the part of 

Arizona universities. Both excavation and survey project results began 

refining the temporal sequence established by the first Snaketown 

excavation, as well as providing better information about the limits of 

prehistoric agrarian site distributions. Excavations at the Painted 

Rocks Reservoir location (Wasley and Johnson 1965), Haury's return to 

Snaketown (Haury 1976), the identifying and salvaging of sites threat

ened by highways (Greenleaf 1975, Hammack 1969, Johnson 1964, Johnson 

and Wasley 1966) and reservoirs (Vivian 1965, Vivian and Wasley 1965, 

Wasley and Benham 1968, Wasley and Johnson 1965), are examples of such 

studies. Institution-sponsored research continued as well (e.g., Lytle 

1971, Opfenring 1965, Pailes 1963, Ruppe 1966, Zahniser 1966). 

Synthetic works also made up a large part of the regional literature 

(Gritzner 1966, Haury 1967, McGregor 1965, Schroeder 1960, Wasley 1966, 

Wasley and Johnson 1965). 
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The late 1960's and 1970's saw an important shift in the study 

of the archaeology of the region. Although previous interests in estab

lishing temporal and spatial parameters, describing cultural traits, 

and providing generalized cultural-environmental inferences about 

change and development for the extinct peoples of the arid Southwest 

continued, some studies attempted problem-oriented research, often using 

quantitative methods to test explicit hypotheses, primarily about man-

land relationships. Cultural-historical studies continued to contribute 

to the time-space-descriptive data base, primarily stimulated by con

tract archaeological needs, as manifested by reports written by Brown 

and Grebinger (1969), Canouts and others (1975) , Doyel (1974a), Fish 

(1971), Stacy (1975), Valcarce and Kayser (1969), and Weaver (1974). 

Still others attempted to propose regional research questions within the 

contexts of specific data bases (Canouts, Germeshausen, and Larkin 1972; 

Canouts and others 1975; Doyel 1974a; Grady and others 1973; Gilman and 

Sherman 1975; Stewart and Teague 1974; Weaver 1972). A third general 

variety was involved in the actual quantitative study of explicitly 

proposed research questions (cf. Doelle 1974, in press; Goodyear 1975b; 

Grebinger 1971a, 1971b; Grebinger and Adams 1974; Raab 1973, 1974, 

1976a). This latter form of research promises to provide much-needed 

information on the processes behind the adaptation of extinct agrarian 

populations to the arid Southwestern region. Although one important 

synthesis has been published during recent years (Martin and Plog 1973), 

its treatment of the study region is uneven at best. 

Information about proto-historic and historic aborigine lifeways 

in the arid Southwest has been derived from two basic sources: 
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descriptions of early explorers and a plethora of ethnographic accounts. 

Conspicuoulsy absent are data from pre-contact period archaeological 

research for the study area. Thus the information available for that 

period is extrapolated from proto-historic missionary and early explora

tion documents. Many of these historical references are relatively 

detailed, and provide important insights into the aboriginal lifeways at 

the time of initial European contact (cf. Benavides 1916; Bolton 1930, 

1948; Coues 1900; Dunne 1955; Emory 1848; Ezell 1961; Karns 1954; 

Kessell 1970; Spicer 1962; Thwaites 1905; Wyllys 1931). 

These data are complemented by published and unpublished reports 

on the observations and documentation of informant knowledge by early 

ethnographers. Although ethnographic information about some historic 

Indian groups (e.gv the Papago) is much more plentiful than others (the 

Pima and Sobaipuri), it too makes up a sizeable body of data which are 

extremely useful in generating inferences about past aboriginal life 

styles. The earliest ethnographic studies emphasized descriptions of 

material culture and social customs—approaches which have some utility 

in extrapolating to processes maintaining cultural stability and pro

ducing culture change. Some of the best of these studies were done by 

Gaillard (1894); Grossman (1873); Hill (1936); Hoover (1935); Hrdlicka 

(1906); Joseph, Epicer, and Chesky (1949); Parsons (1928); Russell 

(1975); Spier (1936); and Underhill (1939, 1940). 

During the 1930's and 1940's ethnographic research began to 

emphasize ethnobotanical concerns, and a wealth of data was synthesized 

concerning historic aboriginal use of cultivated and natural plant 

resources. During this period cultural-environmental reports by 
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Castetter and Bell (1937, 1942); Castetter, Bell, and Grove (1938); 

Castetter and Underhill (1935); Ross (1941); and Thackery and Leding 

(1929) were completed. 

The Indial land claims cases of the late 1940's, 1950's, and 

early 1960's produced a great deal of ethnographic information related 

particularly to aboriginal land use. Seminal data collected by such 

authorities as Dobyns (1949), Ezell (1961), Fontana (1964), Hackenberg 

(1961a, 1961b, 1962, 1964a, 1964b), and W. H. Kelly (1963) became avail

able as a result of the land claims controversies. 

An additional source of research data on arid Southwestern 

aboriginal lifeways is theses and dissertations, principally from The 

University of Arizona. The studies of Jones (1953), Jones (1962), Lamb 

1969), and Mark (1960) are some recent examples. 

Most of the research on the original inhabitants of the arid 

Southwest, as previously indicated, has emphasized problems of material 

culture distribution in space and time. Although some consideration has 

been made of cultural ecological factors, for the most part these topics 

have been treated in a very general and speculative manner. Even fewer 

studies have developed and addressed archaeological problems in such a 

way that they can be systematically researched and quantitatively tested. 

There are a number of reasons for this. Most have been aptly 

spelled out by Gladwin and others (1937:12-18) who observed that the 

inclement climatic conditions during those times when archaeologists do 

most of their field work, combined with the relatively unspectacular 

nature of the archaeological resources in the study region, has resulted 

in much more emphasis on the accumulation of archaeological data about 
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the aboriginal cultures north of the Sonoran Desert. To these reasons 

it could be added that the types of sites that have traditionally been 

of interest to archaeologists—large habitation manifestations—are 

considerably more restricted in their distribution in the desert than 

are equivalent sites in less arid settings. The site locations, being 

on highly desirable property, have also been most extensively exploited 

by Euro-Americans. Thus a greater percentage of sites in the Sonoran 

Desert were destroyed by urban and rural development before archaeolo

gists had a chance to study them. 

This has meant that the information currently available on the 

prehistory and proto-history of the study region lacks the chronological 

and geographical refinement characterizing sites in the Mountain 

Province or on the Colorado Plateau. For example, only two sites con

taining a respectable sample of the earliest components of the pre

historic agrarian cultural sequence have been adequately studied and 

reported. A similar situation holds for the latest prehistoric period 

in the sequence. There are essentially no archaeological data from the 

proto-historic and pre-contact periods, and aboriginal informant knowl-
1 

edge on the subject is inconsistent and inconclusive. Although historic 

documents and ethnographic accounts of the post-contact aboriginal 

populations are relatively numerous, many of them are too general to 

provide reliable data on differences and similarities in adaptive 

strategies. Others were done after acculturation had considerably 

modified the aboriginal life style, and made no attempt to control for 

this type of change. Thus considerable care must be taken in the use of 
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post-contact information in studying pre-contact processes and post-

contact change. 

In the face of these data inconsistencies, interpretations of 

the prehistoric archaeological record in particular for the study region 

have been based on a considerable amount of unsupported speculation. 

Conjointly, conflicts in interpretations between different authorities 

have tended to lapse into dogmatic schools of thought rather than being 

tested with the data at hand or in the remaining archaeological record. 

Artifact types and classes, constellations, assemblages, foci, branches, 

and phases have been proposed, defended, dropped, and resurrected, often 

with seeming abandon. The region is seen to have been influenced, in

habited, exploited, and evacuated by almost every conceivable cultural 

group in the Southwest. The urge to lapse into intuitive archaeology is 

unquestionably in part a response to an information base which is not 

adequate—or not used—to systematically examine alternative explana

tions of extinct human behavioral phenomena which occurred in the study 

region. 

The Achilles' heel of the arid Southwestern data is chronology. 

The lack of reliable temporal control has promoted no end of profes

sional debates—some fruitful, and some fruitless—over the sequence of 

cultural developments in the study region through time (e.g., DiPeso 

1956; Gladwin 1942, 1948; Gladwin and others 1937; Schroeder 1951, 

1960). Although Haury's (1976) restudy of Snaketown was an explicit 

attempt to adjudicate the problem of chronology, it was not completely 

successful. Some of the time segments are much better defined as a 

result of the more recent research, while others remain unclear. 
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Nonetheless Haury makes an explicit argument for his chronological 

conclusions based on fully documented evidence which, for lack of a 

better supported position, is largely followed in this presentation. 

Basin and Range Sedentary Prehistoric 
Adaptation Through Time 

There are four relatively well-developed schools of thought 

about the origin and development of the sedentary prehistoric popula

tions in the Sonoran Desert. Although these schools have been treated 

by Grebinger (1971a) and Grady and others (1973), they are relevant to 

the cultural historical discussion which follows, and thus are briefly 

synthsized herein. 

The earliest school, and the most widely accepted, asserts that 

the Sonoran Desert environment was populated by a fully developed agri

culturally dependent culture with roots in northern Mexico which moved 

up the major tributaries of the arid Southwest at approximately 300 

B.C. (Gladwin and others 1937; Haury 1945a, 1965, 1967, 1976) . These 

people were called the Hohokam, and they displaced the indigenous 

hunter-gatherer occupants as they established control over the riverine 

habitats and adjacent locations which could support a settled popula

tion relying on canal irrigation from the rivers. The material culture 

introduced by the immigrants soon diffused to the indigenous occupants, 

who made use of many of them within the context of the lifestyle they 

followed in the more desolate hinterland. The Hohokam had gained a 

foothold in the upper Santa Cruz River drainage and the Salt and Gila 

Basins by 300 B.C. (the beginning of the Pioneer Period) and began to 

expand. By the end of the Colonial Period (A.D. 900), expansion had 
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penetrated up most of the major river drainages into physiographic 

zones well outside the desertic environments characterizing the study 

region. This movement was reversed during the Sedentary Period (A.D. 

900 to 1100), at the end of which the Hohokam peoples were reduced to 

little more than the core area occupied during the Pioneer Period. 

The beginning of the Classic Period (A.D. 1100) is seen as the 

time of the Salado intrusion. The entry into the Hohokam sphere of 

influence of northerly puebloid immigrants heralded the end of the pure 

Hohokam occupation of the Sonoran Desert. The puebloan peoples remained 

until approximately A.D. 1450, and then disappeared, leaving an 

attenuated indigenous core of farmers. This latter group made up the 

Pimas who were contacted by the first European expeditions into the 

Sonoran Desert. 

The major protagonist of the second school is Charles OiPeso. 

DiPeso (1956) posits that the earliest agriculturalists in the Sonoran 

Desert were the Ootam, an indigenous group similar to the neighboring 

hunter-gatherer groups except that they were accomplished agricultur

alists who used plainware pottery during the period from A.D. 0 to 

approximately 500. Between A.D. 500 and 900, innovation stimulated the 

development of a series of new cultural traits, including painted 

ceramics. 

At approximately A.D. 900, changes in the high civilizations of 

Mexico induced the northerly migration of the Hohokam into the study 

region. Subjugation of the Ootam occurred at that time. 

This Hohokam dominance lasted from A.D. 900 to approximately 

A.D. 1250. At that time the Ootam reasserted themselves, and overthrew 



the Hohokam. However, the reassertion Ootam were infused with many of 

the Hohokam traits which, in combination with the pure Ootam background, 

provided the amalgam which resulted in the changes others interpret as 

the influence of the Salado culture. These reassertion peoples declined 

in their ability to maintain the original reassertion period level of 

material culture, and had degenerated culturally at the time of 

European contact. 

The interpretive syntheses of Schroeder (1960, 1963, 1965, 1966) 

hold that there was an early indigenous aboriginal population in the 

Sonoran Desert, termed Hakataya. At approximately A.D. 1, an organized 

mercantile group, the Hohokam, moved into the arid Southwest from the 

Tarascan region of Mecico, and subjugated the Hakataya. Although these 

mercantilists (pochteca) originally established themselves in the Salt 

and Gila Basins, they soon began to influence adajcent indigenous 

populations through different types of trading contacts, which Schroeder 

classifies as variants of diffusion. 

This cultural pattern lasted until approximately A.D. 1100, when 

a puebloid people called the Sinagua moved into parts of the arid 

Southwest, and imposed their lifeways on the Hohokam. Thus the Classic 

Period was characterized by Sinagua dominance over the Hohokam-Hakataya 

base. This dominance lasted until approximately A.D. 1450, when the 

Sinagua withdrew, leaving the less highly developed Hohokam, the 

descendants of whom were living in the Sonoran Desert when the Spanish 

entered the region. 

The fourth "school" is actually an amalgamation of positions 

which are in part or completely at variance with the three 



aforementioned schools. Only Wasley (1966, Wasley and Johnson 1965) has 

championed this interpretation iii toto, though Doyel (1972), Steen 

(1965), and Morris (1969a) all support different aspects of it. 

The Wasley position argues for completely indigenous development 

of the sedentary agrarian group occupying the study region. Rejecting 

the southern migration postulate, largely for lack of a recognizable 

point of origin for the immigrants, Wasley concludes that the diffusion 

of traits such as agriculture, pottery making, and other materials from 

Mexican cultures was the stimulus for the development of agriculture 

in the Pioneer Period. This development heralded the change from the 

indigenous hunter-gatherer peoples into the Hohokam. 

From this point on (ca. 300 B.C.) until the end of the Sedentary 

Period, the cultural development of the Hohokam agrees with the Haury 

school. The changes in material culture which characterized the Classic 

Period, however, are also seen by Wasley as essentially a local develop

ment. Citing instances in earlier phases of the Hohokam sequence for 

most of the diagnostic traits used by others as evidence for intrusive 

migrants, Wasley (1966) concludes that diffusion of ideas and material 

culture from Mexico was the only extraneous factor responsible for the 

Sedentary to Classic Period transition. 

The demise of the Classic Period has not been discussed by the 

advocates of this school. However it seems that the Haury position is 

followed, with the descendants of the Classic Period Hohokam viewed as 

the Piman groups encountered by the first Europeans. 

From the pcint of view of this research, these schools all 

suffer from an important shortcoming—the lack of a testable set of 



inferences (cf. Binford 1962, Flannery 1967). Cultural-historical 

development is discussed in terms of a series of observations derived 

from the archaeological record itself which are interpreted by recourse 

to a series of <a priori causal mechanisms. These mechanisms are 

generally seen as a finite number of "laws" of human activity which are 

invoked ad hoc to answer questions about variability in the distribution 

of cultural remains. Spatially and temporally defined aspects of the 

material culture are described, with changes in the described attributes 

being taken as directly indicative of shifts in the normative behavior 

of the extinct population. The relatively sudden appearance of a con

stellation of material traits in the archaeological record is "explained" 

by simply falling back on such mechanisms as invasion or diffusion. 

Thus the explanations proposed by these schools are neither theoretic

ally adequate nor methodologically useful, for they only describe events 

that cannot be subjected to a confirmation or rejection testing as they 

are proposed. 

In light of the goals of this research, the following cultural-

historical reconstruction emphasizes general man-land relations through 

time. Particular stress is placed on the description of data which may 

be important in isolating processes of stability and change within the 

environmental and cultural settings. 

In this section, the use of traditional classificatory units 

will be minimized. Although such time-space categories are useful, they 

were not developed to deal with dynamic problems such as the study of 

adaptive processes through time. These classification schemes were 

generated by subjective division of a select number of material traits 
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which reflected stylistic change in time and space. They therefore may 

or may not be relevant to the actual cultural processes being investi

gated. 

It is necessary to use certain of the classificatory unit terms, 

however, in order to provide a spatial and temporal comparative base. 

The term Hohokam is used to characterize all of the prehistoric agrarian 

populations in the study area, unless additional qualification is neces

sary. The prehistoric periods and phases defined by Haury (1976) are 

also used for temporal orientation insofar as these correlate with the 

changes recognized as important from an adaptive perspective. The 

traditionally applied names (Pima-Papago) for the proto-historic popula

tions are used, as there is generally recognized behavioral meaning to 

those terms. It should be noted that the Athapascan and Yuman nomads, 

in particular the Apache, who frequented parts of the study region im

mediately following contact period and afterward, will not be treated 

herein. Although there is no question that Apachean raiding, for 

example, had an important effect on the behavior of the proto-historic 

Indians, the essentially non-agricultural lifeway of these former in

trusive peoples places them outside of the scope of this study. The 

known Athapascan influences on the Pima and Papago adaptive strategy are 

therefore not considered. For an up-to-date synthesis of Apachean in

volvement in the Southwest which bears some relevance to this research 

see Wilcox (1973). 

The question of when the Hohokam appeared in the study region, 

as previously indicated, is one for which there is yet no answer. Al

though the origin of the Hohokam is not an issue central to this 
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synthesis, it is worthwhile to briefly consider the topic. Although any 

conclusions are equivocal, some perspectives relevant to adaptation can 

be derived. 

The positions with respect to Hohokam origins, as previously 

indicated, break down into two core camps: those who advocate a local 

development, and those who champion actual intrusion of people. Most 

authorities accept some variant of the former (cf. DiPeso 1956; McGregor 

1965; Morris 1969b; Schroeder 1960, 1965; Wasley and Johnson 1965). 

Although the arguments for indigenous development of agriculture and 

accompanying traits vary, most Southwestern prehistories take a position 

more or less similar to that advocated by Wasley and Johnson (1965:77-78) 

with respect to their dismissal of the early (Pioneer Period) migration 

position. Using the criteria necessary to identify a migrating group 

defined by Haury (1958:1), and Rouse (1958:64), Wasley and Johnson 

(1965) argue that, based on surveys and studies made in northern Mexico 

(cf. Hinton 1955; Johnson 1960, 1963; Kelley 1960; Kelly 1943; Sayles 

1936) , there is no evidence for a "donor" culture for the Hohokam, 

there is no evidence, based on human remains, for intrusive peoples 

(although the evidence for cultural continuity is equally as ambiguous), 

and migration per se is not necessarily the most parsimonious ejiplana-

tion for the development of agrarian life. 

The actual stimulus for the development of a sedentary lifestyle 

involving the growing of cultigens is seen as coming from Mexico. The 

interpretations of the route through Mexico and the intermediate 

cultural groups responsible for transmitting this knowledge (and the 

corn, beans, and squash) to the incipient peoples vary considerably 



(e.g., DiPeso 1956, 1968a, 1968b, 1974; Gritzner 1966; Haury 1945b, 1962; 

McGregor 1965; Schroeder 1960, 1965). Available evidence indicates that 

domestic maize (of the chapalote variety) was present in the Southwest 

by 2000 B.C., although not necessarily in the study region (Cutler 1952; 

Dick 1965; Manglesdorf, Dick, and Camara-Hernandez 1967; Manglesdorf, 

MacNeish, and Galinat 1964; Martin and others 1952). By 500 B.C. the 

chapalote strain had hybridized with teosinte, which some authorities 

argue made it amenable to use in drier regions (Galinat and Gunnerson 

1963, Cutler 1960). Although the chapalote-teosinte hybrid variety has 

been identified in the oldest cultural deposits at Snaketown (Bohrer 

1970), its considerably earlier presence to the northeast of the study 

area, presuming that the data base approaches adequacy, might suggest 

that the more likely origin of Sonoran Desert prehistoric maize 

varieties was in the Mogollon area. There they could have had a better 

chance to hybridize and adapt to desertic environments than if the maize 

had been transported directly from the less arid Mexican localities 

(see McGregor 1965:147-156, Haury 1962). 

Beans and squash, the other two cultivated staples of the early 

prehistoric Southwestern horticulturalists, are both found in earlier 

contexts in the Mogollon area than in the study region (Dick 1965, 

Martin and others 1952). The extent to which this statement represents 

a skewed perspective, based on the small number of sites within which 

such early domesticates have been discovered, cannot be ascertained. 

The available evidence, however, indicates that both beans and squash 

were a Mogollon staple before they appeared in the Hohokam diet. Evi

dence also indicates, however, that there was a greater variety of these 
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latter two cultigens in Pioneer Period sites than elsewhere in the 

Southwest at that time (Bohrer 1970, Castetter and Bell 1942, Cutler 

and Whitaker 1961, Kaplan 1956). This suggests that the Pioneer Period 

Hohokam may have obtained domesticates and the knowledge to success

fully utilize them from other Southwestern cultures, but they very 

quickly developed hybrid varieties which were more drought-resistant, 

and otherwise adapted to arid environments, as well as the technology 

necessary to successfully cultivate the Sonoran Desert. 

The argument for local development of an agrarian base in the 

study region, then, is feasible. On the other hand, Haury (1976:351-

353) argues strongly that the complex nature of the earliest Hohokam 

manifestations in the study region (Snaketown), without local predeces

sors, is indicative of a wholesale movement of people from the northern 

Mexican high civilizations. Based on the data obtained from the 1964-

1965 excavations at Snaketown, Haury cites the presence of such traits 

as fired clay figurines similar to those found in earlier periods in 

Mexico, pottery, turquoise mosaics, and carved marine shells as evidence 

for direct contact with Mexican cultures. His argument rests most 

heavily on his belief thattthe Hohokam domesticates (including cotton) 

were introduced directly from Mexico, and that their cultivation in the 

study region was accompanied by a highly developed canal irrigation 

system which was extant during the earliest phases of the Pioneer Period 

(Haury 1976:351, Kent 1957). Haury thus argues that the unprecedented 

appearance of this large constellation of traits can be explained by 

no mechanism other than migration. 
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Before leaving the topic of Hohokam origins, two final points 

should be made. The first has been mentioned previously—that the data 

base from which some of these interpretations have been derived is 

extremely biased. In essence it is a sample of one site—Snaketown. 

Despite the fact that Snaketown was a large settlement which exhibits 

all of the known variability in Pioneer Period material culture, it is 

also true that the Pioneer Period information is almost all derived from 

Snaketown. Although other Pioneer Period sites are known for the study 

area (e.g., Chenhall 1967, Eddy 1958, Kelly in press, Opfenring 1965), 

all are multi-component, and the Pioneer Period data are poorly repre

sented. The one single component Pioneer Period site which has been 

published, the Red Mountain Site (Morris 1969b), differed from the 

equivalent Snaketown record in such basic aspects as house construction 

and burial practices (assuming that Morris" argument for a "pure Vahki 

phase" site can be accepted). However the sample of Pioneer Period 

materials at Red Mountain too is exceedingly small. Thus the data for 

the earliest period of Hohokam occupation of the study region are not 

derived from a sample which could be called representative of a cultural 

system at any one point in time. 

The second point relates to the interpretation that sophisti

cated water control systems were unique to the Hohokam during the time 

period included within the Pioneer Period. An interest in the irriga

tion systems of the desert Southwest dates back to the Spanish explorers 

(Bolton 1948:172), and remained a major part of the earlier literature 

dealing with the prehistoric remains of the Sonoran Desert (e.g., 

Halseth 1930, 1936; Hodge 1893; Judd 1931; Turney 1924, 1929a, 1929b). 



The subject of irrigation continued to dominate the Hohokam literature 

well into the 1970's (e.g., Breternitz 1960; DiPeso 1956; Haury 1967, 

1976; Midvale 1968; Woodbury 1961a). This interest has not been re

flected to such an extent in archaeological research in other regions. 

Although the Mogollon area has had some study done (cf. Woodbury 1961b) 

and the Anasazi systems have been researched to some degree (e.g., Rohn 

1963; Vivian 1970, 1974), archaeological interest has not emphasized 

such data in these areas. Thus the lack of information concerning the 

sophistication of water control devices outside the Hohokam sphere of 

influence, regardless of the time period, it in part a result of the 

failure of archaeologists to look for such manifestations. The position 

that the Hohokam had a sophisticated water control system in the South

west earlier than other cultures may well be an artifact of the amount 

of research which has been devoted to the subjects outside of the 

desert Southwest. 

This problem is compounded by the fact that water control 

devices are extremely difficult to date. The nature of the canal systems 

at Snaketown were such that relatively reliable dates could be obtained. 

The fact that this situation has not occurred elsewhere does not neces

sarily mean that water control systems were more recent or less 

sophisticated outside of the Sonoran Desert, but only that an equivalent 

amount of research has not yet been done on these systems. 

It can, however, be generally accepted that by 300 B.C. some 

parts of the study region were occupied by a group of horticulturalists 

who already had a seemingly well-adapted subsistence-settlement system 

(Figure 2). Although no adequate indication of the distribution of 
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Pioneer Period Hohokam is available, evidence to date indicates that 

sites of all four phases of the Pioneer Period were located along the 

middle Gila, the lower Salt, and the middle Santa Cruz Rivers (Dittert 

and Laughlin n.d.; Haury 1976; Kelly in press; Wood 1971, 1972a, 1972b). 

As has been indicated, the Hohokam of the earliest phase of this period 

had a well developed material culture which included semi-subterranean 

pit houses, sophisticated canal irrigation systems, and a subsistence-

related artifact assemblage which included pottery vessels, manos, 

trough metates, utilitarian arrow points and dart points, and a range 

of scraping and cutting tools. Nonutilitarian implements also existed, 

including turquoise mosaic artifacts, stone bowls, marine shell orna

ments, and ceramic anthropomorphic figurines. Evidence also exists for 

the exploitation of native biota as well as the cultivation of maize, 

beans, squash, and probably cotton. Primary cremation seems to have 

been the principal method of disposing of the dead. 

There is very little direct information available concerning the 

subsistence system of the Hohokam during the Vahki phase of the Pioneer 

Period. Obviously considerable importance was attached to the use of 

domestic plants, with maize and beans assumed to be the most signifi

cant. The fact that by the Vahki phase, the organizational effort and 

knowledge was available to engineer a workable canal system and divert 

water from head gates at least four miles away from Snaketown is 

indicative of a considerable investment in maintaining domestic crops. 

And this situation holds in addition to the fact that fertile flood-

plain farming locations existed on the Gila directly south of the site 

(Haury 1976:122). 
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Drawing upon ecological data and Pima agricultural analogy, 

Vorsila Bohrer (1970) has hypothesized a model for Hohokam subsistence 

patterns. The crux of the model rests on the supposition that two crops 

were grown per season. Exploiting the winter run-off, the first crops 

were grown in the spring and harvested in the early summer. The second 

crop was planted in mid-summer, and, nurtured by the summer storm run

off, produced a yield in the fall. This horticultural activity was 

primarily supplemented by exploitation of natural vegetation, prin

cipally the saguaro and other cacti, in the early and middle summer, 

and the mesquite and other legumes in the late summer and early fall. 

Although aspects of this model have been challenged, particularly the 

dual cropping assumption (Doelle 1974:16-19), it has yet to be empiric

ally tested. Due to the long frost-free growing season in the study 

region, double cropping, even of the relatively primitive chapalote 

maize utilized by the Vahki phase Hohokam, would have been possible. 

Double cropping may not have been necessary, as the supplemental natural 

foodstuffs could have provided adequate additional dietary input to have 

maintained a considerable population throughout the year. Yet the 

energy cost required to develop and maintain canal systems would 

suggest that maximum use would have been made of them. 

Wild food resource exploitation obviously is based on seasonal 

scheduling. There is archaeological evidence that at least saguaro and 

opuntia (prickly pear and cholla) fruits and seeds, legume seeds 

(mesquite and screwbean), and some aquatic plants (sedge) were eaten 

during the Vahki phase, with amaranth, tansy-mustard, and other annuals 

also being exploited later in the Pioneer Period (Bohrer 1970, 1971; 
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Haury 1976:113-114). Such exploitation would have taken place during 

the summer and fall months, and involved collecting from a number of 

different microenvironmental settings. Mesquite and screwbean, both 

riparian species, may well have been deciding factors in the location 

of Snaketown and the Hodges Site, in that habitation locations proximal 

to both cultivable land and substantial legume bosques would have 

allowed for maximal exploitation of both resource bases. With this in 

mind, it is interesting to note that the Vahki phase sites are all 

situated in localities where the river originally probably ran on the 

surface year-round (cf. Davis 1973, Hastings and Turner 1965, Kokalis 

1971, Pope 1974). Cacti, the other major native staple, are located in 

better drained soils, generally associated with slopes. Only rarely are 

such settings found immediately adjacent to basin floodplains, and some 

travel from a riparian zone inhabitation site is generally required to 

obtain such commodities. 

Animal resource exploitation seems to have emphasized terres

trial non-aquatic species, although riparian fauna were utilized. 

Pioneer Period mammalian use consisted of relatively high percentages 

of deer, bighorn sheep, and possibly pronghorn antelope, followed by 

jackrabbits and cottontails (Greene and Mathews 1976). Bird life does 

not seem to be heavily exploited, despite the fact that large numbers 

and varieties of species were undoubtedly available. The Vahki phase 

peoples did collect some waterfowl, quail, doves, and hawks. Later in 

the Pioneer Period, ravens, marsh hawks, and Mexican macaws and parrots 

appear in the faunal remains (McKusick 1976). Edible indigenous fishes 

were also exploited, although again, the percentage of fish remains 
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relative to terrestrial animals is quite low (Minckley 1976, Olsen 

1976). Microfauna, including rodents and reptiles, were eaten as well 

(Olsen 1976). 

Faunal use patterns are important in elucidating scheduling and 

exploitation organization and technique. The taking of deer, antelope, 

and bighorn was probably an individual endeavor, although it could have 

dominated the time of a few members of the populace (Rea 1974:4). 

Rabbit exploitation, on the other hand, could be best implemented 

through communal hunts or drives (Rea 1974:4). Some evidence exists 

that artiodactyls are easiest stalked and killed during mating season, 

in the early spring. Cottontails may also be more vulnerable to capture 

during the spring mating months; jackrabbits breed all year round 

(Sparling 1974). Interestingly enough, the admittedly biased faunal 

sample from Snaketown indicates that most of the faunal specimens are 

adult or subadult specimens, which might suggest that this exploitation 

pattern may indeed have been followed. 

Some of the discrepancies between Vahki phase fauna and later 

faunal assemblages may relate to technology. The archaeological record 

indicates that during this phase in particular, dart points are common, 

indicating a relatively heavy reliance on the spear thrower (Gladwin 

and others 1937:111-113, Haury 1976:296-298). Birds in particular may 

not have been as successfully taken without fully developed use of the 

bow and arrow. Deer and antelope exploitation would have required more 

skilled stalking without the bow, although bighorn may have been less 

difficult to kill because of their restricted range and gregarious 

nature (Rea 1974:5). 
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Fishing could either have been an individual or communal under

taking. No definitive fishing paraphernalia has been identified in 

Hohokam sites. However, the larger squawfish and chubs could have beep 

taken in the rivers and canals with the spear thrower and bow and arrow, 

or trapped, and the smaller species taken by hand (cf. Minckley 1976). 

Larger numbers of fish could have been obtained if some form of communal 

drive was undertaken. Draining of the trunk canals would have been one 

way of achieving this end. 

The archaeological evidence indicates that less use was made of 

aquatic bird life than was likely possible during the Vahki phase (cf. 

McKusick 1976). Smaller flocking species seem to have been exploited in 

greater abundance than the larger water fowl that were available in the 

riparian habitats. The former may have been relatively easy to obtain 

during the nesting season. The fact that most of the aquatic birds 

were migratory or possible winter residents may have meant that they 

were not taken as often, as they were, not available year-round. They may 

have been more difficult to obtain within the more densely vegetated 

riparian setting as well. 

Reptilian fauna were undoubtedly easily oollected without 

organized endeavors, and may well have been consumed without prepara

tion. Terrestrial invertebrates were possibly eaten in similar fashion 

(Rea 1974:6-7). 

In summary, proposed Vahki phase subsistence patterns repre

sented a flexible combination of dependence upon cultivated plants and 

wild foods. It may well have been that the horticulturalists of this 

phase were somewhat more dependent upon wild foods than in later 
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periods, as their cultigens did not yield as great a quantity of produce 

as the later hybrids. Undoubtedly most of their subsistence-related 

activities took place in the late spring, summer, and early fall, as 

that is when crops could have been grown, native vegetation bears 

fruits and seeds, and animals are most abundant and most easily taken. 

Some community organization was necessary in order to efficiently 

utilize the irrigation systems, although this organization did not 

necessarily require pan-village functionaries or institutions. Communal 

involvement in some native food collection probably existed, as pre

viously noted. But the majority of the native biota could best be 

collected and processed by individuals or small groups from nuclear 

family to extended family or other limited kin group size. 

Although the Vahki phase people made relatively efficient use 

of their native environment, it is interesting to note that the 

riparian resources were relatively poorly exploited. There is almost 

no evidence for the general use of aquatic mammals, such as beaver, 

muskrat, and otter, which were probably present in abundance. Although 

aquatic bird life was taken, it seemed to be less important than smaller 

terrestrial species. Fishes made up a part of the Hohokam diet, totit 

they were a small part, even though some indigenous species probably 

reached six feet in length and weighed nearly 100 pounds (Burt 1961, 

Haury 1976:115, Miller and Lowe 1964:140-141). Faunal evidence does not 

suggest that any use was made of the amphibians that inhabited the 

rivers and perennial streams of the study area. Although tortoise 

remains are not uncommon in the faunal record, turtles are not found. 

Nor are frog, toad, or salamander bones present. And very little 
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evidence exists for the exploitation, for consumption or otherwise, of 

the once common indigenous aquatic invertebrates, such as crayfish or 

fresh water mollusks (Haury 1976:306:307). 

Some mention has already been made of the social organization 

required to engage in the subsistence activities posited as having been 

pursued by the Vahki phase people. Such activities seem to have pre

sented the major reason for community organization at this time. Agri

cultural and wild plant exploitation activities may well have required 

scheduling decision-making based on some measure of centralized control 

at the village level. But there is no evidence for this control being 

particularly significant with respect to such factors as craft special

ization, socio-religious organization, or mercantile interests at this 

time. Nor is there any evidence that such organization existed between 

villages (cf. Haury 1962:124-125). 

There is little information available about aspects of settle

ment patterns at this time in the development of the Hohokam. It has 

already been noted that the known habitation sites of the Vahki phase 

were located in what could be assumed to be some of the optimum locali

ties in the study area—localities with an ample year-round stream flow 

which could be easily diverted. Furthermore, the likelihood that 

relatively dense growths of leguminous trees were proximate to these 

sites is high. 

Too little is known about Vahki phase habitation distribution 

to suggest any conclusions about village layout. Suffice it to say that 

the Vahki phase was architecturally more variable than later phases 

(Haury 1976:72). There seems to have been no intra-structure 
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organization. Most of the houses, however, are oriented on a north-

south axis, with entryways facing south. The relatively large size of 

Vahki phase houses led Gladwin (1948:118) to interpret them as cere

monial structures—a conclusion that Haury (1976:72) rejects in favor of 

their use as habitations. Important here is the fact that the change in 

house size from the Vahki phase onward may suggest a shift in economic 

or kin-based living arrangements. The possibility of community disper

sion after the Vahki phase should be considered in light of the radical 

change in house size. It should also be noted, though, that the Vahki 

phase houses excavated by Morris (1969b) at the Red Mountain Site were 

more similar in size to later Hohokam structures than were the Snaketown 

houses of the same time period. 

The basic adaptive pattern established in the Vahki phase con

tinued through the rest of the Pioneer Period and well into the Colonial 

Period, although there were some important additions to the material 

culture which reflect an increasingly sophisticated lifestyle. Archaeo

logical evidence indicates that these phases were some of the most 

stable in Hohokam cultural development. 

General trends in material culture indicate continued elabora

tion of nonutilitarian elements. Ceramic vessels become more varied and 

more ornate; stonework, in the form of stylized palettes, mosaic 

plaques, bowls, and zoomorphic and anthropomorphic pendants, becomes 

increasingly common; and carved shell becomes more intricate. Evidence 

for increased Mexican influence is suggested, based on the emergence of 

certain artifact design-styles, the introduction of implements of metal, 
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and the appearance of particular architectural features, namely the ball 

court and platform mound. 

The basic subsistence pattern—variable reliance upon maize, 

beans, and squash supplemented by natural resources—continues. There 

is evidence that by A.D. 700 a superior strain of maize, called Harinoso 

de Ocho, had become well-established in the study region (Galinat and 

Gunnerson 1963). Harinoso de Ocho not only produced a higher yield, but 

it was more drought-resistant, thus better adapted to the desert South

western environment. The tepary bean may also have been domesticated 

during this period, since it is well established by the Sacaton phase of 

the later Sedentary Period (Bohrer 1967; Bohrer, Cutler, and Sauer 1969; 

Castetter and Bell 1942) . Such improvements in the domestic plants 

likely allowed for the growing of crops in a greater variety of environ

mental settings, and may have been an important factor in the expansion 

of Hohokam land use during this period. Although Bohrer (1970) argues 

that the Colonial Period was one of agricultural decline, and thus 

heavier reliance on wild plant foods, there is no real evidence to 

support this contention (Doelle 1974:19). 

There seems to have been little change in the use of fauna 

between the early Pioneer and Colonial Periods. Faunal remains from San 

Cayetano and Snaketown suggest that there was some increase in the use 

of ungulates during this period (DiPeso 1956:442-484, Gladwin and others 

1937:156-158, Greene and Mathews 1976, Haury and others 1975:153-154). 

It is possible as well that an increase in the variety of birds taken 

occurred during the Colonial Period. Both of these changes may relate 

to the increased use of the bow and arrow, as indicated by the drop in 
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numbers of dart points during this period, and the increase in numbers 

and varieties of arrow points (Gladwin and others 1937:111-113, Haury 

1976:296-298). Such a change could well have resulted in a considerable 

increase in hunting efficiency with respect to the fauna taken by the 

use of projectiles. 

A number of important changes occurred with respect to the 

settlement pattern between the early Pioneer and Colonial Periods. The 

most noteworthy is the tremendous expansion of occupied territory that 

occurred during this period (Figure 3). From a core area in the Salt, 

Gila, and Santa Cruz River basins, the Colonial Period horticulturalists 

moved out along the river drainages in all directions. By the end of 

the Colonial Period they had pushed up the Salt River as far as the 

Tonto Basin (Gladwin and Gladwin 1935, Haas 1971, Haury 1932) and had 

penetrated adjacent tributaries (Doyel 1974b, n.d.; Morris 1969a, 1970; 

Windmiller 1971, 1972). Colonial Period sites up the Verde River have 

been documented by Breternitz (1960), H. Gladwin and W. Gladwin (1930), 

and Jackson (1933). Winona Ridge Ruin, east of Flagstaff, also 

manifests Colonial Period Hohokam influence (Colton 1941; McGregor 

1937, 1941b) as do sites in the Sunset Crater region (McGregor 1936, 

Colton 1960). Pilles (1974), however, has questioned the interpreta

tions of McGregor with respect to the Hohokam component at Winona 

Village. The Agua Fria and New River drainages also contain Colonial 

Period sites (Dittert 1975, Dove 1970, Fish 1971, H. Gladwin and W. 

Gladwin 1930, Huckell 1973, Johnson 1963, Rodgers 1974, Weed 1972, 

Weed and Ward 1970). Hohokam sites from this period extend west along 

the Gila River as far as the Gila Bend area (Schroeder 1961, Wasley and 
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Johnson 1965, Vivian 1965). The ephemeral drainages of the Papagueria 

supported Colonial Period sites as well (Canouts and others 1972; Clonts 

1974; Ezell 1954, 1955; Gladwin and Gladwin 1929b; Goodyear 1975b; 

Goodyear and Dittert 1973; Haury and others 1975; Raab 1974, 1975a, 

1976a; Scantling 1939, 1940; Stacy 1975; Stewart and Teague 1974; Ward 

1971; Withers 1944, 1973). Colonial Period sites are not uncommon 

along the southern reaches of the Santa Cruz River drainage (Danson 

1937; DiPeso 1956; Fraps 1935; Frick 1954; Fritz 1973, 1974; Grebinger 

1971a, 1971b; Greenleaf 1975; Kelly 1936; Wright and Gerald 1950; 

Zahniser 1966) and probably extend into northern Sonora, although this 

has not been securely documented (Dirst and Pailes 1976; Johnson 1960, 

1963, 1966; Kelly 1943; Kelley 1960, 1966; Lister 1958). Although 

evidence for Colonial Period sites along the San Pedro drainage is 

sparse, their presence is documented in that locality (DiPeso 1951, 

Fulton and Tuthill 1940, Tuthill 1947). The eastern limits of Hohokam 

expansion seem to have extended as far as the San Simon River valley 

during this period (Gladwin and Gladwin 1935, Johnson and Thompson 

1963, Sayles 1945) . 

Although this expansion had definitely begun by the Gila Butte 

phase of the Colonial Period, the most extensive distribution of sites 

occurred during the Santa Cruz phase, and continued into the Sacaton 

phase of the Sedentary Period (Figure 4). The Hohokam sphere of in

fluence, then, had reached its greatest extent during the late Santa 

Cruz phase (W. Gladwin and H. Gladwin 1929a, 1929b, 1930, 1935; Johnson 

1966; Kelly 1943; McGregor 1936; Morris 1969a; Sayles 1945; Vivian 

1965; Weed and Ward 1970). This expansion, particularly to the north 
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and east, took what has been called the Hohokam well out of the Sonoran 

Desert region. In terms of this study, only groups which retained a 

subsistence-settlement strategy largely similar to that manifested in 

the desert Southwest are of relevance. Peripheral populations did 

adjust their adaptive patterns with respect to factors such as horti

cultural practices and use of native biota. For instance/ as pre-

viouslyhdiscussed, the development of different techniques for con

trolling water, particularly runoff, for irrigation purposes likely 

began during the Gila Butte phase. Although applicable to the study 

region in general, these techniques might have evolved in the ecotonal 

settings characterizing the effective boundaries of the adaptive system. 

Archaeological evidence indicates that such Upper Sonoran wild 

flora as agave, yucca, and juniper were readily adopted into the sub

sistence activities of the Hohokam of those border zones (e.g., DiPeso 

1951; Doyel 1974b, n.d.; Pulton and Tuthill 1940; Haury 1932; Sayles 

1945; Tuthill 1947) . Additional use seems to have been made of aquatic 

fauna, such as beaver, during the Colonial Period along the Sonoran 

Desert margins (DiPeso 1956, Sparling, n.d.). 

As has been previously pointed out, the boundaries drawn in 

terms of this study were based on the correlation of a combination of 

cultural and environmental criteria as reflected in the distribution of 

a particular adaptive strategy. Thus in some localities the Sonoran 

Desert environment exists outside of the study region. Likewise, in 

some instances, cultural manifestations typical of a desertic adaptation 

are found on the margins of less arid settings. 
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This perspective has profound implications in terms of the 

traditional Hohokam culture-area definition. Because the culture-area 

is circumscribed on the basis of traits which generally bear little 

relationship to adaptation as manifested in the archaeological record, 

it probably does not represent an accurate picture of the actual Hohokam 

population distribution. To the extent that horticultural populations 

are geographically quite constrained by the effectiveness of their 

adaptive systems, it is rather unlikely that actual Hohokam peoples 

settled very far outside of the desert Southwest. Morris (1969a, 1970) 

and McGregor (1936, 1937, 1941b) notwithstanding, in this case the 

archaeological and environmental data suggest that the deus ex machina 

of population movement should not be invoked as the vehicle which best 

explains the presence of "Hohokam" traits at such sites as Walnut and 

Winona Villages. 

Pioneer to Colonial Period changes in social organization are 

evident in the archaeological record as well. The most important indi

cators include the appearance of what have been interpreted as ball 

courts, and a number of variants of the platform mound. The ball court 

has been claimed as one of the truly monumental aspects of Hohokam 

material culture. Although opinions differ on the actual function of 

these architectural phenomena (Cushing 1890:166, Ferdon 1967, Fewkes 

1912:111-113, Gladwin and others 1937:36-49, Turney 1929b:24), most 

authorities concur with Haury's (1976:78-79) original contention that 

they were used for ceremonial ball games. Since the original structure 

at Snaketown was studied, a great many more, both in the study region 

and to the north, have been excavated, tested, or otherwise researched 
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(cf. R. Kelly 1963, Wasley and Johnson 1965). The archaeological in

formation is consistent in indicating that a few of these structures 

were begun during the Gila Butte phase of the Colonial Period, and most 

were constructed or remodeled during the Santa Cruz phase. They appear 

either in a somewhat isolated location or in proximity to relatively 

large villages. 

The appearance of platform mounds in the Hohokam material 

culture inventory is also an indication of organized social interaction. 

Although it is possible that platform mounds may have developed during 

the Snaketown phase of the Pioneer Period (Haury 1976:81-82), these 

structures are undoubtedly a significant part of the architectural 

assemblage of the Gila Butte phase Hohokam. They are manifested as 

flat-topped man-made mounds, composed of trash or sterile soil, that 

sometimes take advantage of natural rises in the topography. Many of 

the later mounds, particularly those that occur during the Classic 

Period, are quite large, and display evidence of sophisticated con

struction such as adobe walled cells and dikes to retain the fill com

posing the mound (e.g., Doyel 1974a, Hammack 1969, Haury 1945a). Many 

had prepared sides and tops (Haury 1976:82, Wasley 1960a). Most 

examples occur within or adjacent to relatively large settlements, al

though the Gatlin mound does not (Wasley 1960a). The general concensus 

is that such features were of socio-religious importance, and functioned 

as focal points for ceremonial activities during the Colonial and 

Sedentary Periods (Ferdon 1955, Haury 1976:92, Wasley 1960a). 

The social implications of such features should be somewhat 

evident. Socially integrative activities were evidently engaged in by 



the Colonial Period Hohokam, at least some of which were intra-village 

in extent. The likelihood that such activities were ritual or cere

monial in nature indicates that some form of leadership, probably on a 

pan-village or locality level existed. Such authority was not only 

probably necessary to select the location for such features and direct 

their construction, but also to maintain their condition and control 

their use. The fact that a number of these features are not demon

strably associated with any known settlement is a strong indicator that 

some of them served an integrative function that went beyond the com

munity alone. On the other hand, the number of known examples of both 

features, well over 100 (Haury 1976:78, R. Kelly 1963), does not suggest 

that strong centralization existed. 

The Sedentary Period shows more similarities with the late 

Colonial Period than either the Colonial does with the early Pioneer, 

or the Sedentary does with the Classic. Given the available archaeo

logical information about Hohokam adaptation during the late Colonial 

and Sedentary Periods, there is little reason to differentiate the late 

Gila Butte phase and Santa Cruz phase from the Sedentary Period from 

the perspective of this study. Nonetheless, there are some changes 

worthy of note. 

The material culture inventory suggests strong continuity with 

the Colonial Period in termjs of such basic trait complexes as house 

types, utilitarian ceramics, and subsistence-related stone tools. 

Elaborations on Colonial Period themes, particularly the manufacture of 

shell ornaments, continue to be manifested on non-utilitarian and 

luxury artifacts during the Sedentary Period. Trade items persist in 
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the Sedentary Period inventory. The presence of imported parrots and 

macaws continues to be documented. Mexican mosaic plaques and pyrite 

mirrors remain a part of the material culture. Copper bells, also 

traded in from Mexico, appear during the Sedentary Period. Although 

the original Snaketown study defined a Santan phase as a transitional 

Sedentary to Classic Period time segment (A.D. 1000 to 1100 or 1150), 

later research has not supported the maintenance of this phase, although 

Haury still believes that it exists (Haury 1976:205). Based on a 

limited number of material traits such as decorated and redware ceramic 

changes, architectural modifications, and the development of urn burial 

practices (Gladwin and others 1937:170), this phase was weak by any 

typological standards, and is not accepted as valid by most Sonoran 

Desert prehistorians. 

The subsistence pattern by this time seems to be well-

established and successful. Although, as previously mentioned, Bohrer 

(1970) has postulated a time of continued inability to obtain con

sistently good yields of domestic crops during this period, such a 

contention remains unverified (Doelle 1974:19, Haury 1976:113-114). By 

the Sedentary Period, Reventador and Harinoso de Ocho, two strains of 

maize providing increased yield, are present in the study region (Bohrer 

and others 1969, Cutler 1965) and may well have become hybridized. The 

combination yields a larger more easily milled grain, which might 

manifest itself in modifications in maize storage procedures and 

alterations in metate-mano design. It is likely that more wild annuals 

were being eaten during the Sedentary Period, particularly tansy 
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mustard. Amaranth might well have been domesticated to some degree by 

the Hohokam as well (Bohrer and others 1969). 

Sedentary Period faunal use seems only to have changed to a 

slight degree from that practiced during the Colonial Period. There is 

no comparative information available on Sedentary Period exploitation 

patterns with respect to fish, rodents, amphibians, and reptiles. The 

use of birds too, is unrepresentative, but suggests a reduction in the 

taking of waterfowl and smaller raptors, and a concomitant increase in 

the procurement of larger raptors, including eagles (McKusick 1976:377, 

Wasley and Johnson 1965:35). The latter might indicate more: interest 

in birds for activities other than subsistence, such as ceremonial and 

decorative concerns. 

There is some additional information available on mammalian 

macro-fauna. Evidently one change from the Colonial to the Sedentary 

Period was the increase in the use of bighorn sheep (DiPeso 1956:475-

480, Greene and Mathews 1976). This seems to be correlated with a drop 

in the exploitation of deer. Bighorn sheep inhabit mountainous locali

ties, most of which were not close to the habitation locations of the 

Sedentary Period Hohokam. Procurement meant the expenditure of con

siderably more energy than did the taking of deer. If the bighorn sheep 

fulfilled the same needs in the Hohokam socioeconomic system as did the 

deer, it may well be that increased hunting of the bighorn may represent 

a response to a drop in the deer population; one attributable to over-

predation by these peoples. 

The overall Sedentary Period settlement pattern too, bears a 

strong resemblance to that of the late Gila Butte and Santa Cruz phases 



of the Colonial Period. The continuity in house construction style is 

notable. Ball courts and platform mounds become more abundant and more 

elaborate. Topographic settings selected for settlement are similar to 

those of the Colonial Period, and most Sacaton phase sites have earlier 

terminal Gila Butte-Santa Cruz phase components. 

Some contraction occurred with respect to the Hohokam sphere of 

influence during the Sedentary Period (Figure 5). Withdrawal took place 

primarily in the north and northeast, where such Colonial Period 

"Hohokam" settlements as the Henderson Site, the Beardsley Canal, and 

Walnut Creek Village were abandoned by the beginning of the Sacaton 

phase (cf. Dove 1970, W. Gladwin and H. Gladwin 1930, Gumerman and 

Haury in press, Morris 1970, Weed 1972, Weed and Ward 1970). In many of 

the other peripheral areas of the study region, such as the San Simon 

drainage, the southern peripheries near the international border, and 

the Papagueria, the actual numbers of Sedentary Period sites seem to be 

fewer than those of the Colonial Period, but the general distribution 

remains the same. 

This pattern does not hold for the central portion of the study 

region, however. Along the middle and upper Gila; the lower Santa Cruz; 

the lower San Pedro; the lower New, Agua Fria, and Verde; and the middle 

and lower Salt Rivers, the Sedentary Period sites appear to be more 

common than the Colonial Period manifestations. Again, however, the 

settlement pattern of the two periods is virtually indistinguishable, 

with many sites spanning both periods. This proposition was tentatively 

tested by comparing the number of Colonial and Sedentary Period sites 

recorded in several of the more recent regional surveys which have been 
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cnunpleted for the central study region (Canouts and others 1972; 

Canouts and others 1975; Debowski and others 1976; Dittert 1975; Kayser 

1968; Wood 1972a, 1972b). This comparison consisted of segregating the 

sites according to period and long-term multiple activity (habitation) 

versus short-term restricted activity (limited activity). Only the 

Canouts and others (1975) and the Debowski and others (1976) reports are 

used here, as they alone contain adequate samples with the data appro

priate to make such distinctions. The comparisons are found in Appendix 

A. Results indicate that there are almost exactly as many Sedentary 

Period sites represented in the site inventories of these surveys as 

there are Colonial Period manifestations, though the Sedentary sites are 

larger. Limited activity sites only outstrip habitation sites in 

number in the Debowski and others (1976) study (approximately three to 

one), which is probably the most representative of all the reports 

analyzed with respect to determining this information. Datable limited 

activity sites were also almost evenly divided with respect to Colonial 

versus Sedentary Period affiliation, though less than 30% of the limited 

activity sites included temporally diagnostic artifacts. 

To summarize, the Sedentary Period settlement pattern closely 

parallels that of the Colonial Period. Evidence indicates that the 

peripheries of the study region contain fewer Sedentary Period sites, 

while the more central portions of the Sonoran Desert were characterized 

by slightly greater numbers of such sites that are larger than their 

Colonial Period predecessors. 

Inferences concerning social organization which can be derived 

from the Sedentary Period material culture are also similar to those 
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previously stated for the Colonial Period. A few exceptions exist, 

however. Wasley (1960a) suggests that the development of isolated 

ceremonial structures during the Sedentary phase might indicate the 

first appearance of a ritual center without associated domestic habita

tions. The implications of this interpretation are far-reaching. Such 

a center would undoubtedly suggest a stratified social organization, 

possibly one based on the kind of socio-religious ranking defined by 

Grebinger (1971a:188-189). The information in the archaeological record 

required to confirm such a suggestion (Grebinger 1971a:197-205) has yet 

to be documented. 

A number of studies have indicated that habitation units were 

beginning to exhibit intra-site organization during the Sedentary Period 

(DiPeso 1956, Haury 1965, Tuthill 1947). For the most part, this 

organization consisted of spatial clusterings of houses, sometimes 

enclosed by walls, terraces, or rock alignments. Others seemed to 

exhibit spatial arrangement around plaza surfaces, which were inter

preted to be communal activity locations. Haury (1965) sees such 

evidence as diagnostic of the Santan phase of the Sedentary Period, and 

concludes that it represents a prelude to the following Classic Period 

(though his current position is that the Santan phase lacks the diag

nostic material necessary to warrant its definition (Haury 1976:39). 

There is some suggestion (DiPeso 1956) that such organization 

might have developed along economic lines, though this evidence .is in

conclusive. Some form of kin-based economic grouping of organizational 

units smaller than the settlement is certainly feasible at this time, 
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and would have important implications for the interpretation of Classic 

Period social structure (Haury 1956:8, 1962:124-125). 

The Classic Period Hohokam occupation is probably the most 

widely speculated upon aspect of the prehistoric horticulturalist 

occupation in the study region. Despite the fact that a relatively 

great amount of research has centered around the study of the Classic 

Period, almost all of it has been unsystematic and has lacked problem 

orientation. Thus, as previously mentioned, unverified suppositions 

have assumed the status of dogma and seriously obscured the substantive 

issues concerning the reconstruction of Classic Period Hohokam be

havioral patterns. 

The transition from the Sedentary to the Classic Period has been 

interpreted in four different ways. Haury (1945a, 1956, 1962, 1965, 

1967, 1976) contends that this transiton resulted from an intrusion of 

Salado peoples from the Tonto Basin area, where such traits as pueblos, 

compound walls, Salado Polychrome, and inhumations seem to occur as a 

constellation of material culture at an earlier date. DiPeso (1956:265) 

argues that Classic Period developments were due to a reassertion of 

indigenous peoples who had adopted many of the traits of their mer

cantilist puchtecan overlords from Mexico. Additional changes heralding 

the Civano phase, were wrought in the Classic Period lifestyle by con

tacts with Paquimians moving north from Casas Grandes following the 

collapse of that city (DiPeso 1974:314). Schroeder (1947, 1953, 1960) 

contends that the Sinagua southern expansion down the Verde River 

drainage was the significant causal factor in the shift from Sedentary 

to Classic Period lifeways. And other authorities (e.g., Doyel 1972, 
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1974a; Steen 1965; Wasley 1966; Weaver 1972) hold that the transition in 

question was affected without direct external cultural contact, although 

such factors as environmental change and Mexican influence are seen by 

various of them as being causal. 

It is outside of the scope of this study to review the accept

ability of these different interpretations. Suffice it to sat that 

Doyel (1972) most elegantly treats the topic, and not only proposes 

appropriate directions for future research, but derives a tentative 

explanation (hypothesis) which best fits the information available to 

date. It is common knowledge that the middle A.D. 1100's saw signifi

cant changes in prehistoric lifestyles throughout the Southwest. The 

nature and magnitude of these changes is such that both external and 

internal (local) variables may be responsible for modifying the cultural 

systems of these peoples. 

Although most Southwestern archaeologists see the artifact 

constellations characterizing the Sedentary-Classic transition as having 

almost no roots in the earlier periods, others have indicated that this 

is actually not the case. Among those traits viewed as most significant 

are the appearance of contiguously walled above-ground pueblo structures, 

true compound walls, inhumation practices, and the Salado polychrome 

ceramic series. Doyel (1972), Steen (1965), and Wasley (1966) point to 

evidence supporting the fact that all of these features except the 

Salado ceramics had precursors in the Hohokam cultural inventory. They 

go on to argue that the Salado polychromes do not appear in the numbers 

and contexts such that invading peoples constitute the most parsimonious 

argument for the presence of these traits in the study region. 
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With the exception of the Salado polychrome ceramics, the above-

mentioned traits are characteristic of the Soho phase of the Classic 

Period. Diagnostic traits marking the shift to the Civano phase include 

the appearance of Pinto, Gila, and Tonto Polychrome, platform mounds 

supporting structures, and multi-storied "great houses." 

The Classic Period also saw the development of cerros de 

trincheras—sites located on volcanic buttes or hills which are exempli

fied by dry-laid stone walls, and often include terraces and other 

structures—in the study region. Geographically distributed along the 

western central part of the study region from the northern limits of the 

Sonoran Desert to the northern part of the State of Sonora, Mexico, 

cerros de trincheras evidently all date to the Civano phase (Stacy 

1974:1-2). The most extensive research done on these sites (Bowen n.d.; 

Fontana and others 1959; Hinton 1955; Holiday 1974; Hoover 1941; Howard 
r. I 

and Griffiths 1966; Johnson 1960, 1963; Larson 1972; Sauer and Brand 

1931; Smith 1974; Stacy 1974) indicates that they are almost inevitably 

in proximity to Hohokam habitation sites located below the eminence upon 

which the cerros de trincheras are situated. Although some authors find 

this position untenable, there is no reason for not including such 

manifestations within the Classic Period Hohokam settlement pattern 

(cf. Gumerman and Johnson 1971; Gumerman, Weed, and Hanson 1976). Such 

a position is taken herein. 

The general Classic Period subsistence strategy does not differ 

substantially from that manifested by the earlier periods of the 

Hohokam sequence. Onaveno and Reventador varieties of maize were being 

grown, as were cucurbits and a variety of beans. Cotton was also 
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cultivated, as possibly was amaranth (Bohrer and others 1969; Cutler 

1965; Cutler and Blake 1976; Debowski 1974; Hall 1973, 1974; Wood, Ward, 

and Gasser 1975). The expected range of wild plants was being utilized 

by the Classic Period Hohokam as well. These included mesquite, palo-

verde, tansy mustard, stick-leaf, yucca, and various chenopod grasses 

(cf. Bohrer and others 1969, Cutler and Blake 1975, Debowski 1974, Hall 

1974, Wood and others 1975). 

Classic Period faunal data also provide no surprises. Rabbits 

and large herbivores were being heavily utilized, with emphasis on deer 

and jackrabbits. Bird exploitation evidence indicates that small 

terrestrial-oriented birds were taken more often than riparian species. 

Raptors remained important, probably for non-subsistence purposes. Wild 

turkeys appeared in the faunal assemblage during this period. Rodents 

and other microfauna were also exploited. Although fish remains were 

found in both Soho and Civano phase sites, they remained a very small 

proportion of the faunal diet. Aquatic mammals did not seem to be 

exploited (DiPeso 1951, 1958; Douglas 1976; Greenleaf 1975; Johnson 

n.d.; Sparling 1974; Wasley and Johnson 1965). 

Although the evidence is somewhat biased due to the small sample 

size, it nonetheless is apparent that the adaptive pose manifested by 

the pre-Classic Hohokam is virtually identical to that of the Classic 

Period peoples, at least with respect to the subsistence base. The same 

fauna and flora were utilized in the same ways, with the possible excep

tion of the bighorn sheep, which seems to have been more heavily 

exploited during the Sedentary phase. The implications of this change 
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are unclear, but might suggest an increase in the deer population after 

A.D. 1100. 

Some authors have invoked environmental change as a key factor 

in contributing to the development of the Classic Period (Grebinger 

1971a, Weaver 1972). Changes in effective moisture levels and rainfall 

periodicity are suggested to have been influential in precipitating 

changes in agricultural and gathering practices at this time. These 

latter activities are thus interpreted to have been correlated with 

modifications of the pre-Classic organizational structure. 

As previously indicated, the available data on subsistence 

patterns can neither strongly support nor disconfirm this position. 

Although virtually the same biotic resources were exploited by the 

Classic Period peoples as were utilized by the Sedentary Period Hohokam, 

there is evidence that there were changes in the emphasis on certain 

procurement strategies. Wasley and Johnson (1965), Gumerman and Haury 

(in press), and Woodbury (1960a) among others observe that the canal 

irrigation system was most extensive during the Classic Period. 

Equivalent water control devices, such as gridded gardens (Gumerman and 

Johnson 1971) and terraces (Stacy 1974:194) become more common, though 

all of the water control techniques utilized during the Classic Period 

were probably also known by the pre-Classic Hohokam. 

There may also have been a shift in emphasis on the procurement 

of wild biotic resources. In contrast to a position previously 

expressed by this author (Grady and others 1973:43-46), the preliminary 

survey data study in Appendix A suggests that those limited activity 

sites related to wild food procurement and processing, when they can be 
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dated, are slightly less common during the Classic Period than in 

previous periods. This evidence is inconclusive, since only about 30% 

of the limited activity sites yielded temporally diagnostic artifacts. 

But it does suggest that indigenous biota might not have been as 

heavily depended upon after the Sedentary Period as was the case during 

the earlier periods. This does not mean that changes in the overall 

strategy occurred; there is no evidence supporting such a position. 

The Classic Period procurement-processing sites are located in the same 

environmental settings as those attributable to the pre-Classic Hohokam. 

There are simply fewer of the former that can be identified. 

These observations suggest, then, that there might have been an 

intensification of agricultural practice and maybe a reduction in the 

use of subsistence-related wild resources. That this change is a 

quantitative rather than a qualitative one does not rule out the 

possibility of minor fluctuations in the climate acting as the stimulus 

for this change. But neither does it eliminate the possibility that 

other factors, such as increase in the population during the Classic 

Period (Gumerman and Haury in press, Haury 1945a:209) could have pre

cipitated this shift. Such a position is not in support of that of 

Bohrer (1970) who, as previously indicated, argues for progressive 

deterioration of the agricultural base through time in the Sonoran 

Desert. Although she does not consider the Classic Period, Bohrer 

infers that this deterioration proceeded beyond the Sedentary Period. 

Doelle(1974:19, in press) in particular has taken issue with this per

spective, and the possible intensification of agriculture during the 
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Classic Period would throw the deterioration of growing conditions 

position into further qusstion. 

The Classic Period settlement pattern is also a topic which 

needs further discussion. For a number of statements have been some

what uncritically accepted with respect to site distribution and size 

which are not necessarily supported by the archaoelogical record. 

There is evidence to bolster the contention that the major 

elements of the Classic Period settlement pattern were present in 

developed form during the Sedentary and Classic Periods. Information 

extracted from recent regional surveys shows that all types of Classic 

Period sites were located in micro-environments similar or identical to 

those of the pre-Classic Hohokam. As Schroeder (1940) accurately points 

out, the Sacaton phase sites in the study region are more numerous than 

the Colonial Period sites. However, again, although numbers of sites 

are reduced, the distribution pattern remains unchanged from the Seden

tary to the Classic Period (Figure 6) . 

The structural components of Classic Period settlement are also 

found to a great extent in the pre-Classic material culture assemblage, 

as previously discussed. Thus above-ground contiguously-walled struc

tures and compound walls have precedents of pre-Classic age, which 

indicates that the Classic Period building style was not suddenly 

intruded (Doyel 1972, 1974a; Haury 1965; Wasley 1966). 

Two other widely accepted generalizations about Classic Period 

settlement patterns are also in need of debunking. Based on survey data 

derived from a small area in the Salt River drainage, Schroeder 1940:154) 

concluded that contraction in the sphere of Hohokam influence occurred 
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during the Classic Period, and that this contraction was associated with 

the establishment of new settlement locations at the beginning of the 

Soho phase which were located closer to permanent streams. More recent 

survey information/ however, does not support either claim. Regional 

studies reported by Dove (1970), Dittert (1975), and Gumerman and 

Johnson (1971) for the Agua Fria and New River drainages; Canouts and 

others (1972), Raab (1973, 1976a), and Stacy (1974, 1975) for the 

Papagueria; Canouts and others (1975) and Dittert and Laughlin (n.d.) 

for the Salt River; and Wood (1972a, 1972b) for the Gila River all 

indicate that the distribution of Classic Period sites is similar to 

that of the Sedentary Period, although sites of the latter period out

number Soho-Civano phase sites by some two to one. These data are also 

supported by older studies of the Santa Cruz River (e.g., Frick 1954), 

and of the Verde drainage (e.g., H. Gladwin and W. Gladwin 1930). 

Schroeder (1940) also concluded that Classic Period sites were 

relocated closer to the rivers. Wasley and Johnson (1965:80) also 

advance this conclusion as a generalized characteristic of the Classic 

Period. Again, recently acquired regional data do not support this 

statement. Although some Classic Period sites were located on the first 

terraces of rivers (e.gY Schroeder 1940, Wasley and Johnson 1965), sites 

of the pre-Classic Periods are found in similar localities (e.g., Gladwin 

and Gladwin 1929a, Vivian 1965). More importantly, however, there is 

ample evidence that many Soho and Civano phase sites were situated at 

locations previously occupied by Sedentary Period and earlier Hohokam 

peoples (Doyel 1974a:41, Fewkes 1912, Gladwin 1928, Haury 1945a:13, 
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McGuire 1975, Tuthill 1947). Thus the settlement pattern is not appre

ciably different between the Sedentary and Classic Periods. 

Schroeder (1940:147), however, made another observation in the 

course of his research which cannot be discounted. He noted that there 

was a discontinuity in the deposition of trash between the Sacaton phase 

and the succeeding Soho phase. Although his argument that there was no 

overlap in Classic and pre-Classic trash mounds cannot be supported 

(e.g., Gladwin. 1928, Hammack 1969, Woodward 1931), there is no proof that 

when this stratification occurs, it represents uninterrupted temporal 

continuity. 

The cerros de trincheras seem to represent the single component 

of the settlement system which does not have well-established precursors 

in the Hohokam sequence. This position is open to question, however, as 

the cerros de trincheras are not well dated. Their distribution is 

largely dictated by the location of the flat volcanic buttes which make 

up the lower eminences of the ranges which run down the western center 

of the study region. Usually associated with a Classic Period habita

tion site located at the base of the butte, the cerros de trincheras 

have been interpreted as serving a limited range of functions (Stacy 

1974:190-193). Thus they complement the Classic Period Hohokam settle

ment system rather than representing one in their own right. The argu

ment that they were constructed by intrusive peoples is therefore not 

well supported. Available data indicate that they most likely were 

multiple purpose sites, since many of them have varying types of 

structures, and evidence sparse scatters of ceramics, lithics, and an 

occasional milling implement. 
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The interpretation that the Classic Period was characterized by 

an increase in population is a logical conclusion to be drawn from the 

argument that the changes reflected in the Sacaton-Soho transition 

resulted from an intrusion of people. It also stems from the observa

tion that the Classic Period sites, generally speaking, were larger than 

those of the previous phases {e.g., Doyel 1974a:190, Haury 1945a:205, 

Schroeder 1953). 

Little conclusive evidence can be brought to bear on this 

question currently. The nature of Classic Period archaeological mani

festations with respect to their relatively great visibility has con

tributed to the fact that more of the largest Sonoran Desert archaeo

logical sites known are Classic Period. In addition, it is easier to 

estimate site size and utilized .habitation space in Classic Period sites 

with some degree of reliability than it is to obtain such information 

from earlier phase sites, where the houses are often not visible from 

the surface. 

On a very general level, a substantial increase in population 

can be argued to have occurred. Although it is true that the Classic 

Period habitation sites are generally larger than their predecessors, 

it is also true that there are fewer of them. The degree to which site 

size and more efficient use of site space offsets more sites with 

respect to population numbers cannot be determined at present. 

There is little doubt that the change experienced by the Hohokam 

with respect to social organization was substantial. Again, however, 

this change was not without its Sedentary Period and earlier precedents. 

The most obvious change consisted of a consolidation of living units 



from the spatially isolated pit houses to the formally structured 

contiguously-walled living spaces surrounded by a compound wall. The 

impact of such a change on residence group relationships has yet to be 

studied in analogously meaningful contexts. Doyel (1974a:86-92) argues 

that, although the use of intra-residential space becomes more form

alized, the actual use of Soho phase inter-residential habitation space 

is consistent with Sacaton phase pit house activity patterns. If this 

is the case, it might well be that kin-based relationships, and even 

residence group interpersonal relationships were not substantially 

modified between the two periods. The potential for more constrained 

social-economic relationships developing between residence groups and 

between and among sites, however, might well be higher. At the very 

least, the use of contiguously-walled dwellings and activity space 

defined by compound walls required a basic level of community organiza

tional planning not previously necessary. 

Such organizational constraints undoubtedly increased with the 

advent of the Civano phase, for more formal settlements were developed 

with components which required community cooperation on a large scale to 

construct and maintain. They also required long-term community planning 

and design. Such forethought was reflected in the increased uniformity 

of Civano phase construction (Doyel 1974a:170, Gumerman and Haury in 

press, Haury 1945a:209, Schroeder 1953). It was also reflected in the 

increased integration of activities formerly engaged in by residence 

groups alone, such as communal storage (Doyel 1974a:170). 

Given these conditions, it is likely that a ranked society 

organization of some sort existed on a relatively sophisticated level; 



one which was effective at integrating residential responsibilities and 

scheduling aspects of communal activities associated with ceremonies and 

some public works, at a minimum. This specialization may well have 

taken the form of the ranked society and segmentary lineage proposed by 

Grebinger (1971a:188-190). Whatever its configuration, social organiza

tion likely was not extremely centrally oriented. There is very little 

evidence in the material culture, even at this time, to support socio-

religious specialization. Civano phase platform mounds, for example, 

have not been shown to have any discernible ritual or political function 

(Doyel 1974a:170, Haury 1976:80, Hayden 1957:194-195). Even such 

monumental architecture as the "great houses" built during the Civano 

phase most likely functioned as secular structures (Wilcox 1975). 

At the risk of being redundant, it should be emphasized that the 

essential elements structuring Classic Period Hohokam social organiza

tion were present in the pre-Classic Period. The rudiments of social 

integration necessary to plan, execute, and maintain large-scale public 

works were extant during the Sedentary Period, as manifested by the 

widespread presence of ball courts and platform mounds at that time. 

Some habitation structure organization around plazas and other collec

tive activity features also existed. And the communal coordination and 

cooperation necessary to maintain a series of canals which a number of 

communities depended upon obviously required organizational interaction 

on pan-community levels. 

The collapse of the Classic Period Hohokam lifestyle has not 

been the topic of successful research. It is fairly reliably dated at 

approximately A.D. 1450 (cf. Doyel 1974a:269-270, Hammack 1969:14, Haury 



1945a:210, Hayden 1957:196, Weaver 1973:79), but little substantive 

information is known beyond that point. There is some suggestion that 

the Civano phase sites were not evacuated at one time (cf. Doyel 1974a: 

270, Hammack 1969:20-21), which might indicate that the close of the 

Civano phase was not extraordinarily rapid. On the other hand, there is 

no solid evidence to indicate continuity between the Civano phase mani

festations and the post-Classic features. 

There have been a myriad of diffuse and speculative suggestions 

as to the fate of the Classic Period peoples. Ideas range from demise 

due to earthquakes (Cushing 1890:186-187), abandonment because of crop 

failures (Hayden 1957:189, Haury 1945a:211) and Athapascan invasions 

(Gladwin and others 1937:101-102) to the withdrawal of intrusive groups 

(DiPeso 1974:321, Schroeder 1947:243) and climatic deterioration 

(Grebinger 1971a:203, Weaver 1972). Some of these, such as the 

Athapascan raider and earthquake propositions, have been adequately 

debunked by Haury (1945a:210-211) and Wilcox (1973) among others. 

Others, such as the concept of abandonment by that aspect of the popu

lation with the ability to maintain the Classic Period lifeway, are not 

supported by evidence. Environmental variables, such as climatic 

change, depletion of soil minerals, and irrigation salination are quite 

amenable to testing, and hold great promise for confirmation or re

jection as causal factors. 

Basin and Range Sedentary Proto-Historic 
Adaptation 

The two hundred year timespan between the end of the Classic 

Period and documentation of the Pima-Papago lifeway by the first Spanish 
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explorers in the late 1600's is an archaeological "tabula rasa" for the 

study region. There seems to be good evidence for postulating a genetic 

linkage between the historic aboriginal groups and the prehistoric 

Hohokam (cf. Ezell 1963; Haury 1945a:212, 1965, 1976:354; Haury and 

others 1975:18-19, 520; Hayden 1970; Niswander and Brown 1970), though, 

again, such a postulate has not been verified in the archaeological 

record. This has been as much a problem of a dearth of sites as it is a 

lack of research in these sites, for whatever reasons (Winters 1973: 

67-68). The sites which are known to most likely span this gap are on 

the Pima and Papago reservations, and the reservation inhabitants are 

extremely loath to see them disturbed (e.g., Haury and others 1975:18-21). 

It may be that the Indian attitudes will change for the better with 

respect to this problem; the advent of contract-sponsored research, 

whereby federally sponsored land modification impact on archaeological 

resources must be ameliorated, may provide the catalyst for such change 

on Indian reservations, assuming that compliance with the law occurs. 

As has been previously discussed, the first reliable accounts of 

the proto-historic sedentary Indians inhabiting the study region come 

from the documents kept by Spanish explorers and missionaries in the 

1690's. At that time the Pimas were occupying rancherias—settlements, 

generally along the second terraces of the rivers, which were composed 

of from approximately 20 to some 200 households, evidently exhibiting 

little spatial organization (Russell 1975:21). These rancherias were 

distributed along the San Pedro River, the Altar and Concepcion drain

ages, the Santa Cruz River, and the Gila River (certain of the Pima 

occupying the Altar and Concepcion drainages, and parts of the San 
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Pedro, Santa Cruz, and Gila Rivers, were known as Soba and Sobaipuri 

respectively; they are not differentiated in this study). West of the 

Pima on both sides of the international boundary between the Altar 

Valley on the Mouth and the Gila on the north lay the territory in

habited by the Papago, who also occupied rancheria-style settlements. 

Considering the purposes of this study, the marginally horticultural 

Sand Papago (Underhill 1940:20) are not included in the discussion of 

the Papago adaptive system (Figure 7) . 

The Pima and Papago speak the same language, and there was con

siderable interaction among individuals and groups of the two "tribes," 

as there is today. The Spanish were the first to formalize the dis

tinction between the two groups; before European intrusion such 

distinctions were not categorically recognized by the Indians (Castetter 

and Bell 1942:7). 

Pima and Papago house types were not dissimilar to their Hohokam 

predecessors, being oval or round surficial or semi-subterranean dome-

shaped dwellings built of grass thatching, and often earth-covered 

(Ezell 1961:49, Underhill 1940:53). They generally sheltered one family 

group of four to five people (Russell 1975:154, Underhill 1940:54). 

Almost all houses had an associated ramada—an open-air arbor under 

which most of the domestic activities were conducted (Ezell 1961:50, 

Underhill 1940:51). The Papago, in addition, had a second domicile, 

occupied in the summer, which was similarly constructed (Underhill 

1939:43). 

Pima-Papago technology at the contact period was also similar to 

that of the Hohokam as far as can be ascertained. Bows, arrows, snares, 
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and nets were used for hunting. No fishing paraphernalia was noted. 

Digging sticks were used for planting seeds, and evidently for exca

vating canals as well. Hoes with stone blades were employed in 

secondary agricultural pursuits. The making of pottery was well-

developed, as was that of basketry. Cotton was spun into thread by the 

use of a spindle and ceramic whorl, and woven into belts and larger 

pieces of cloth (Russell 1975:95-158, Underhlll 1940:26). 

The Spanish explorers noted that Pima-Papago subsistence was 

more or less based on farming. The Pima agriculture was more intensive 

than that of the Papago, with agricultural efficiency increasing at the 

southern end of the study region (Castetter and Bell 1942:37). Both 

groups cultivated essentially the same domestic crops, which included 

maize, various species of beans, a number of strains of squash, cotton, 

and possibly tobacco and Martynia, a grass used in basketry. 

The Pima agricultural subsistence system was based largely upon 

water obtained from the permanently flowing rivers or streams next to 

where they settled. The growing season correlated with maximum river 

flow and the beginning of the frost-free period—anywhere from March to 

June. Those Indians having access to a rather constant supply of 

running water made two plantings. The first took place around March and 

the second occurred after the sahuaro harvests in July or August. Those 

Pimas more dependent upon floodwater irrigation planted a single crop, 

usually after the sahuaro collection season was over—in June or July 

(Castetter and Bell 1942:144-145). 

The Pima were also dependent to some considerable degree upon 

wild biota. In particular, mesquite and screwbeans, followed by sahuaro 



and cholla fruits, were important. Sahuaro and cholla fruits ripen in 

July, and the leguminous trees bear in late August. Thus Pimas 

practicing double cropping had to harvest their first yield before the 

sahuaro-cholla season arrived. They then had to plant their second 

crop before the mesquite pods and screwbeans ripened, harvest the wild 

legumes, and then bring in the second harvest before the winter frosts 

arrived (Castetter and Bell 1942:63, 146-147). This system was partic

ularly efficient in that the cactus fruit harvest often required that 

procurement and processing activities take place some distance from the 

community. During that time, there were no crops under cultivation, and 

therefore no labor force deployed to maintain the fields. On the other 

hand, while the second crop was being cultivated, the legume harvest 

period occurred. Mesquite and screwbean, however, are located in 

riparian settings which were considerably closer to the fields, and thus 

required less time and labor expenditure to exploit from the habitation 

base location. 

The Pima single crop system was not so much dependent upon the 

last frosts as on summer floodwater patterns. Maximum summer flow took 

place in June or July, and necessitated planting after the cactus fruit 

harvests. The rest of the pattern was similar to that described above. 

As a consequence of the single cropping system, the Pima following such 

a subsistence system exploited more in the way of wild food resources. 

The leguminous staples were of particular importance, the extent of the 

harvest dependent in large part on the yield of the single crop 

(Castetter and Bell 1942:63, 146). 
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Although cactus fruits and legumes were the important wild food 

staples of the pre-contact Pima, other native plants were exploited as 

well. Agave was relished when it was available. Amaranth, tansy-

mustard, acorns, and boxthorn were also gathered, though on a much more 

individual basis than characterized the collection of more important 

staples. 

Native fauna also constituted a valuable source of food for the 

Pima. Jackrabbits and deer were hunted the most, the former via com

munal drives and the latter by individual hunters (Rea 1974:4). Bighorn 

sheep were occasionally hunted, which required a trek to the ranges 

inhabited by these animals. Antelope were taken when they were avail

able. Javelina were not highly prized. The packrat was rather exten

sively utilized. Exploitable birds included the quail, dove, certain 

small flocking birds, and an occasional turkey. The latter seemed to 

have been valued more for its feathers than for its palatability. 

Grasshoppers and sphinx moth larvae were also eaten. Moth larvae 

collection seems to have been a communal endeavor (Castetter and Bell 

1942:64-67, Rea 1974, Russell 1975:66-82). 

Although Castetter and Bell (1942:71-72) indicate that fish and 

aquatic mammal life was a substantial part of the Pima diet, Rea (1974: 

6) infers that fishing was not particularly important until- introduced 

species such as the catfish made their way up the river systems in 

abundance. Beaver were also not seen as a major aspect of Pima sub

sistence (Rea 1974:10). 
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Castetter and Bell (1942:70-71) report that the dog was domesti

cated by the Pima, and that indigenous raptors and doves as well as 

macaws were kept captive. 

The Papago subsistence pattern was not substantially dissimilar 

to that of the Pima. It has been argued that the main distinction 

between the Pima and Papago subsistence systems was that the Papago did 

not practice irrigation farming, because their territory possessed no 

permanently running streams. This facile dichotomy is not only 

simplistic, but inaccurate; a point made clear by Castetter and Bell 

(1942:47-49). As has been previously indicated, the Pima and Papago 

utilized an identical constellation of cultigens. The Papago use of 

those cultigens generally involved a more variable agricultural strategy 

due to the fact that they farmed a greater range of arable land—land 

which often was not irrigated from permanent streams. They thus 

engaged in floodwater farming and the use of slope runoff to water their 

fields—techniques in no way dissimilar to those of the Pima engaged in 

horticulture in the riparian settings where water did not flow on the 

surface of the channel year-round. Advantage was taken of those physio

graphic features conducive to enhanced crop yields. This might involve 

the construction of diversion canals and dikes, check dams, gridded 

gardens, and the like in order to make effective use of the available 

water supply. In most cases (although not necessarily all the time— 

see Bohrer 1970), a single crop per season was planted. As with the 

Pima second or single crop schedule, this planting took place in June or 

July following the cactus fruit harvests. Crop maturation was reached 
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in October or early November after the mesquite collecting season had 

ended (Castetter and Bell 1942:63). 

The Papago were familiar with canal irrigation, and utilized it 

to great effect when circumstances were appropriate. Locations which 

provided permanent water, such as Sonoita, Quitobaquito, and Fresnal, 

supported permanent populations of Papago who engaged in canal irriga

tion and double cropping much as did the riverine Pima (Castetter and 

Bell 1942:161-163). 

Wild biotic resource exploitation among the Papago was also 

similar to that of the Pima. The Papago, however, because they ranged 

over a greater number of biotic zones, exploited more of a variety of 

native flora and fauna. In addition to the flora utilized by the Pima, 

the Papago made more use of the mescal, and exploited the organ-pipe 

cactus fruit and the sand root; both generally unavailable to the Pima. 

The Papago, on the other hand, made less use of the mesquite and screw-

bean, both of which were most abundant in the riparian zones (Castetter 

and Bell 1942:59-64). Although Papago use of the bighorn sheep was 

heavier than that of the Pima, due to its increased accessibility to the 

former group, the Pima, as expected, exploited more aquatic life 

(Castetter and Bell 1942:64-72). In almost all other aspects, Pima-

Papago wildlife exploitation was identical. 

To summarize, the difference between the Pima and Papago sub

sistence systems at the contact period was definitely one of degree 

rather than of kind. Having a generally effective arid Southwestern 

subsistence system, variations in its use were dictated by the 
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microenvironmental prerequisites posed by the locations where sub

sistence activities took place. 

Pima-Papago similarities hold for the settlement subsystem as 

well. Differences tend to be dictated by the necessities of scheduling 

and other subsistence practices, and are not exclusive to either of the 

two Indian groups. 

The Pima settlement subsystem emphasized rancherias that were 

generally occupied year-round. As previously indicated, these com

munities were usually located on the second terraces of rivers where 

access to canal irrigation was most feasible. 

In addition to the year-round house, the Pima often constructed 

temporary structures which were used as base camps when the wild food 

staples were harvested, particularly the sahuaro (Russell 1975:71). 

These latter were quite ephemeral, and were used only for several weeks 

to approximately two months out of the year during the summer. Although 

temporary gathering and hunting stations were probably also established, 

and possibly even used more than once, they likely did not act as base 

camps in their own right. 

The Pima rancherias located where floodwater farming was 

practiced conformed much more closely to what has traditionally been 
I 

called the Papago model (Castetter and Bell 1942:161). In other words, 

these Pimas depended less on cultivated crops and more on wild foods. 

Consequently, their scheduling activities were more similar to those of 

the Papago. 

The Papago settlement subsystem differed from that of the Pima 

in the degree of permanency attached to habitations. The Papago winter 
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settlements, called will villages today, were located in the mountain 

foothills where the tanks, springs, and seeps which provided domestic 

water were located. The structures built at these villages were rela

tively substantial, differing little from the Pima houses along the 

rivers. During the spring, summer, and early fall, the Papago occupied 

what are called field villages, which were located in the basin peri

pheries close to the mouths of washes and alluvial slopes, where flood 

plain farming could be implemented. The structures at these settle

ments were equally as substantial as those of the well villages 

(Underhill 1939:158). 

In addition, cactus fruit collection and processing entailed the 

establishment of base camps in the immediate area of the cactus stands, 

in order to maximize efficient exploitation of the fruits and seeds. 

Such base camps were often utilized in those locations convenient to 

exploit wild legumes, acorns, and pinons, some of which grew some 

distance from the villages, as well (Stewart and Teague 1974:13). 

Thus the Pima-Papago settlement pattern can be viewed as a 

series of points on a continuum rather than two clearly dichotomized 

systems. Settlement differences occurred in response to local eco

logical constraints and microenvironmental resource exploitive potential 

within a more generalized subsistence-settlement framework. 

There are a number of sources for estimates of the aboriginal 

population of the study region during the proto-historic period. The 

Castetter and Bell (1942:9) figures are utilized for this study, as they 

are probably no less accurate than other estimates. These authors 

estimate that there were 45,000 Pimas and 10,000 Papagos in the Sonoran 
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Desert at the time of Spanish contact. Even if this figure can only be 

accepted as an approximation of the actual count, it serves as a gross 

comparison for estimates of the Classic Period population. The most 

recent projection, that of Haury (1976:356), indicates that there were 

between 50,000 to 60,000 Hohokam occuptying the Salt-Gila basin alone 

during the Classic Period. Even an error in estimation of 50% in the 

Haury figure indicates a sizeable discrepancy between the number of 

Classic versus post-Classic occupants in the study region. Clearly 

there is population change following the Classic Period, and the 

authoritative interpretations suggest that it declined dramatically. 

The information available concerning Pima and Papago social 

organization is substantial. Despite the potential for historical con

tinuity between the extant Indian society and that of the Hohokam, 

archaeological research has yet to confirm or disprove this premise. 

Thus the proto-historic data can be useful for little more than pre

historic analogue information until more rigorous study takes place with 

respect to this problem. 

As previously indicated, the basic economic unit was the house

hold. In most cases this consisted of the nuclear family, although 

small extended families were known to occupy the same habitation unit 

(Underhill 1939:186, Ezell 1961:99). Most activities were oriented 

toward the extended family, with the men involved in the heavier farm 

work and the hunting, while the women collected wild resources and 

assisted in the farming (Ezell 1961:104-105, Underhill 1939:91). The 

legume and cactus fruit harvests in particular were often cooperative 

affairs which involved a series of related families (Underhill 1939:160) . 
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Kinship was reckoned along patrilineal lines, although the 

organization was not tightly structured. Clans or moieties were recog

nized (Ezell 1961:102) and probably formed the basic framework for the 

selection of the several leaders of the individual rancherias (Winters 

1973:69). The actual function of these leaders is uncertain, but they 

did make decisions about cooperative endeavors such as initiating sub

sistence scheduling activities, maintaining the irrigation devices, and 

directing ceremonial procedures (cf. Ezell 1961:105). There seems to 

have been no formal intra-village social control (Winters 1973:69). 

Extra-community relationships were maintained, although, as 

indicated, on an informal basis. For example, trade, marriage, and 

cooperation between and among rancherias utilizing the same canal system 

seems to have been accomplished without rigidly formal sanctions. 

Extra-regional relationships were maintained with the Colorado 

River tribes to the west and the puebloan groups to the north. These 

were primarily trade relationships, although conflict sometimes 

developed with the Yuman tribes (Underhill 1940:18, Winters 1973:69). 

The salient point of Pima-Papago adaptation, again, is that they 

both employed an almost identical adaptive system, the differences 

relating to microenvironmental constraints. Indeed, until the Spanish 

made the distinction, there was no cultural demarcation between the two 

Indian groups (Castetter and Bell 1942:7). This position has been 

succinctly expressed by Castetter and Bell (1942:48) who view the Papago 

as "environmentally differentiated Pima" and by Biy.an (1925b:444) who 

points out that there is a gradient of agricultural strategies in the 

study area ranging from highly developed canal irrigation to sporadic 
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floodwater farming. This gradient, cutting across ethnic boundaries and 

inconsistently tied to general physiographic units, is not amenable to 

classification in terms of irrigated versus unirrigated farmland. 

Selective Summary 

Despite the sporadic and unsystematic nature of archaeological 

investigations and ethnoarchaeological research, the information avail

able to date suggests that the indigenous horticultural adaptive system 

was remarkably effective, and remarkably stable. Our interpretive data 

base for the introduction of horticulture and a settled way of life into 

the Basin-Range province is very poor, but it indicates that the founda

tions for this flexible dependence upon cultigens and wild resources was 

established at an early time in the Southwest. Although there were some 

important adjustments during the Vahki phase of the Pioneer Period, 

almost the entire remainder of the Hohokam culture sequence seems to 

reflect a steady, regular refinement of this basic system—a refinement 

such that it proved only marginally successful when applied to environ

mental situations peripheral to the Sonoran Desert ecosystem in response 

to which it developed. 

There were undoubtedly stimuli for change throughout the time 

frame being considered here. Some expansion and contraction of the 

Hohokam sphere of influence is recognized, for example. Major changes 

in non-utilitarian classes of material culture took place during the 

Classic Period. Between the collapse of the Classic Period and the 

entry of the Spanish, some socio-cultural changes occurred for which 

there is no empirical information currently available. 'Yet there is 
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little evidence for change in the overall adaptive system, and it 

remains partially viable to this date. 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY OF BASIN-RANGE DATA SHORTCOMINGS 

As the data potential represented by the Hohokam archaeological 

record in the study area is almost limitless in terms of its utility in 

answering questions of current importance to the discipline, any 

attempt to provide a detailed evaluation of such potential is doomed to 

failure. However, given the traditional interpretations of and 

interests in Basin-Range late prehistory and protohistory, and the 

cultural-ecological orientation of this study, a number of significant 

problem areas can be outlined and discussed. These problem areas have 

been subjectively termed cultural-historical, behavioral, and 

methodological-technical. 

Cultural-Historical 

For the purposes of this study, cultural-historical refers to 

the investigation of temporally and spatially significant aspects of the 

archaeological record. Culture-history emphasizes chronology building 

and cultural affiliation definition by using archaeological data to 

describe diachronic and synchronic events. A legitimate archaeological 

endeavor, this approach has characterized almost all of the research 

done to date in the study region. Four broad cultural-historical prob

lems can be defined for the study region which are of singular impor

tance in advancing archaeological knowledge as currently recognized. 

131 
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Chronology 

The first problem area is that of clarifying and refining the 

chronological sequence for the Hohokam and post-Classic people in 

general. In part due to the lack of materials utilized most success

fully to establish chronologies in the Southwest, such as tree rings, 

reliable dating of the developmental sequence in the Sonoran Desert lags 

behind such endeavors in adjacent regions. Despite the concerted 

efforts by Haury to produce definitive evidence for a reliable Hohokam 

chronology at Snaketown in 1964-1965, he himself admits that the results 

are much more open to interpretation than he had hoped for (Haury 1976: 

325-326). The major discrepancies, as would be expected, occur in the 

earliest phases of the sequence. There is little correlation among 

dating methods such as dendrochronology, archaeomagnetism, intrusive 

ceramics ("securely" cross-dated in other regions), and radiocarbon in 

establishing a consistent chronology for the Pioneer Period and much of 

the early Colonial Period. The available data are conflicting. Some 

evidence suggests an extremely foreshortened chronology, with the Vahki 

phase starting at approximately A.D. 1. Other data support the longer 

sequence initially defined by the original Snaketown study. There does 

seem to be adequate evidence to justify the relative sequence of phases, 

but their absolute placement in time by Haury is of admittedly ques

tionable reliability. 

It should be noted that, with few exceptions, the sequence from 

the Santa Cruz phase onward is relatively securely dated. Not only do 

most of the dating methods generally agree, but independently collected 
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and derived chronological evidence from other sites supports the late 

Colonial through Classic Period dating proposed by Haury. 

The solution to this problem is obvious, and there are two 

methods for achieving such an end. The first involves collecting avail

able dates and relevant associated information for the study region, 

both published and unpublished, and subjecting them to serious evalua

tion. Not only are there radiocarbon dates obtained by individuals and 

institutions for Hohokam sites which have not been critically studied, 

but very little of the archaeomagnetism information has been made avail

able for such analysis. An in-depth regionally-based study of currently 

dated Hohokam sites may well clear up many of the discrepancies which 

cannot be evaluated at this time. It would also place in more precise 

contrast specific aspects of the dating problem which should be given 

highest priority. 

The second method involves collecting additional field data 

amenable to helping solve the chronology problem. It should be apparent 

that additional dates from the earlier end of the sequence will be 

needed to confirm or refute the Haury chronology as it now stands. 

This in no way should be taken as a legitimate topic of invest

igation in and of itself for exploiting the remaining archaeological 

resource base in the study region. Although the problem of chronology 

is very real and very pertinent, it is one which can be solved easily 

within the context of broader research goals which make more responsible 

use of the archaeological data potential. 
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Hohokam Origins 

A second problem relates to the origins of the Hohokam. The 

preceding chapters have discussed the confusion which persists over this 

topic; confusion which involves at least four approaches to the explana

tion of the apparently sudden appearance of an agrarian-based culture in 

the study region. The resolution of these questions will only come with 

the definition of testable inferences relating to the mechanisms pro

posed to have brought about a sedentary agricultural lifeway. Once a 

set of propositions linking the archaeological record to the evaluation 

of processes inducing migration versus diffusion versus local evolution 

has been developed, some substantive answers to these origin conflicts 

can be obtained both by studying the available information and by 

deriving new field data. 

Classic Period Emergence 

The third problem has to do with the Sedentary-Classic Period 

transition. Again, the unsupported conjecture which typifies discus

sions of this problem can only be assessed when testable approaches to 

the various alternatives are generated and examined. Once the multi-

variable relationships between sequential events are made explicit, 

then the cause-and-effeet relationship between those events can be 

empirically considered. 

Post-Classic Period Demise 

The last problem area, the post-Classic hiatus period, requires 

research approaches similar to those outlined for the previous two 

problem areas in order to be properly studied. As archaeological 
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research to date has not been done in sites within the A.D. 1450 to 

1650 timeperiod, no more than conjecture is currently available. Such 

sites do exist, however, and have been documented for at least some of 

the timeperiods in question (e.g., Canouts and others 1972, Haury and 

others 1975:18-21). As has been previously mentioned, their study will 

involve consideration of the wishes of the local Indians, who still hold 

these sites in great esteem. 

Behavioral 

The behavioral problem area can be viewed as investigation of 

the dynamic relationships (cause and effect) operating within a socio-

cultural system to stimulate change in that system or maintain systemic 

stability. Such a perspective encompasses an extremely wide range of 

interests, some of which are primarily descriptive, and some of which 

are explanator in nature (see Schiffer 1976). 

Very little of the research done to date for the study region 

falls into this problem area. It includes descriptive studies of the 

distribution of site types through time (e.g., Haury 1956, 1962) and the 

comparative or analogical reconstruction of past lifeways (e.g., Doyel 

1974a, Weaver 1972). The most important aspects of behavioral archae

ology, however—the rigorous development and testing of empirical 

generalizations about some level of patterned extinct human behavior— 

have barely been touched upon in the Sonoran Desert. Whereas studies 

of social organization and change, settlement-subsistence adaptation, 

and paleo-demographic processes, for example, are becoming increasingly 

common in adjacent regions, the numbers of such studies directed toward 
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the Hohokam archaeological record are inexcusably small (Doelle 1974, 

in press; Goodyear 1975b; Grebinger 1971a; Grebinger and Adams 1974; 

Raab 1973, 1974, 1975a, 1976a). Although behavioral approaches toward 

perceiving the Basin and Range data base and suggestions for conducting 

processually oriented research are becoming more common (e.g., Canouts 

and others 1972, 1975; Debowski and others 1976; Gasser 1976; Rodgers 

1974; Wilcox 1975), research which actually tests implications to the 

solutions of behavioral questions in the field and applies a hitherto 

unavailable collection of data to these questions is sadly lacking. 

As with the previous problem area, the range of research 

potential inherent within a regional resource base with respect to 

clarifying significant behavioral questions is essentially limitless. 

However, commensurate with the cultural-environmental bias inherent 

within this study, a number of currently relevant areas of behavioral 

research can be outlined. 

Subsistence-Settlement Systems 

A major area of fruitful endeavor in the Sonoran Desert is that 

of elucidating past subsistence-settlement systems. For reasons which 

are developed in Chapters 3 ana 4, the desert Southwest, because of its 

environmentally restricted nature, is a particularly good place to con

duct such studies. A worthwhile pursuit in this vein would be the 

definition of past subsistence systems, possibly through the use of 

available archaeological and environmental information combined with 

ethnographic analogy, followed by an evaluation of their distribution 

and organization in terms of basic environmental settings. Once such a 
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settlement-subsistence model was developed, it could be tested through 

problem-oriented survey and excavation designed to elicit data relevant 

to this adaptation, such as analysis of subsistence-related artifacts 

and ecofact assemblages. 

More sophisticated spinoffs of this research could center 

around definitions of available plant and animal biomass, thus providing 

the framework for discussing past carrying capacity. In this manner 

additional information could be derived concerning subsistence 

strategies, settlement pattern prediction, and other demographic 

conclusions. 

Culture Change and Stability 

Behavioral archaeologists have long emphasized the value of 

utilizing the archaeological record for the testing of lawlike gener

alizations about culture change and stability. If the processes of 

growth and change were studied, particularly as they relate to the 

earliest and latest periods of the Hohokam and Hohokam-proto-historic 

segments of the cultural sequence, it is likely that the kinds of in

formation would be brought to light that would provide reliable 

explanations of general Hohokam cultural development, particularly with 

respect to their response to the stress which occurred during the 

periods previously noted. 

Such studies might emphasize the collection and analysis of 

archaeological information relating to site population size, level of 

technology and use of technomic artifact constellations, and subsistence 

practices. Integration of this information would lead to the definition 
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of a general systemic model which then could be tested against various 

stimuli relating to different mechanisms of change. In this way, 

hypotheses about culture change could be evaluated and supported or 

disconfirmed in an empirical fashion. 

Social Organization 

A third problem area relates to socio-cultural integration. 

Some of the most positive contributions of behavioral research in 

archaeology have been derived from the use of the archaeological record 

in reconstructing aspects of extinct social systems. As previously 

mentioned, studies of this ilk have been in extremely short supply in 

the Basin-Range province. There is no necessary reason for this con

dition except that, with one exception, no efforts have been directed 

toward those ends. That exception is Grebinger's (1971a) discussion of 

the segmentary lineage and its potential for explaining aspects of 

social organization among the Hohokam. Grebinger's study is well-

developed and explicitly presented. Although some authors have alluded 

to its contents (e.g., Canouts and others 1975, Doyel 1974a, Grady and 

others 1973), this study has yet to be tested in the field. Grebinger 

goes to considerable lengths to define the segmentary lineage concept 

and its relationship to ranked society levels of cultural development. 

He provides information which suggests the ways in which such a system 

would account for certain aspects of Hohokam material culture composi

tion and distribution. And he lists explicit test implications which 

would reinforce or refute his hypothetical position. The fact that a 

project-specific version of Grebinger's (1971a) model has yet to be 
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tested remains an important shortcoming within the behavioral problem 

area. 

Methodological-Technical 

Although most archaeologists do not envision methods and tech

niques as an important "gap" in the research conducted to date in the 

Sonoran Desert, this is indeed the case, as it is to a lesser degree for 

other regions. Although this particular problem area is pursued in 

depth in Chapter 7, some discussion of it is appropriate here as well. 

Problem Orientation 

First, it cannot be emphasized enough that methods and tech

niques for implementing archaeological research must be related to a 

problem or set of problems which the investigator is endeavoring to 

solve. The use of the archaeological record in the desert Southwest, 

as elsewhere, has too often involved the rote collection of material and 

information recognized as "important" with little attention being paid 

to why they are important or to the relevance various types of data 

have to the investigation of the past. Responsible data interpretation 

cannot be achieved by the uncritical implementation of cookbook methods 

and techniques. The selection of excavation, survey, and analysis 

methods and techniques must be demonstrably linked to a set of hypo

thetical constructs and test implications designed to evaluate a germane 

problem. 
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Archaeological Techniques 

It should be evident that such a perspective requires that 

unique variations of archaeological research methods and techniques be 

utilized each time a different question is asked of the archaeological 

record. This should not be viewed as undesirable; indeed, it is one of 

the more challenging aspects of the discipline, and provides the intel

lectual stimulation necessary to further the scientific interests of 

the profession as a whole. 

A great deal of the current archaeological literature is devoted 

to methodological problems which loom large in the Sonoran Desert. 

Sampling, levels of data comparability, aspects of research integration, 

and archaeologic-systemic context translation are but a few. The issues 

at the forefront o± contenporary archaeological thinking about method

ology need no review here, although selected aspects of such issues 

will be pursued in Chapter 7. 

In large part, the issue of appropriate techniques to be used in 

Basin-Range archaeological research is at a stage similar to that of 

methodology. It should be noted here, however, that data collection 

techniques especially are not as well developed in the desert Southwest 

as they are in bordering regions. Field techniques have yet to be re

fined to maximize Sonoran Desert archaeological potential. In large 

part this is due to the fact that Hohokam archaeology has not benefitted 

from as long and uninterrupted a tradition of archaeological study as 

have, for example, the Anasazi and Mogollon culture areas. Furthermore, 

the Anasazi and Mogollon archaeological manifestations are much more 

similar to each other than they are to the Basin and Range 



manifestations. Thus technical cross-fertilization has been much more 

successful in furthering field conpetence there than in the more arid 

desert study region, where the biophysical properties and processes are 

in some cases radically different. For instance, Basin and Range soils 

often do not yield visible stratigraphy given the use of the tradi

tional stratigraphic study techniques employed for the more mesic soils 

to the north. Techniques for identifying surface features which have 

been developed and proven for the Mountain and Plateau provinces have 

had limited success in the Basin and Range province. Wood, the back

bone of Southwestern chronology building, is seldom preserved in Hohokam 

sites (and if it is preserved, it is likely a species for which dendro

chronology is inapplicable). 

It is not that many of these technical problems have not been 

overcome by those who have worked in the Sonoran Desert. But the oral 

and written tradition which is responsible for disseminating such in

formation is not particularly effective, and most of the desert South

western techniques currently known for dealing with arid biophysical 

limitations are not common knowledge. One imporant priority therefore 

should be the development and refinement of techniques to more 

eoconomically exploit the potential of the Sonoran Desert archaeological 

record. 

The range of questions of current archaeological import avail

able in the Sonoran Desert then, is considerable. Thus the variability 

in innovative research approaches is bound by few limitations. Such a 

situation holds for most other regions as well, and has resulted in very 

little regional-level consistency in data collection methods or goals. 
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As has been previously indicated, research endeavors, whether re

sponsible or not, have tended to concentrate on the site level or site 

cluster (locality) level of study and interpretation. Consequently 

little beyond generalized data description can be abstracted from these 

studies which is applicable to regional research. Without collective 

consideration of regional-level archaeological problems it is doubtful 

that the explanation and prediction of past human behavior in any region 

at any point in time can be achieved. No wonder few regions have 

progressed beyond the cultural-historical explication of past events; 

information relating to questions of process cannot yet be dealt .with 

on more than a general level. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE REGIONAL RESEARCH MODEL 

The following research model was developed with a number of 

specific considerations in mind. These relate both to the nature of the 

archaeological record under consideration and to the envisioned users 

of the design. 

Prerequisites for a Sonoran Desert Regional Research Design 

Much of the rationale for the temporal and spatial bounds placed 

on the study has been explained previously. Although the study region 

closely conforms to what is recognized as the Sonoran Desert, as has 

been indicated, this is not strictly the case. In the south, the 

Sonoran biotic province gives way to the more arid Plains of Sonora, 

with its distinctive vegetational associations. Climatic isoclinal 

changes west of approximately 111° latitude produce a more arid setting, 

which constitutes the western perimeter of the study region. The 

northern demarcation is clearly set by the transition from the Basin-

Range province to the Transitional or Mountain province. The eastern 

peripheries are defined where the Arizona Uplands vegetative subregion 

grades into the grassland and woodland biotic provinces characterizing 

the northwesterly limits of the Chihuahuan Desert. Within this space, 

the overall adaptive strategy discussed in Chapter 3 was practiced, 

though some variations exist on the peripheries. Thus the spatial 

definitions of the region seem to be justified. 

143 
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The decision to limit the temporal frame of the design to that 

time segment encompassed by the use of the region by agriculturalists 

was based on the conclusion that the shift from nomadic hunter-

gatherers to horticulturalists involved such far-reaching changes in 

every aspect of the prehistoric lifeway that it would require an 

entirely different model to suggest explanations for it. Archaeologists 

generally accept the fact that the evolution of food production was an 

economic revolution of considerable magnitude, and was associated with 

complex and extensive changes in adaptive strategies. Explanation of 

such changes would involve the consideration of variables well outside 

of the scope of this research. 

For similar reasons the Athapascans are not included within the 

design. Although their inpact on the post-contact Pima and Papago was 

considerable, the Apache did not maintain the agrarian life-style 

exemplified by the Hohokam and their descendants. Thus they were not 

constrained by the same cultural and environmental factors as were the 

sedentary peoples, and could not be cast in the same explanatory mold, 

or characterized by an identical behavioral model. 

The research design, then, applies to the sedentary horti

cultural peoples of the Sonoran Desert. Again, the spatial and temporal 

boundaries of the research are based on a polythetic set of variables 

relevant to the data base under investigation, and should be viewed in 

that light. 

It is hoped that the design will be broad enough to be applicable 

to most forms of archaeological research undertaken on post-Archaic 

sites in the study region. Such a design must include one or more 
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problems amenable to survey, surface study and excavation activities. 

It must be relevant to extensive as well as intensive data investiga

tion, and must allow for the consideration of archaeological questions 

on less than a regional level within the context of the design. As 

previously discussed, in order to be useful on all these levels, the 

amount of specificity cannot be too detailed with respect to implementa

tion. For such specificity will restrict design applicability, and may 

well stifle site-specific study level alterations of elements of the 

design to make better use of the information potential of the particular 

resources under study. Yet at the same time, the design must be well 

enough developed that it can be operationalized at the project level 

without major modification. This is particularly important with respect 

to cultural resource management work, where it is often difficult to 

justify the generation of a sophisticated problem for relatively small 

contract research projects. 

Theoretical Biases Conditioning the Research 
Design Model 

For the purposes of this study, models can be defined as 

theoretical constructs which categorize and describe or explain 

enpirical observations Ccf. Clarke 1972:1-2). These constructs are 

generally partial representations of real world complexity which 

selectively simplify detail peripheral to the ends of the model. 

Models thus isolate the essential features and relationships which 

account for the variability of interest in the real world, while 

maintaining a formal structure equivalent to the observed phenomena. 
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Models play an important role in the empirical evaluation of 

past human activities. They often serve as the vehicle for the 

development, testing, and verification or refutation of propositions 

posed in the solution of substantive questions about extinct lifeways. 

The definition of one or more models is an efficient route to the 

generation of hypotheses from which can be derived explanations about 

human behavior (Clarke 1972:2-3). In other words, the proposing of a 

model is one of the most direct methods to derive and frame important 

archaeological problems, and develop the hypotheses and test implica

tions necessary to evaluate these problems. 

Although archaeologists have always employed models in their 

interpretation of the archaeological record, it is only recently that 

such constructs have been made explicit and, to some degree, classified. 

The operational aspects of such models are selected becuase of the 

theoretical or methodological biases retained by the archaeologists 

responsible for generating them. Examples include anthropological 

models, cultural-ecological models, geographical (locational) models, 

and systems models (Clarke 1972, Daniels 1972). In actuality these 

divisions are not clear-cut, and most models incorporate aspects from 

all of the above categories. Thus models purporting to explain, for 

example, social change, generally incorporate environmental features 

generally characteristic of cultural-ecological models and settlement 

pattern data which is normally subsumed under locational models. 

A systems perspective is particularly appropriate in viewing 

change and stability in extinct human behavior. The Sonoran Desert 

environment, which includes man's position within it, can be viewed as 
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a system (ecosystem). The components of this system are envisioned as 

being organized into subsystems, which are linked by patterns of 

dependent relationships. The sociocultural subsystem, through the 

mediating agent of technology, adapts to variability in the system in a 

number of ways in order to maintain homeostasis, or stability. Culture 

change, then, would involve the replacement of one subsystem state with 

another. Such a change could be reflected as a gradual replacement 

and/or revision of structural relations between elements of one or more 

subsystems. Most often, however, systemic change manifests itself as 

abrupt shift in element and subsystemic relationships which in turn 

result in changes in most or all of the system in order to again 

achieve homeostasis (cf. Bertalanffy 1958, Buckley 1968, Clarke 1968:43-

81, Flannery 1968). 

The study of dynamics of such a system must take the form of a 

cultural-ecological approach in that the major concern is with the 

relationship between socio-cultural subsystems and environmental 

elements. Since subsistence horticulturalists possess a low energy 

technology, especially with respect to subsistence strategies, their 

behavior in many instances is dependently related to those aspects of 

the environment which structure the man-land interaction characteristic 

of that population. Such relationships are multi-faceted and complex, 

and include factors such as physical variables (topography, climate, 

rainfall), biotic variables (floral and faunal—including human-— 

elements), abiotic variables (non-living sources of raw material, water 

availability), human biological variables (genetic composition, health), 

and socio-cultural variables (levels of technology, socially defined 
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economic patterns). As previously noted, these variables are closely 

—even ineluctably—linked, but nonetheless, it is instructive in this 

case to view them as elements of subsystems of an ecosystem which can 

be studied in terms of the influence of one on the other. Obviously 

human interaction within the ecosystem is conditioned by the constraints 

imposed by the system on one hand, and on the other by the range of 

options provided by the system for human adaptation. The actual 

adaptive strategies employed by the population are based on the socio-

cultural manner in which the population exploits its options, given 

the framework of its ecological constraints (Netting 1971:25). 

With respect to the following model, the key elements include 

population, the effective environment, technologies and patterns of 

resource exploitation, and social organization. Before the model is 

outlined and discussed in detail, a number of concepts, assumptions, 

and biases must be identified and explained. 

A most important aspect of the study of past human behavior 

which has only recently been given systemic consideration is population; 

particularly the causes and effects of population growth and distribu

tion. The potential for growth in human populations has been the subject 

of study since before Maithus, but the recognition of this factor as one 

of the most powerful mechanisms in producing change in economic, social, 

and subsistence systems, particularly by archaeologists, is recent. Of 

late, controversy has centered around the neo-Malthusian perspective 

that the subsistence base governed the rate of population growth (e.g., 

Zubrow 1971:128) versus what could be called the Boserupian position, 

which argues that population growth is the independent variable, and is 
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a major factor in producing cultural change, particularly in the 

development of agriculturalists (cf. Spooner 1972:xv). 

Population growth is integrally related to the effective 

environment. Given a finite ecological niche, a particular level of 

technology, and a specific resource exploitation pattern, a population 

will tend to fill this niche to a specific level. This level is 

usually called the carrying capacity, and can be defined as the maximum 

number of, in this case, people, that can be maintained over an 

indefinite period in a specified area under a given pattern of usage 

without degrading any aspect of the environmental setting (cf. Hunter 

1966), Almost all archaeologists have interpreted the primary constraint 

determining carrying capacity as the maximum population density, given a 

particular subsistence level, that a specific environment will maintain 

over a long period of time (cf. Zubrow 1971, 1975; Street 1969). The 

independent variables emphasized here are the potential resources 

available and the subsistence technology which can be employed to 

utilize the resources. The dependent variables are the culturally 

prescribed manners in which technology is used to exploit the effective 

resource base. 

It is appropriate at this point to interject a comment about 

the utility of the concept of carrying capacity. This concept is based 

on the assumption that populations will increase until the carrying 

capacity (the subsistence level) of the environmental niche is achieved. 

However, there have been a number of studies done on different animal 

species (including man) which suggest that population regulatory 

mechanisms are operant well below the carrying capacity threshold 
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(e.g., Hayden 1972, Wynn-Edwards 1970). In man the regulatory mechanisms 

that restrict fertility include such procedures as infanticide, 

constraining intercourse, and raising the marriage age. Obviously such 

procedures are cultural, and serve to maintain populations at levels 

below environmental carrying capacity (Hayden 1975). 

The important point for the purposes of this study is, however, 

that there is a ceiling, whether naturally or culturally imposed, beyond 

which a population will not successfully increase within a specified 

environmental niche. For the sake of convenience this is termed the 

carrying capacity. 

To return to the discussion of population growth, once carrying 

capacity has been achieved, the theoretically normal result is popula

tion stability. The system is thus in homeostatic equilibrium. 

Equilibrium in population considerations, however, does not imply a 

static condition, but rather a dynamic state of fluctuation around a 

limiting mean. In human populations, as others, this equilibrium is 

not intentionally maintained or recognized, but is manifested by 

increasing stress on the population as the threshold is exceeded. Such 

stress consists of natural and cultural selection against continued 

growth, such as socio-cultural deterioration, starvation, and disease. 

The negative feedback processes operating to relieve this stress are the 

population regulatory mechanisms previously noted. Other options include 

emigration (which assumes, of course, that other niches can be 

occupied), and ejqpanding of the subsistence pattern. This latter 

option is of particular importance, for it includes a penalty: with 

increased intensification of environmental exploitation practices, the 
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returns per unit of labor are more likely to decline than to increase 

(Spooner 1972:xiv). Therefore, in accordance with the Law of Least 

Effort (Zipf 1949:348-351), which observes that human behavior is 

patterned on lowest cost considerations, subsistence exploitation 

intensification is an activity rarely undertaken unless the pressure 

of population on the resource base demands it. 

Such intensification is usually accompanied by parallel 

processes of intensification in other aspects of culture and society. 

Whether one or the other is causal is moot (cf. Cowgill 1975); for the 

purposes of this study, it is adequate to recognize that there is a 

documented correlation between changes in subsistence patterns and 

changes in social organization (e.g., Carniero 1967, Dumond 1965, 

Phillips 1972, Smith 1972). This change is bi-directional in that 

population increase may foster subsistence pattern intensification 

accompanied by increases in social complexity, and population decline 

can result in a reversion to more "extensive" patterns of resource 

exploitation and technologies that are less labor intensive and land-

intensive (Spooner 1972:xvii). Correspondingly, the social system, 

being partially density^-dependent, can be expected to lose some measure 

of centralization (cf. Dumond 1965:315). 

Two final concepts remain to be discussed: Liebig's Extended 

Law and the Law of Cultural Dominance. The first essentially states 

that population size and location are a function primarily of the 

critical resource in shortest supply. This "law" simply observes that 

human behavior is constrained by that element or set of elements within 

the adaptive strategy which are in demand (Boughey 1968:2). 
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The Law of Cultural Dominance is most articulately expressed 

by Sahlins and Service (1960:69-92). It holds that the most effective 

of well-adapted human behavior will maintain itself and expand at the 

expense of less well-adapted patterns. Given the constraints and 

options of the niche, the social-technological level and the biological 

constituents of the population, the behavioral pattern which makes the 

best use of the effective environment will essentially be selected for 

in terms of its fitness. It should be made clear at this point that 

there will not necessarily be a single behavioral pattern that will 

predominate in any region at any one point in time. Obviously 

variability will exist with respect to adaptation to specific micro-

environmental locations. But it is heuristically valuable to identify 

a "modal" pattern that is accurately reflective of the general range 

of adaptation manifested within the study region. 

Aboriginal Agrarian Adaptation to the 
Sonoran Desert: A Model 

The basis for this model rests upon three premises: that the 

study region is "restricted" in terms of subsistence strategies, that 

the aboriginal agrarian pattern in the region was well-adapted and 

essentially stable throughout most of the time being considered herein, 

and that the pattern was largely an internal development. Each of these 

premises is discussed in turn, for they are an essential foundation for 

the model. 

The Sonoran Desert habitat can be viewed as a restricted 

environment because, due in large part to its arid condition, the biotic 

and abiotic resources essential to maintaining human life are 
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limited—in some cases severely so. Water, exploitable biotic 

resources, and arable land are the three critical variables constrain

ing adaptive strategies in the Sonoran Desert. Their occurrence in 

usable combinations is relatively restricted in the study region. This 

situation requires tighter correlations between cultural and environ

mental parameters (cf. Goodyear 1975b). Unlike more environmentally 

diverse areas, behavioral patterns are less apt to change due to 

parameters which are not rather directly environmentally imposed, and 

therefore more difficult to measure and control in the archaeological 

record. The range of resource exploitation options is more restricted, 

and the variability of material correlates reflecting those options is 

consequently more limited. This situation should thus allow for 

relatively precise reconstruction of the systemic context, since 

cultural-environmental interaction is more limited than that of more 

favorable locations, where archaeologic context data are much less 

dependent upon habitat. For subsistence-related cultural manifestations 

appear as a much higher percentage of the total material cultural milieu 

than in those areas where a more optimal habitat exists. Consequently 

the likelihood of a large number of variables only remotely related to 

subsistence strategies affecting the archaeological record is considerably 

reduced. 

This is not to say that there was no variability in the sub

sistence strategy employed in the study region. As has been previously 

mentioned, adjuncts of the "modal" strategy described in Chapter 4 were 

employed to cope with the circumstances defined by particular environ

mental settings. But the range of options available was far more 
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limited, and those options which were employed were relatively more 

efficient in extracting usable energy from the environment that in some 

other locations where the overall potential for exploitation was higher, 

and thus general use patterns not as intensive. 

Because of the restricted nature of the study region with 

respect to subsistence poses, successful agrarian adaptation to the 

Sonoran Desert meant the efficient maximization of almost all exploitable 

resources (Goodyear 1975a). Once such an adaptive strategy had been 

developed, it had a high probability of remaining extremely stable, not 

only because of its necessary efficiency, but also because of the lack 

of environmental fluctuation which is argued in Chapter 3 to have 

typified the desert Southwest. This environmental stability does not 

seem to be as characteristic of other regions in the Southwest during 

the timespan encompassed by this research (e.g., Dean and Robinson 1972, 

Schoenwetter and Dittert 1968) . There thus exists a strong case for 

interpreting Basin-Range environmental stability as a series of negative 

feedback loops which operated to maintain homeostasis within the 

cultural subsystem, at least in terms of subsistence strategies. 

Not only was the Sonoran Desert environment highly stable, but 

it was (and still is) more predictable than other regions of the South

west in terms of such factors as climate and yields of exploitable 

natural resources. The research completed by Sellers and Hill (1974) 

documents the fact that, although there is considerable variation in 

climatic factors such as the amount of rainfall during the wet periods 

and the range of temperatures for different seasons, the times of year 

when the rainfall begins and when temperature gradients shift is 
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remarkably consistent from year to year. In other words, the amounts 

of critical environmental resources available within any seasonal round 

vary considerably, but the periods in which such resources will be 

available are tightly predictable. 

In addition, the perennial flora is persistently predictable in 

its fruiting. It not only develops fruits at tightly scheduled periods 

of the year, but the yields are consistently high even during drought 

years (Goodyear 1975b:19, Thackery and Leding 1929). The natural 

vegetative resource base can thus be relied upon even when climatic 

conditions are not conducive to the growth of domesticates. Conse

quently resource exploitation scheduling can not only be securely 

planned in advance, but shortages or bumper crops of certain resources 

can condition the intensity of later subsistence activities. 

It is assumed here that the Hohokam subsistence strategy was 

analogous to that described for the Pima-Papago in Chapter 4. The 

efficient, yet flexible nature of that strategy should be obvious. If 

a dual cropping pattern was used, the time for the first planting could 

be reliably scheduled. Depending on the quality of the yield, the cacti 

could be more or less intensively exploited. Similarly, if the late 

summer cultigens did not produce well, the mesquite-screwbean harvest 

could be depended upon to make up the difference in vegetative 

subsistence needs. 

Although it is not suggested that environmental change was a 

major causal factor in implementing culture change in, for example, the 

Anasazi or Mogollon regions, there does seem to be a correlation between 

the two phenomena outside of the Sonoran Desert. The scope of this study 
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does not permit detailed development of this premise, but paleo-

botanical evidence does exist suggesting that important climatic changes 

occurred in both regions (Bohrer 1972, Hevly 1964, Woodbury 1965). 

Evidence is also available which indicates that Mogollon and Anasazi 

cultural change was for the most part more pronounced and more 

variable than the essentially constant development which has been 

documented for the Sonoran Desert aboriginal farmers. The equivalent 

of an Anasazi Basketmaker-Pueblo transition does not exist in the 

Hohokam sequence. Nor does the appearance of the early Western Pueblo 

tradition which characterized the middle Mogollon sequence have a 

counterpart in the Basin-range prehistoric culture-history (cf. Martin 

and Plog 1973:180-212, McGregor 1965:237-248). Indeed, several studies 

have correlated substantial changes in prehistoric human behavior with 

reconstructed fluctuations in the climate of these regions (e.g. Dean 

1969, Schoenwetter and Dittert 1968, Vivian 1970). Such situations have 

not been documented for the desert Southwest. 

It is tentatively concluded, then, that a case exists for 

viewing the study region as a situation where cultural devleopment 

occurred in response to relatively stable and predictable environmental 

conditions. This development was basically little affected by change 

in adjacent regions. Although contact with these regions is documented 

in the archaeological record, as Chapter 4 indicates, there is no 

evidence that such contact was instrumental in initiating any adaptively 

significant shifts in settlement-subsistence practices. In fact, with 

the exception of some non-subsistence-related traits which could have 

been assimilated from Mexico and elsewhere, cultural evolution in the 
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Sonoran Desert seems not to have been influenced by factors external to 

the region. 

The basic tenets of the model, then, are that the overall study 

region subsistence-settlement adaptation was exceedingly efficient, and 

essentially stable through time, and that this adaptation developed and 

was maintained via internal factors rather than external influence. 

The theoretical foundations for this model are not intended to 

fully account for the origins of the Hohokam. The data base for the 

Vahki phase is inadequate to allow the development of a refined proposi

tion concerning the beginnings of settled agriculture in the Sonoran 

Desert. Nonetheless, there are some considerations which, if tested, 

should shed substantial light on the question. The first concerns the 

implications of desert Southwestern subsistence adaptation. As Haury 

(1962) has argued, the process involved in effectively exploiting a 

particular environmental niche does not develop extremely rapidly. 

Inherent within this process is a trial and error period when approaches 

to the effective utilization of aspects of the resource base are selected 

for or against, and an "optimal" strategy ultimately evolves (Schwartz 

1970). This point may be even more critical with respect to the desert 

Southwest, where the habitat, and hence the subsistence strategies best 

able to utilize the habitat, differed more than the variation among 

other regions of the Southwest. Thus it would seem likely that the most 

selectively advantageous approach to colonizing a radically new niche 

would be from the peripheries of an adjacent one where an already 

established strategy could be resorted to while adaptive experimenta

tion occurred. This view has an analogue in speciation studies, where 
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it has been documented that birds tend to diverge genetically from the 

species mode most rapidly on the peripheries of their territory, where 

they are exposed to the greatest amount of variability in terms of 

effective environment and potentially interbreeding populations (cf. 

Boughey 1968:132). 

It appears that Sonoran Desert cultural and environmental 

circumstances were such that a colony successfully transplanted into 

the desert from a more temperate origin in Mexico (Haury 1976:351-353) 

is less plausible than the suggestion that maize and the other 

accoutrintents of settled life were adopted from the adjacent Mogollon 

by the Desert Culture peoples already living in the study region (cf. 

McGregor 1965:135-136, 149). 

None of the speculation about the origins of the Hohokam account 

for the distribution of Vahki phase sites. If the earliest Hohokam 

were of the Vahki phase, it seems that by this time the Hohokam had 

begun to exploit optimum resource locations throughout the central 

study region. Vahki phase site distribution seems to hold true to the 

Liebig and Zipf principle with respect to the early Pioneer settlement-

subsistence adaptation, although this may well be a function of an 

inadequate sample of manifestations of this phase. As was previously 

noted, the known Vahki phase habitation sites all occur in riparian 

settings where arable land in the floodplains was accessible, where 

mesquite and screwbean bosques were available, and where physiographic 

conditions were such that the rivers flowed year-round on the surface of 

the stream bed. 
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Hill (1963:17, 74-75) has suggested that settlement expansion 

is of two types: range budding and range expansion. Range budding, a 

purposeful movement of people to specific locations generally some 

distance away, may be exemplary of Vahki phase settlement strategies. 

The implications are that a specific set of environmental variables in 

a particular relationship was sought by the Vahki phase people; 

variables which were not always immediately adjacent to one another. 

Available evidence suggests that the Vahki phase indeed may 

well have been the earliest of Hohokam manifestations. As has been 

previously documented, subsistence-related assemblages, architecture, 

and other attributes of material culture display a variability indica

tive of experimentation which is manifested in a considerable range in 

artifact and features of the same type. These differences are as 

apparent within the phase as they are in the diagnostic material 

culture utilized to distinguish between the Vahki and later Pioneer 

phases. This might indicate that niche adaptation had not yet been 

completed, and that the process of optimum subsistence strategy selec

tion was still going on. 

There is little reason to doubt that the Hohokam of the post-

Vahki phase were well-adapted to the arid Southwest. Their subsistence 

technology, consisting of wild plant and animal procurement, processing, 

storage and consumptive implements, water control devices in the form of 

canals at least, and cultivating tools, have been developed, and remain 
V 

virtually unchanged throughout the timeperiod encompassed within this 

study. The pit house structure characteristic of the pre-Classic 

period Hohokam also appears at this time, and continues with only 
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minimal variation through A.D. 1150. Red-on-gray ceramics, the pre

cursors to the red-on-buff pottery diagnostic of the Hohokam sequence, 

originate in the Estrella phase. Marine shell and ground stone work 

has also appeared by this time in forms similar to those of later 

periods. In other words, the nascent strategy characterizing the 

adaptive pattern of the Hohokam was fully developed by this time in 

the Pioneer period. 

As previously indicated, it is proposed that the subsistence 

pattern was analogous to that of the Pima-Papago and incorporated the 

exploitation flexibility of that pattern. The fact that Pioneer period 

sites have been located in "marginal" localities within the study region, 

such as the Papagueria (Raab 1976a, Stewart and Teague 1974) indicates 

that this pattern was being successfully utilized by A.D. 1 in 

physiographic settings characterized by non-permanent streams. Pre

sumably a range of farming techniques were operational, including not 

only floodplain and irrigation farming, but dry wash (akchin) farming as 

well. Although more elaborate water control devices may have been 

known to the Pioneer period-early Colonial period Hohokam, the possi

bility cannot be verified at this time. 

The Zipf and Liebig laws seem to hold for this timespan as well. 

Settlements are distributed in all microenvironmental settings charac

teristic of the study region, and again conform to the Zipf compromise 

with respect to the conjoint location of water (either in the form of 

runoff or at more permanent sources), permanently or seasonally arable 

land, and exploitable natural vegetation (primarily cacti and legumes). 

Information concerning locational relationships between and among sites 
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has not been studied, but the minimal site exploitation territory 

radius of one kilometer defined by Chisholm (1962:50) as the critical 

threshold for stable land use in modern subsistence agricultural 

economies is far from having been reached. 

The settlement growth pattern indicated during this time 

corresponds more closely to what Hill (1963:17) calls range expansion. 

This is the essentially random distribution of populations (settle

ments) from previously established centers. In actuality such range 

expansion was probably not random, but was based on purposeful 

selection of a set of environmental prerequisites which were likely 

more generalized and more nearly adjacent to one another than the more 

optimal set sought out during the Vahki phase. Thus a more inclusive 

range of environmental "minima" were incorporated within the post-

Vahki phase settlement pattern—one indication of a less particularistic 

adaptive strategy. 

At this point in time, the population can be viewed as expanding 

into a hitherto unexploited niche. However, the traditionally held 

concept of niche marginality with respect to the study region--the 

absence of permanent water (e.g., Haury and others 1975)-—does not 

apply. Niche exploitation was taking place not only in those optimal 

areas where permanent water was immediately or easily available, but 

also in locations where water was available for agricultural purposes 

only during the wet seasons of the year. As such locations collectively 

constitute the full range of usable settings even given today's 

agricultural technology, there is a good case for the position that 

niche marginality was not a factor in influencing settlement pattern 
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distribution at this time or later in the timeperiod encompassed by 

this study. Although not all the exploitable locations within the 

niche had been filled, there was seemingly no selection for differen

tial use of one niche location type over another following the Vahki 

phase. 

Population growth was probably exponential during the Pioneer-

early Colonial period. This would be expected if the niche within 

which an efficient adaptive strategy had been developed was in the 

process of being filled (Birdsell 1957). Carniero (1970, 1972) has 

discussed this question at length, and concludes that no internal 

stress is placed upon populations in such a situation. As long as the 

frontier areas retain the capacity to successfully absorb the popula-
\ 

tion increases generated from the occupied locations, and external 

influences are insignificant, there is no pressure on the population 

to modify its adaptation (Carniero 1972:74-75). 

The apparent lack of stress seems to be reflected in Hohokam 

social organization during this timeperiod. As was suggested in 

Chapter 4, Pioneer-early Colonial period social organization was 

likely egalitarian in nature (Pried 1967:57), due primarily to the fact 

that there is no reason to posit more sophisticated social regulation. 

Undoubtedly local kin-based social controls of some sort existed— 

possibly on as high a level as inter-settlement cooperation with respect 

to allocating shared responsibilities in constructing and maintaining 

mutually owned and used water distribution systems. But neither William 

of Occam nor the archaeological record indicate that a more elaborate 

socio-political structure existed (e.g.,Haury 1962:125). 
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By the end of the Colonial period the Hohokam subsistence-

settlement adaptation had been further refined with respect to extensive 

exploitation practices. Material culture retained strong functional 

and stylistic similarities with the complexes of the post-Vahki phases, 

suggesting that no significant overall cultural change took place. As 

discussed in Chapter 4, the establishment of ball courts and platform 

mounds, viewed as sociotechnic and ideotechnic features, suggest that 

some socio-political elaboration had occurred; again essentially of an 

internal nature, although the ultimate origin of the traits may well 

have been outside the study region. Hydraulic technology had probably 

been expanded by this time to include a broader range of runoff 

retention and diversion devices (Ayres 1971), although this has not been 

well documented for the timeperiod in question. 

It is at this point that the Hohokam encounter and exceed the 

borders of their cultural-ecological niche. Particularly to the north, 

Colonial-early Sedentary period sites become established outside of the 

Sonoran Desert. Ecologically analogous situations exist with respect 

to populations of living organisms; once the limits of the niche are 

reached by the expanding population, a dynamic equilibrium generally 

occurs, with the population number oscillating around that level 

(Boughey 1968:2). Such sites were located outside of the environment 

to which they were effectively adapted, and could not efficiently 

maximize their energy returns in terms of effort expended. Thus the 

Law of Cultural Dominance is in part applicable here—selection 

operated against the long term survival of the Hohokam adaptive 
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strategy in such locations, and consequently the Hohokam were replaced 

by better adapted groups (e.g., Doyel 1972:63-67). 

Thus the limits of the Colonial-early Sedentary period expansion 

can be viewed as a case where the Hohokam population exceeded the 

relatively elastic limits of their niche, and they were subsequently 

spatially constrained by a combination of density dependent and inde

pendent selective forces. 

This interpretation should not be confused with one of a 

population achieving and exceeding its carrying capacity. The Colonial-

early Sedentary period expansion and contraction is more appropriately 

viewed as one whereby the spatial limits of the niche were encountered 

and exceeded, but this bounding had not yet produced any stress on 

population growth. As documented by Birdsell (1957), human population 
\ 

expansion in an unexploited niche approximates a sigmoid curve, with the 

apex of the curve representing ejqjansion beyond the niche bounds, 

being followed by a drop in population before a dynamic equilibrium 

condition is achieved. This situation is paralleled by the Hohokam 

in the study region, with the Colonial-early Sedentary time segment 

occurring at the point where boundary conditions are exceeded, external 

feedback forces come into play, and niche homeostasis is restored. 

Following the Carniero (1970, 1972) position, sophisticated 

socio-political development does not occur until stress in the form of 

population pressure mandates the implementation of organizational 

measures if other influences are insignificant. Without evidence for 

such pressure at this time, it seems premature to posit that such 

organization existed. Yet the fact that such specialized features as 
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ball courts and platform mounds have become established would indicate 

that some form of social structure which incorporated more than single 

settlements clearly existed by this time. Such a structure may still 

have been egalitarian as defined by Fried (1967:57). Although Woodbury 

(1960b) has argued that the intervillage cooperation necessary to 

maintain a hydraulic economy similar to the Colonial-early Sedentary 

period Hohokam does not necessarily require centralized organization, 

the existence of other socially integrative features strongly suggests 

that socio-political control, at least on a local intra-village level, 

must have existed (Haury 1956:8, 1962:125). Grebinger (1971a:187) has 

considered the question in some depth, and suggested that a segmentary 

lineage structure may have been developed in response to these needs. 

Recognizing a common ancestor, such lineage groups would be amenable 

to cooperation with respect to collective labor requirements and socio

political activities. They are also adapted to village "budding" when 

catchment area resource use becomes strained. Such satellite communities 

may retain contact with the parent settlement, resulting in the develop

ment of higher and lower status settlement complexes (Grebinger 1971a: 

188). Again, there is no reason to suggest that such organization could 

not have occurred on an egalitarian social organizational level. 

The Sedentary period represented the last of the overall 

stability that characterized the Hohokam sequence. The continuity of 

material culture with the Colonial and Sedentary periods argues con

vincingly for a lack of change in the adaptive strategy previously 

discussed. Non-subsistence-related manifestations were similarly 

preceded by Colonial period prototypes which indicate that the behavioral 
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patterns responsible for such manifestations had remained essentially 

unchanged as well. 

Although the Sedentary period settlement pattern is equivalent 

to that found for the Colonial period Hohokam, the signs of population 

pressure were beginning to appear. The study region bounds had beei 

determined, and carrying capacity within those bounds was being 

reached. Site exploitation territories confirmed much more closely to 

the critical size threshold defined by Chisholm (1962:50), and 

"packing"—compressing of sites into patterns giving maximum effective 

usage with respect to the adaptive strategy (Sherratt 1972:500)—has 

occurred. Catchment areas, or settlement exploitation territories 

(Jarman 1972, Jarman and others 1972) , were much more tightly defined 

as competition developed for the use of what were then becoming scarce 

resource locations, such as arable land, concentrations of legumes, and 

dense stands of cacti. 

These constraints on the settlement system are obviously 

meaningful in terms of the population itself. The dynamic equilibrium 

state achieved by the Sedentary period Hohokam i s by definition one in 

which population ceilings had been achieved. It is also a state in 

which the equilibrium position could be maintained around the mean of 

the carrying capacity in several ways. One way has already been 

noted—premeditated cultural regulation of the population size. 

Emigration was a second option. The third, less an option than a 

consequence of lack of regulation, consisted of natural and cultural 

selection against niche overpopulation, which takes such forms as 

starvation, disease, and unintentional sociocultural degradation. 
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It is possible that the pre-Classic period Hohokam practiced 

some sort of intentional population regulation; possibly restrictions 

on intercourse, abortion, and/or infanticide. Obviously this form of 

population regulation was not in and of itself effective in limiting 

population growth, as this undoubtedly occurred. It is suspected that 

if the practice existed, it was not modified in light of the popula

tion stress situation which is proposed to have developed at the end of 

the Sedentary period, but an alternative means of coping with the 

pressure was implemented. 

Out migration is not viewed as a viable alternative for 

alleviating population stress on the niche at this time. The argument 

has been advanced that the limits of the niche had been reached by the 

late Colonial-early Sedentary period, and that the adaptive strategy of 

the Hohokam was not effective for long-term survival in adjacent 

regions. In other words, the study region during the late Sedentary 

period operated as an environmentally circumscribed space within which 

an exceedingly effective adaptive subsistence-settlement strategy had 

maximized use of the exploitable resource base, and reached the limits 

to which it could be supported within the niche. 

There is no evidence that the ill effects of overpopulation 

proposed by Malthus (famine, disease, and warfare) were present to any 

significant degree during any part of the time frame encompassed within 

this study. It is possible that some exceeding of the carrying capacity 

threshold resulted in biocultural deprivation—this would be expected 

in light of the tendency for all organisms to oscillate around the level 

of carrying capacity once this threshold had been reached. But 
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large-scale population booms and crashes are not characteristic of human 

population growth which is not exposed to significant external variables 

(cf. Birdsell 1957). This situation probably characterized the Sonoran 

Desert horticulturalists. 

There is, however, another way of alleviating population 

pressure-—one which seems to be the most elegant and parsimonious 

explanation to the stress conditions faced by the Hohokam during the 

terminal Sedentary period. It is proposed that the transition from the 

Sedentary to the Classic period was in part reflective of subsistence 

economy intensification, initiated as a conscious response to the 

problem of population stress. The straining of the niche by a growing 

population employing a subsistence-settlement strategy that made 

effective use of the exploitable subsistence resources within a particu

lar level of technology required major changes in aspects of the 

adaptive system when niche expansion was no longer possible if growth 

was going to continue. Adaptively successful changes modify the niche 

bounds in terms of subsistence resource availability, relieving the 

pressure imposed by population on the niche given the previous adapta

tion. Such changes of state usually involve readjustment of numerous 

related aspects of culture and society as well (Sherratt 1972:500), and 

the consequences of these changes should be manifested as significant 

differences in the composition of the archaeological record. 

Social organization during the Sedentary period was undoubtedly 

sensitive to growing population pressure. There is no evidence, how

ever, that this organization changed on other than possibly a quantita

tive level previous to the beginning of the Classic period. The 
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documented increase in special use structures such as ball courts and 

platform mounds is clearly a change in numbers of structures alone, 

which suggests that the egalitarian social organization previously 

discussed continued structurally unchanged. However, additional control 

over the use of catchment areas by kin-based descent groups and the 

emergence of incipient formal leadership may have occurred (Dumond 

1972:295-297). By this point in time, site exploitation territory 

patterns may well reflect a developed differentiation in village 

status, with some settlements (manifesting such features as ball courts 

and platform mounds) acting as nuclei of clusters of locally affiliated 

but smaller villages (Grebinger 1971a:189). 

The Sedentary period to Classic period transition was, with the 

possible exception of the Vahki phase-Estrella phase shift, the most 

dramatic in the prehistoric sequence of the study region. Previously 

discussed in Chapter 4, the archaeological record indicates that above 

ground structures, polychrome ceramics, inhumations, and certain other 

traits became well-established during this period. More intensive use 

of canal systems has been documented, and an increase in population has 

been postulated as well. Although most if not all of these traits 

seemed to have predecessors in the study region during the Sedentary 

period, their collective appearance as an integrated part of the Classic 

period material culture complex signifies that important changes had 

occurred in the adaptive behavior of these people. 

It is important to note that the material culture that is newly 

introduced is not related to the subsistence technology. The changes 

which have been identified in the Classic period subsistence assemblages, 
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emphasis of certain subsistence-related activities which were always 

practiced to some degree by the pre-Classic Hohokam. 

This being the case, it is proposed that the changes in 

behavioral patterns characterizing the development of the Classic 

period were related to subsistence strategy intensification which could 

best be viewed as adjustments—modifications of elements of an existing 

subsistence strategy. This took the form of more intensive cultivation 

practices, and possibly additional exploitation of wild food resources 

(Schroeder 1952, Weaver 1972). The increase in the use of canals during 

the Classic period has been well documented (e.gv Haury 1945a:205, 

Midvale 1968:30, Wasley and Johnson 1965:79-80, Weaver 1972). This 

increase seems to represent a quantum leap over those that can be dated 

as Sedentary period and older. Although other techniques for agricul

tural water control and diversion have been dated to pre-Classic 

periods, there is no question that such features as trincheras, check 

darns, gridded gardens, linear borders, diversion ditches, and terraces 

were all being heavily used during the Classic period (Ayres 1971, 

Stacy 1974:194). No evidence supporting one position or the other 

exists, but it seems safe to suggest that floodplain farming was also 

more heavily practiced after the Sedentary period. 

The case for more intensive exploitation of natural biotic 

resources is less clear-cut. Schroeder (1952:327) and Weaver (1972:49) 

argue for an increase in hunting during the Classic period. This has 

been questioned by Doyel (1972:107). Available archaeological evidence 

indicates that more limited activity sites are diagnostically Classic 
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period than those of earlier periods. However, the percentage of 

datable sites is so small that this conclusion may be meaningless. In 

addition, the figures cited in Appendix A do not differentiate between 

those sites which functioned in subsistence-related contexts and those 

which did not. The only conclusion which seems to be borne out is that 

there was no basic change in limited activity patterns through time. 

In other words, if intensification of the use of wild plant and animal 

resources took place, it was manifested as an increase in participation 

in an exploitive strategy which existed in the pre-Classic periods. 

It is generally recognized that significant intensification in 

subsistence strategies such as agriculture is usually accompanied by 

parallel processes of sociocultural change (e.gv Carniero 1970, 1972; 

Dumond 1965, 1972; Sherratt 1972; Spooner 1972). Although intensifica

tion is generally presumed to consist of some qualitative change in land 

use (Spooner 1972:xv), there is no reason that an increase in the 

dependence upon certain aspects of the subsistence economy would not 

produce identical results. Similarly, subsistence intensification is 

recognized to have both direct and indirect repercussions on other 

aspects of culture. These repercussions do not necessarily have to 

involve changes in kind, however, but can manifest themselves in 

modifications of degree. 

As previously argued, Classic period habitation settlement 

location patterns did not seem to have changed with respect to pre-

Classic site distributions. The appearance of trincheras at this time 

added an additional component to the total settlement subsystem, 

however—a component that may well have functioned primarily as a means 
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of intensifying runoff agricultural practices. Little is known about 

the populational correlations between pit house occupancy and bounded 

puebloid habitation parameters, but some substantial interactive 

readjustments had to have been made. One likely adjustment was that 

more people occupied permanent habitation sites. For the archaeological 

evidence indicates that there were fewer Classic period occupation sites 

than Sedentary period habitation locations (Appendix A). And yet 

population is suggested to have increased during the former time 

segment. 

Considerable study has been devoted to the general question of 

the relationships between population increase, social structure, and 

subsistence patterns. Dumond (1972), for example, develops a sophisti

cated argument supporting the position that political centralization is 

one consequence of population growth. In specific Dumond posits that 

such growth places premiums on finite resources such as land and 

exploitable wild foodstuffs. With control of these resources now 

necessary, some form of ranked society generally results, resource 

allocation power being vested in corporate kin-based groups. Inevitably 

associated with these groups are some individual positions with 

executive responsibilities. The individuals filling such formal 

leadership positions probably fvinctioned to mediate the distribution of 

land and other forms of wealth (Dumond 1972:295-299). 

Grebinger (1971a:188-190) has suggested that a ranked society 

likely constituted the Hohokara form of social organization. Not only 

would such a structure function to control productive resources, but 

it would also operate as a vehicle for more effectively integrating and 
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centralizing those socio-political activities formerly relegated to 

egalitarian leaders (Grebinger 1971a:188-189). Insofar as the 

transition to a ranked society involves the interaction of factors 

common to egalitarian societies in general (Dumond 1972:300), this 

change, though significant, is not viewed as traumatic or disruptive. 

Both Dumond (1972:299) and Grebinger (1971a:187-188) observe 

that segmentary lineage systems are compatible with ranked societies. 

As previously described, segmentary lineages are very compatible with 

the catchment area settlement system characteristic of the study 

region. Their potential for fragmenting and easily reorganizing also 

makes them appropriate for adapting to the changes which occurred with 

the transition from the Sedentary to the Classic period. During this 

latter time segment, lineage leaders probably took on increased 

superordinate duties, although these duties still probably did not 

reach the level of significant autocratic power. 

Another relevant consequence of population pressure concerns the 

relationship between "core" localities within the niche and more 

peripheral locations. Carniero (1972:75-76) has observed that not only 

does environmental circumscription place stress on populations, which in 

turn promotes political centralization as one means of alleviating this 

stress, but centralization occurs the earliest and is most strongly 

manifested in population nuclei, where centrifugal lag acts to retard 

the transferring of density-related stress to the peripheries. This 

may well have been the case during the Classic period in the study 

region. For the Salt and Gila River basins, long recognized as the 

"heartland" of the Hohokam, certainly contain the most visible and 
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well-documented instances of Classic period sites. There is no question 

that Classic period complexes of the magnitude of Casa Grande, 

Adamsville, Escalante, Los Muertos, Pueblo Grande, and Mesa Grande, to 

name a few, are almost never to be found outside of the confines of the 

Salt and Gila drainages. Such sites are presumed to Have been the 

earliest to be forced to cope with the stress of population pressure, 

and thus the first to develop and the last to maintain an alternative 

adaptive strategy which eventually became the hallmark of the Classic 

period Hohokam. 

The 250 year time segment spanning the end of the Classic period 

and the first visits to the study region by Spanish explorers has been 

previously indicated as an unknown entity with respect to the cultural 

development of the proto-historic Indians. Although the subject of 

much speculation, there have been no attempts to generate an explicitly 

testable proposition explaining events during the proto-historic period. 

Retaining population considerations as a key variable, the 

components of one. possible explanation have been posited by Dumond 

(1972:289-291) and Spooner (1972:xvii). In essence this proposition 

holds that subsistence intensification is only a short-term solution to 

population pressure problems if population growth continues. Again 

utilizing a systems perspective, the expansion of subsistence in 

response to the attainment of population density thresholds represents 

a case where deviation amplification mechanisms have forced a change in 

the state of the system. Once intensification has occurred, the opera

tion of negative feedback loops returns the system to a state of 

dynamic equilibrium—in this case, the Classic period. Positive feedback 
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deviation amplification, which ultimately results in the necessity for 

systemic change again. 

As has been previously pointed out, intensification is not the 

only option available to cope with population growth. Such alternatives 

as outmigration, cultural regulation of population densities and 

selective pressure against exceeding carrying capacity (if this latter 

can be considered an option) act as true deviation counteracting 

mechanisms—negative feedback factors which will maintain the popula

tion at homeostasis as long as they are effective. If such mechanisms 

are viable enough to result in population decline, repurcussions may 

manifest themselves in the reversion to subsistence strategies that are 

less intensive and labor-demanding. 

The Classic period has been interpreted as one of maximum 

indigenous population density (e.gv Haury 1976:356, Weaver 1972:49). 

During that period population growth is seen to have continued until 

the middle A.D. 1400's, when population stress was again placed upon 

the adaptive system. The Classic period subsistences-settlement pattern, 

however, was already so efficient that further intensification of the 

subsistence economy would have involved such modification that output 

per unit of labor would violate the Zipf principle. In other words, 

further intensification of the Classic period biotic resource exploita

tion pattern, given the Hohokam technological level, would exceed the 

point of diminishing returns, thus disrupting the mini-max balance. 

It may also be that the Classic period intensification of 

agricultural practices acted to degrade the arable land to the point 
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where further intensification was no longer viable. This consequence, 

discussed by Spooner (1972:xvi) is not unusual when increased use is 

made of agricultural lands. A number of authors (e.g.,Ayres 1971, 

Haury 1945a:14-42) have suggested that the build-up of mineral salts 

on irrigated land may have seriously affected the production of Classic 

period cultigens. If this was the case, it would constitute a 

significant reason for not intensifying further. 

Immigration remained an untenable alternative, as the Classic 

period subsistence strategy was even more tightly adapted to the Sonoran 

Desert environment than was the pre-Classic strategy. There is no 

evidence in the archaeological record that the Malthusian disasters 

which beset populations ignoring population stress indications occurred 

in the study region. There was one final option—cultural regulation of 

population growth. 

Considerable evidence is available that some level of inten

tional regulation of population density has been practiced by mankind 

since the earliest times (e.g., Divale 1972, Hayden 1972). Controversy 

has raged about the significance of what has come to be known as group 

selection (Wynn-Edwards 1962) for a number of years. Suffice it to say 

that in human populations, such regulation is inevitably combined with 

other techniques for controlling population expansion, with effective

ness and emphasis varying through time and space (Benedict 1970, 

Sherratt 1972:485, Stott 1962, Wynn-Edwards 1970). It can be an 

extremely viable approach to controlling and in some cases, reducing 

human population size (cf. Deevey 1960, Devereaux 1955). 
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The argument, then, is that intentional regulation of population 

growth via social sanctions against intercourse at certain times, 

abortion, infanticide, birth spacing, and similar customs, were imposed 

by the Hohokam at the end of the Classic period. Although such customs 

were undoubtedly familiar to the pre-Classic period Hohokam, emphasis 

had not been placed on their use to such an extent previously. 

This approach was not only successful in checking population 

increase, but it was a key factor in reducing terminal Classic period 

population size. Once this process was initiated, the need for the 

high labor expenditures required to maintain the Classic period 

subsistence strategy no longer existed. Consequently the Zipf and 

Liebig laws came into effect, and this strategy was abandoned for one 

requiring less labor input—the strategy pursued by the Pima-Papago at 

the time of the Spanish contact. 

The post-Classic "extensification" of subsistence strategies 

had impacts on subsistence-related social institutions as well. Thus 

the material culture previously identified as diagnostic of the appear

ance of the Classic period, which was correlated with the intensifica

tion response to population pressure, no longer remained of adaptive or 

adjustive value, and was-dropped from the post-Classic assemblage. 

There is precious little evidence throwing light on this 

interpretation. Both historical and ethnographic accounts indicate 

that cultural regulation of population was an important part of the 

Pima-Papago life way (cf. Devereaux 1955, Joseph and others 1949, Nag 

1962). No studies or accounts exist documenting the fact that the 

proto-historic Indians of the study region were declining in density at 
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contact, but a number of authors have concluded that the pre-contact 

environment could have supported greater numbers of Indians operating 

at the contact period subsistence level (Ezell 1961:13-23, Russell 

1975:20-30). 

To summarize, population density is interpreted as a key 

independent variable influencing the cultural development of prehistoric 

and proto-historic agrarian Indian cultural development in the Sonoran 

Desert. An initial establishment phase resulted in the development of 

a viable strategy for adapting to this environment, which was charac

terized by a relatively great amount of ecological stability. The 

subsequent population growth within the region, which was little 

influenced by other cultures, resulted in an exponential expansion of 

the Hohokam until the late Colonial period, when the limits of their 

habitat were reached. Constrained by these bounds, population pressure 

(and subsequent "strain" on the social organization) increased until 

the beginning of the Classic period, when subsistence intensification 

and attendant changes in social structure occurred as a response to 

such stress. Although intensification of subsistence resource 

exploitation raised the carrying capacity ceiling, it did not check 

population growth. Consequently, the terminal Classic period was again 

one of stress resulting from overpopulation. With further subsistence 

intensification being uneconomical and outmigration maladaptive, an 

increase in the use of cultural controls over fertility occurred. This 

proved to be an effective check to population growth, ultimately 

resulting in a reduction in population density. Such a decline 

obviated the need for the level of subsistence strategy intensity 
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characterizing the Classic period pattern, and it was abandoned in 

favor of more extensive but less labor-demanding patterns. Con

currently the other aspects of Classic period material culture, 

correlated with the more intensive subsistence economy, fell into 

disuse as well. The resultant adaptation characterized the Pima and 

Papago at the time of Spanish contact. 

The fact that this model is essentially unicausal is not viewed 

as a shortcoming. For no operational model is designed to take account 

of all potentially applicable factors, or faithfully represent all 

purportedly significant processes. The relevance of this model is 

that it takes into account the full range of available data, and deals 

with these data in a parsimonious and elegant manner. Although it 

stresses population pressure as a primary variable in desert South

western culture change, it is easily modified to take account of other 

variables (such as environmental fluctuations, Mexican influence, and 

other external factors) which may subsequently be proven important. No 

claim is made that interdependency among population and other elements 

of the cultural'-environmental system does not exist, or that such 

interdependency is immutably directional. There is obviously reciprocal 

influence between dependent and independent factors, and the importance 

of such reciprocity is one of degree rather than one of kind. Definite 

advantages exist in proposing and testing causal mechanisms which are 

deemed central to dynamic processes in an effort to determine the extent 

to which they can predict or explain the entire process. Indeed, this 

is the most parsimonious method for testing such processes. For the 

evaluation of multiple causal inferences based on the patterning of 
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multiple attribute covariation frequently involves exceedingly complex 

demonstrations of hypothesis and test implication independence. This 

not only creates problems in terms of testing for such complex inter

relationships in the archaeological record, but the likelihood of 

confusing causal results with correlated results is increased con

siderably. This is not to say that multicausal models are not testable 

in archaeology. Quite the contrary, when they can be parsimoniously 

generated, they are powerful explanatory tools. But they are much more 

difficult to reliably evaluate in situations where replicative experi

mentation is unavailable to the researcher. 

It is relevant to note at this point the role that multiple 

working hypotheses (Chamberlin 1965) play in model testing. For many 

researchers have in part confused the Chamberlin argument. The concept 

of multiple working hypotheses involves the proper confirmation of 

hypotheses directed toward the solution of a research problem. In other 

words, null or alternative propositions relating to the problem under 

consideration must be considered in order for proper assessment of 

research problems to take place. Chamberlin's concern, then, was in 

avoiding biased accumulation of evidence in support of a particular 

position. 

Most researchers have interpreted this argument as the advoca

tion of alternative forms of explanation in the evaluation of problems. 

Although this is a valid approach to minimizing explanatory bias and 

circular reasoning in the testing procedure, the adequate development of 

null hypotheses relating to a single or unicausal question (model) is 

equally as acceptable. The latter procedure is followed within the 



context of this study. Once the relationship of the causal mechanism 

to the situation in question is determined, ancillary propositions can 

be generated to consider unsatisfactory aspects of the original model. 



CHAPTER 7 

THE REGIONAL RESEARCH DESIGN 

In the introductory statements of Chapter 6, the position was 

taken that models serve as important heuristic devices for the develop

ment and testing of propositions concerning the description, explanation, 

and prediction of past human behavior. Although in and of themselves, 

they may function as research designs, they are not generally amenable 

to field-testing as is. Such is the case with the model previously 

outlined; it represents an explanatory framework from which a series of 

explicitly testable hypotheses can be derived. 

A significant aspect of operational models such as this is that 

their potential for providing empirically-based propositions is almost 

limitless. Consequently the following research design is not considered 

as an exhaustive compendium of the model's research potential. The 

design constitutes a refinement and development of certain components of 

the model deemed of importance to the overall thrust of the study. 

Aboriginal Agrarian Adaptation to the Sonoran 
Desert: A Research Design 

In order to make the model operational, it is translated into a 

variant fo the research design format outlined in Chapter 2. This 

variant is framed in such a way that the considerations and emphases 

discussed under "The Nature of Research Designs" are addressed. The 

design hierarchy starts with the statement of problem, delimits 
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corollary hypotheses, and finally provides a generalized discussion of 

select test implications and implementation procedures. The design 

framework relates specifically to those temporal units detailed in the 

model. Within each temporal unit research considerations relating to 

cultural-historical, behavioral, and methodological-technical factors 

are stressed. In addition, specific reference is made to research 

problems amenable to testing in different research stages. These 

include localized surveys, areal surveys, site-specific investigation 

and areal investigation. Differences in these activities are important 

with respect to the effective use of the design. 

As emphasized by Goodyear (1975a) , localized surveys such as 

small clearances and linear transects, are most amenable to two types of 

archaeological research—de facto variability sampling and single site 

analysis. Since linear transects such as highway right-of-ways and 

transmission line corridors pass through diverse environmental 

settings, they are valuable means for determining, for example, 

cultural-environmental variability within a region. It must be 

emphasized, however, that such transects rarely if ever allow for the 

sanpling of all variability within the region. Consequently transect 

information cannot be presumed to represent the entire range of cultural-

environmental relationships found within any one region. 

More extensive survey can provide more positive and reliable 

evaluation of the distributional implication addressed by localized 

surveys. Insofar as such surveys incorporate larger tracts of land, 

they can provide more reliable information concerning the total 

subsistence-settlement system, and represent the only method for 
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assessing the full range of cultural and environmental variability 

manifested within a region. 

Site-specific investigations, which consist of the in-depth 

mapping and collecting of surface sites, and the excavation of loci 

exhibiting cultural depth, provide the added dimension of contextual 

relationships. In addition, materials generally unavailable on the 

surfaces of sites are available through excavation. Thus both 

temporal and spatial context are much more available in studies of this 

type, though they are limited to single aspects of the settlement 

system. 

Areal investigation, involving the mapping and collecting or 

excavation of a series of sites, yields the most comprehensive informa

tion concerning the regional archaeological record. For the similari

ties and differences exhibited by archaeological manifestations through 

both time and space can be controlled for a series of sites, and 

compared. Such studies should result in the solution of regional 

problems which cannot be evaluated in any other way. 

No attempt is made to develop detailed information relative to 

the last two elements of the research design. The appropriate genera

tion of such information is dependent upon those aspects of the statement 

of problem and hypotheses selected for project-specific study, as well 

as the data potential of the cultural resource base itself. Any in-

depth discussion of implementation procedures would either be largely 

inapplicable to real-life situations, where unique combinations of 

research particulars must be taken into account, or would be un

critically employed, thus making less than the best use of the data 
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potential available to the investigator. Therefore, although there is 

some general information on refined test implications and implementation 

procedures, it is purposefully nonspecific with respect to the actual 

use of the research design on a project-particular basis. 

Although the overall direction of this study relates to 

agrarian adaptation, the research design emphasizes the causal 

mechanisms defined in the model. The statement of problem is a 

substantive one, in that a broad regional question limited in time and 

space is addressed. It can' be expressed as follows: In the Sonoran 

Desert, population pressure was the primary independent variable 

precipijating aboriginal agrarian culture change. This statement is 

based on the argued premise that other factors—environmental fluctua

tions and external cultural influence in particular—did not play key 

independent roles in implementing such change. It also makes the assump

tion that the desert Southwestern region functioned as a niche outside 

of which the adaptive strategy developed for that niche was ultimately 

not effective. 

The Prehistoric and Proto-historic Sequence 

One proposition which relates to all periods of Indian agrarian 

occupation of the study area has to do with the consistency of the 

subsistence strategy. Couched as a major hypothesis it reads: Culture 

change was not exhibited as variations in the overall subsistence 

technology employed by the prehistoric and proto-historic horti-

culturalists of the Sonoran Desert; such variations were primarily ones 

of degree and not ones of kind. The importance of this hypothesis to 
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the statement of problem is that confirmation of the relative stability 

of the subsistence system through time will support the proposition that 

critical resource use did not vary, and was irrelevant in inducing 

culture change. 

Corollary Hypotheses 

From a time-space perspective, some correlates of this hypothesis 

are that the earliest constituents of the Hohokam subsistence assemblage 

were functionally similar to those which are found in the latest 

assemblages. 

Distributional information is also important to the evaluation 

of this hypothesis. If the premise is supported, the range of sub

sistence related items associated with Pioneer period sites in the 

"heartland" should be generally equivalent to those of later periods 

located near the peripheries of the study region. 

The refinement of subsistence assemblage definition and relation

ship to related assemblages is one important behavioral aspect of this 

hypothesis. For example, during the Pioneer period, the atlatl was 

completely replaced by the bow. This transition should have constituted 

direct substitution of a more efficient element of the subsistence 

technology for another without significant modification of the sub

sistence subsystem from the perspective of this research. Similarly the 

use of alternative methods for controlling water should have been 

responses to physiographically dictated microenvironmental exploitation 

rather than the replacement of one method for another in time. 
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Implications 

Obviously, dating the subsistence assemblages is important in 

solving the time-space problems. It should be possible to utilize 

stylistic attributes as indicators of changes through time in selected 

artifact styles; this has been done to some degree on items such as 

projectile points, metates, manos, and ground stone axes (e.g., 

Gladwin and others 1937, Haury 1976). No serious attempts at seriating 

flake and core tools, which make up a large share of the subsistence 

procurement and processing assemblage, have been made. Similarly, 

little has been done with utilitarian ceramics in the way of seriation. 

And, as previously noted, very little information is available on the 

dating of water control devices. Studies explicitly attempting to 

associate these devices with dated sites have yet to be completed. 

Research into the relative age of these features based on the amount of 

post-abandonment biophysical disturbance has enormous potential. 

The testing of the behavioral premises requires being able to 

define the subsistence assemblage and document its relationships to 

other types of assemblages that are associated. The use of analogue 

models derived from such references as the previous section of this 

chapter, Castetter and Bell (1942) and Doelle (1974) provide excellent 

starting points. From these analogues, patterns of manufacture, use, 

and discard can be proposed and related to expected contexts throughout 

their use-life. These behavioral chains (Schiffer 1975b) could then be 

employed to test whether or not the assemblages were a reflection of 

cultural stability. Such a procedure need not be limited to artifacts. 

For instance, proposing the process of construction, use and abandonment 
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of gridded gardens under tonditions of expected social stability through 

time, and testing the components of this proposition in the field, are 

worthwhile and attainable research goals. 

With respect to the major hypothesis, there are several 

relevant methodological-technical correlates. One consists of develop

ing typologies for the subsistence-related assemblage. As previously 

noted, seriating such artifacts would be a valuable contribution to the 

understanding of the distribution of these materials through time and 

space. Combining such a seriation with a functional typology, however, 

would also greatly assist in the determination of assemblage variability. 

Although the lithic tools in particular are generalized to the point 

that monothetic typologies based on gross morphology are generally 

inapplicable, polythetic typologies developed on the basis of a number 

of key culturally-controlled attributes could differentiate changes in 

function between periods at least, if changes occurred. 

Similarly the utilitarian ceramics undoubtedly exhibit temporal 

and functional variation that could be cofidied to a greater extent than 

available information provides. No concerted efforts to demarcate these 

changes through the sequence for the study region have been made. 

Much of the information necessary to refine and validate the 

typologies previously discussed is based on contextual control while 

field collecting. An important contribution that can be made on a 

methodological level is the development of more rigorous procedures for 

documenting the surface context of cultural remains. There is a great 

deal of potential for ascertaining and modeling the post-abandonment 

biophysical processes which have impacted sites. The available 
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literature on such topics as slope and sheet wash relationships, soil 

formation and decomposition cycles, and the extent of plant root 

disturbance is considerable. Using these data to develop integrated 

models of expected change of sites due to natural transformation 

elements will allow much more accurate reconstructions of culturally 

significant site context. 

It follows as well that the development of behavioral chains to 

cope with cultural transformation processes are also valuable methodo

logical contributions. This procedure is elaborated upon by Schiffer 

(1975b). 

Implementation 

With respect to the major hypothesis, it is to be expected that 

the adaptive assemblage through time will be generally consistent. 

Thus no one environmental setting should be exclusively exploited during 

a single time segment. This hypothesis is partially testable using 

survey data in that indications that particular environmental types 

supported sites of restricted timespans will tend to disconfirm the 

hypothesis. 

As should be evident, this does not mean that all types of sites 

will be located in all types of environmental locations. Subsistence-

settlement patterns, which are based on the mini-max strategy, are 

assumed to represent adaptation to the combination of microenvironmental 

settings specific to particular locations, given their subsistence 

technology. In other words, open habitation sites are not situated on 

steep slopes. Nor are they established in areas of greatest 
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agricultural potential. Cactus gathering camps are not found in 

mesquite bosques, and legume collection loci conversely do not occur in 

succulent stands. The use of analogue models predicting site locations 

based on settlement-subsistence patterns is one feasible way in which 

survey can contribute to the assessment of the major hypothesis. 

All types of surveys, but particularly localized studies, could 

profitably consider intra-site behavioral regularities as manifested by 

surface materials. To the extent that human behavior is ordered, this 

should reflect itself in activity-specific loci within sites. Sub

sistence related activities such as cactus fruit gathering, processing, 

and storage have analogue models indicating that these activities are 

spatially segregated within sites (e.g., Stewart and Teague 1974:98). 

Documentation of these activity loci and functional analysis of their 

components can yield site-specific information of behavioral importance 

such as that obtained by Raab (1973). 

Many of the same concerns expressed in the survey discussion can 

be investigated in more depth with site investigation. Detailed study 

of surface sites and excavation of those with cultural depth can shed 

light on questions about the relationships through time of different 

sites. In particular, the use of careful control over contextual 

information could allow such conclusions as temporal affiliations between 

and among different sites to be derived. Site constellations might then 

be defined which would suggest the range of activity locations which 

composed a community. 

Data requirements, then, include the definition of the sub

sistence assemblage, and the control of assemblage development through 
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time. Establishing the relationships among the assemblages to the 

exploitable resources is also necessary. Associational dating of tools, 

and the study of ecofactual and functional information to determine tool 

use, are two methods of meeting these requirements. 

The Early Pioneer Period 

From the perspective of this research design, the Vahki phase 

is characterized as one in which the Hohokam adaptive strategy was being 

developed in response to Basin-Range environmental conditions. A major 

hypothesis could read: The archaeological record for the early Pioneer 

period is characterized by the variability indicative of a population 

optimizing the resource potential of a new niche. This relates to the 

statement of problem in that the model proposes that the earliest Hohokam 

occupation of the Sonoran Desert was during the Vahki phase, and that 

this occupation was similar to that of a founder population (cf. 

Birdsell 1957). 

Corollary Hypotheses 

In terms of time-space considerations, the distribution of 

Vahki phase sites would be one indicator of the validity of this 

hypothesis. Founder populations generally exploit the most optimum 

locations within a niche first, given their level of exploitive 

technology. As previously indicated, the early Pioneer period settlement 

system may well have been based on the presence of stable second river 

terraces, exploitable legume bosques, arable land, and perennial surface 

flow of streams. Such variables were not only available in the loca

tions where Vahki phase sites are known to exist, but also in settings 
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where no intensive search for these sites has been made. Localities 

such as the points where major drainages, such as the Salt, Gila, and 

San Pedro Rivers enter the study area, the lower reaches of Aravaipa and 

Sonoita Creeks, and other habitats where surficial stream flow was year-

round (cf. Davis 1973:200-204, Hastings and Turner 1965:35-37) are 

expected to support Vahki phase occupation sites. Furthermore, if the 

heartland and range budding propositions are valid, then the sites 

outside of the Salt and Gila River basins should be later than those 

found in the center of the study region. 

One key to evaluating the major hypothesis from a behavioral 

perspective involves studying the variability of the early Pioneer 

period assemblages. An important implication of founder niche adapta

tion is that of adaptive pattern refinement. As argued by Schwartz 

(1970), the process of becoming adapted to a particular niche involves 

a certain amount of experimentation before the most appropriate 

maximizing strategy is developed. The hypotheses and test implications 

defined by Schwartz are applicable to the study of the major hypothesis 

defined for the Vahki phase. However, care must Be taken to insure that 

the implications are feasible given the available data base; in many 

cases it is doubtful if all of Schwartz' implications can actually be 

tested in the archaeological record. 

In terms of the premise that the overall subsistence technology 

remains relatively consistent throughout the time segment under study, 

the Vahki phase experimental period can be considered one in which basic 

technological elements were developed or present, and efforts were 

directed toward adjusting them to make the best use of available 
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resources. This should be reflected in the archaeological record by a 

substantial amount of variability between the relationships of various 

assemblages to each other in different early Pioneer period sites. For 

example, differences in house size and shape should be considerable, 

though the basic components defined for Vahki phase houses (Haury 1976: 

68, Morris 1969b) are likely to be present. Basic functional attributes 

should be consistent between similar assemblages from different sites 

of the Vahki phase, but the stylistic variability between sites should 

be great. The same general types of subsistence-related activity loci 

should be present at all early Pioneer period habitation sites, but 

their location and spatial relationships to each other should vary 

substantially between sites. 

Implications 

One of the most fruitful methodological-technical pursuits would 

Be to develop a typology of technomic artifacts that would measure 

variability by emphasizing a limited number of functionally and 

stylistically significant morphological attributes. Comparing changes 

in style versus function for subsistence-related items in the Vahki 

phase assemblage would provide some indication of the relationship 

between the two from site to site. This in turn would tend to support 

or disconfirm the premise that stylistic variation was greater than 

functional variation during the Vahki phase. Similar implications could 

be developed related to curated tool types and limited activity site 

patterns, for exairple. 
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Surveys are amenable to the examination of a number of relevant 

questions. If the Vahki phase was indeed a time of adaptive experimenta

tion, it is to be expected that uneven use would be made of different 

microenvironmental settings. In other words, limited activity sites 

might well be found in consistent relationships in one site catchment 

area, and in different configurations in another catchment area, both of 

which incorporated the same microenvironmental variables. Differences 

in exploitation patterns should be identifiable between catchment areas, 

but should incorporate the same general adaptive strategy. Furthermore, 

this variability should not be attributable solely to microenvironmental 

requirements, but should in part be related to attempts to determine the 

strategy best suited for that habitat. 

As has been previously suggested, early Pioneer period sites 

should be relatively tightly predictable in terms of the presence of 

habitation locations. These data are easily testable through the use 

of survey. 

Also, the variability in cultural sub-systemic relationships 

proposed earlier and discussed in the previous sections can also be 

tested within the context of surveys. As should be evident, such 

testing may be limited in value based on the problems in controlling 

the interpretation of the effect of post-abandonment biophysical 

processes on the surface materials. 

One of the most important directions of inquiry available to 

in-depth investigations of sites has to do with inter-site assemblages 

comparisons. The major hypothesis, in positing that niche adaptation 

was taking place during the early Pioneer period, implies that formal 
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regularities in assemblages which characterize post-Vahki phase adapta

tion in the study region are largely lacking in the Vahki times. The 

best way to test this implication is to investigate the actual amount 

of differentiation which is reflected in technomic assemblages found in 

different Vahki phase sites. Utilitarian ceramics and lithic artifacts, 

for example, can be compared in the same manner, in order to determine 

variations in assemblage patterns. The same can be done with other 

aspects of the technomic assemblage, such as water control devices. Is 

their articulation with the environment similar, and if not, are the 

dissimilarities due to culturally determined variation or environ

mentally induced variation? By such studies the experimentation 

proposition can be validated or discarded. 

Data requirements, then, consist of defining the criteria 

relating to Early Pioneer critical resource priorities. These defini

tions must be couched within a predictive framework allowing the 

identification of such locations. Field testing of this framework 

will assist in supporting or disconfirming one aspect of the model. 

Since niche entry is characterized by experimentation, the 

subsistence-related artifact assemblage should be great relative to 

later periods. This can be determined by comparison of the results of 

functional analyses of assemblages from varying time periods. 

This same approach can be utilized to test the premise that 

variable use of environmental resources was being made. In this case, 

relevant data could be derived from comparative studies of micro-

environmental exploitation through time. 
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The Late Pioneer-Early Colonial Period 

The areas of major concern during this time segment have to do 

with population expansion within a stable environment given an evolved 

subsistence-settlement pattern. This could be phrased as follows: Late 

Pioneer-early Colonial period cultural development took the form of 

exponential growth accompanied by cultural stability. With respect to 

the statement of problem, this proposition presumes that niche filling 

was taking place, again without important environmental or external 

cultural interference. 

Corollary Hypotheses 

It is during this period that distribution in time and space is 

most apparent from an archaeological perspective. If the major 

hypothesis holds, many of the sites in the study area that are multi-

component should have post-Vahki phase antecedents which begin with the 

late Pioneer-early Colonial period. For the niche territory was being 

filled. Given an effective subsistence-settlement system, settlement 

locations that were appropriate during this time segment were also 

appropriate during later times. In other words, an extensive site 

distribution pattern was manifested, with late Pioneer-early Colonial 

period sites not achieving the catchment area density which charac

terized the next time segment. 

Core area expansion should also be manifested during this time 

segment. With the completion of adaptive experimentation, environmental 

settings that were considered less than optimal during the Vahki phase 

were being occupied with the more refined subsistence-settlement pattern. 
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Thus the range expansion form of settlement pattern came into play—a 

pattern based on essentially undifferentiated spread from core 

localities. This should be manifested in the archaeological record by 

earlier sites in this time segment occurring nearest to the heartland 

locality. 

Two important areas of behavioral inquiry relate to the major 

hypothesis for this time segment. One has to do with the ramifications 

of subsistence-settlement pattern distribution. The interpretation of 

an evolved regional adaptive strategy assumes that all potentially 

exploitable microenvironments were being used once the strategy had been 

developed. Hohokam range expansion during the late Pioneer-early 

Colonial period made no distinction between marginal and optimal 

environmental settings as has been proposed by many previous authors. 

The presence of sites dating from this time segment in any exploitable 

location within the study region is to be expected if this situation 

prevails. In other words, the adaptive strategy allowed range expansion 

to occur in localities lacking permanent surface water supplies as well 

as those localities where such flow existed. The presence of numbers of 

late Pioneer-early Colonial period sites in "non-optimal" locations 

would tend to support this implication. 

A related consideration has to do with the attributes of 

exponential growth within a niche. Externally unconstrained growth in a 

bounded space will take the form of a logarithmic curve if, in this 

case, numbers of sites are plotted against area. The straightest part 

of the curve would be exemplary of the growth hypothesized as occurring 
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during this time segment. If this is indeed the case, the proposition 

is supported. 

The ramifications of subsistence technology stability can also 

be tested by comparing utilitarian assemblages of this time segment to 

those of the early Pioneer period. Vahki phase assemblages should show 

a greater range of variability. The same should be true of associated 

nonutilitarian assemblages. Furthermore, this stability should manifest 

itself in consistent inter-assemblage relationships from site to site, 

exclusive of microenvironmental proscriptive forces. 

Implications 

One relevant consideration is the expansion of the stylistic and 

functional typology recommended for development for the early Pioneer 

period technomic assemblage to measure relative stability during this 

time segment. If the consistencies hypothesized for the late Pioneer-

early Colonial period subsistence assemblage were found to be supported 

by functional analysis, the premise would be supported. In addition, if 

the Vahki phase assemblages differed considerably from the post-Vahki 

phase constellations, further support for the proposition would have 

been provided. 

With the data base available through survey, emphasis could 

profitably be placed on the converse of that proposed under survey for 

early Pioneer period research objectives. For the interest here is in 

determining the degree of subsistence-settlement pattern similarity. The 

procedures for evaluating similarity do not differ from those used to 

evaluate differentiation; only the expected ends contrast. 
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Attention has also been focused on the relatively less selective 

nature of settlement locations during this time segment. Settlement 

distribution should conform more closely to true range expansion, with 

very little compaction of site catchment areas. This should be 

manifested in the archaeological record by an extensive distribution 

of late Pioneer-early Colonial period habitation sites relative to 

Vahki phase sites of the same type. Limited activity sites should also 

be more extensively distributed during this time segment than the 

previous one. Both types of sites, however, should exhibit a higher 

level of patterning relative to resource exploitation during the post-

Vahki time segment than during the Vahki phase. 

In-depth site study provides the opportunity to examine a better 

controlled sample of the archaeological record in a locality or region. 

As noted previously, e3q>ectations include well patterned assemblages 

which vary relatively little both within and between sites except in 

those situations where environmental elements dictate differences in 

the emphases on attributes characteristic of the subsistence-settlement 

strategy. In correlating with a constant exponential population expan

sion, there should not be a particularly great difference in site size, 

given similar function. Site distribution too, should not be confirmed 

to the relatively limited range of settings exemplified by Vahki phase 

sites. Little or no evidence of status differentiation should be 

evident. If present, such evidence might manifest itself as large or 

rich concentrations of material goods in association with a particular 

individual or economic unit. The existence of egalitarianism during 

the late Pioneer-early Colonial period should be reflected in luxury 
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items being concentrated in no one location except, perhaps, in loca

tions related to communal storage. 

Data expectations should conform to indications of cultural 

stability and territorial expansion. The exponential growth potential 

for the region can be projected mathematically, given the developmental 

information in Haury (1976). This can then be compared with the known 

number of sites in the region that fall within this time period. 

Functional analysis of the artifact assemblage should show that 

the subsistence-related assemblage contains little variability, and is 

developed to maximize the full known range of exploitable native and 

cultivated biotic resources. In addition, the non-utilitarian materials 

should also display little variability relative to previous periods. 

Evidence for social stratification and communal interaction 

should be manifested as differential distribution of burial goods and 

more highly patterned village lay-out, respectively. This latter should 

be associated with communal structures, and can be assessed through the 

study of the locational relationships between different site types and 

nearby communal features. 

The Late Colonial-Early Sedentary Period 

Research interests during this time segment could be directed 

toward the testing of propositions relating to niche boundary attainment 

and overextension. An appropriate major hypothesis could be stated as: 

The Colonial-early Sedentary period Hohokam expanded beyond the 

boundaries of the study region, and readjusted through contraction in 

response to environmentally selected pressures. This hypothesis is 
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linked with the statement of problem in that population distribution at 

this time had reached the limits of the niche, but had not yet achieved 

carrying capacity in terms of straining the productivity of the niche 

resource base. 

Corollary Hypotheses 

Some of the time-space implications of this hypothesis should be 

obvious. The settlement pattern characteristic of this time segment—an 

extension of the previous segment, will have attained its maximum 

spatial expansion. The bounds of the study region had been encountered 

and some overextension had occurred. Overextension, manifested as a 

relatively small number of sites located beyond the limits of the 

Sonoran Desert, was restricted temporally to this time segment. From a 

distributional perspective, sites did not push far beyond the peripheries 

of the study region, and can be viewed as the expected deviation from 

the outer limits imposed by the region as an environmentally bounded 

space. Sites claimed to be Hohokam which are located well outside of 

the Sonoran Desert do not display the adaptive strategy characteristic 

of the Hohokam, and are thus not included in this study. Indeed, their 

cultural affiliation can be questioned under most taxonomic circum

stances, since the traits assumed to have indicated Hohokam intrusion 

are limited to a few which seem to have some stylistic similarity to 

those of the Basin-Range agriculturalists. As has been discussed 

previously, their existence can be appropriately considered by recourse 

to mechanisms more parsimonious than Hohokam expansion as far afield as, 

for example, Winona Village. 
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The overall adaptive pattern of sites of this time segment 

within the study region should remain similar to that of the previous 

segment. Site compaction should not be exemplified; only maximum 

distribution of sites within the Sonoran Desert. Sites inside of the 

study region, then, should display almost no difference in adaptive 

strategies between the late Pioneer and early Sedentary periods. Sites 

outside of the study boundaries, however, should be exemplified by a 

considerable amount of variability in subsistence practices. This 

variability could be manifested as substantial differences in the 

exploited biota, changes in settlement locations, and fluctuations in 

the composition of the subsistence-relation artifact assemblage. If 

these attempted adaptations to environmental circumstances outside of 

the study region were ultimately unsuccessful, then signs of stress in 

the form of selective pressures against the long-term maintenance of the 

subsistence-settlement pattern in such locations should be discernable 

in the archaeological record. These signs could take theform of 

increased variability in utilitarian assemblages, as new adaptive poses 

were assumed and discarded when they proved to be unsuccessful in 

maintaining the necessary standard of life. Corresponding oscillations 

in such phenomena as site size and location would indicate continued 

experimentation in attempts to adapt to environmentally unfamiliar 

circumstances. 

Site abandonment in these peripheral localities should not be a 

slow process, but would probably have been represented by collective 

desertion of the locality. Archaeological evidence for such desertion 

might include an abrupt hiatus in the depositional history of the sites. 
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Numbers of contemporaneously occupied or utilized activity locations 

would be abandoned at the same time. Temporally sensitive artifacts 

should terminate consistently over the occupied area rather than 

dwindling in certain parts of the site or sites. 

Stress in the form of malnutrition as manifested in consumptive 

residue might also be present. High incidence of infant and pregnant 

female mortality are also indicative of maladapted populations. 

Implications 

Almost all the previous discussions relating to methods and 

techniques are applicable to the problems inherent within this time 

segment. In addition, experimental studies in the utility of different 

tools and other implements of the Hohokam subsistence assemblage in 

performing certain tasks could shed light on the usefulness of this 

assemblage outside of the Sonoran Desert. If its general character 

proves to be poorly developed to deal with more or less arid environ

mental settings, then the hypothesis is in part supported. 

If surveys encompass an area both inside and outside of the 

study region, considerable information could be collected to elucidate 

the major hypothesis. Again, sites in the study region should be rather 

tightly patterned, and exemplify continued successful use of the 

adaptive strategy characteristic of the previous time segment. These 

manifestations could be compared with site components present on the 

surfaces of sites outside of the Sonoran Desert as defined herein. 

Previously identified differences between these sites would support the 

hypothesis. 
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Surveys could also assist in providing a precise boundary for 

the study region. More refined quantitative study of these ecotonal 

settings and the cultural manifestations associated with these settings 

will allow for more accurate definitions of study region limits it is 

appropriate to indicate that the same general problems posed for the 

survey of this time segment are applicable to the excavation of sites. 

Again, the sites within the study region should be very similar to 

those of the previous time segment. As the peripheries of the Sonoran 

Desert environs are reached, site contents become increasingly variable. . 

Outside of the study region as much differentiation within the same 

assemblages at one site as between sites could be found. Loosely 

patterned distributions of limited activity sites should occur in the 

peripheral localities, with a similar amount of variability reflected 

in the numbers and locations of these sites through time. 

Some social structure should be manifested in the archaeological 

record at this time. Discussed previously, its material correlates 

include the presence of ball courts and platform mounds. Locational 

analysis of the distribution of such features should indicate their 

impact on site catchment area relationships, and provide some insight to 

the amount of actual influence such organization had on the overall 

subsistence-settlement pattern. Craft specialization and jural power as 

reflected in amassed wealth for specific individuals is still not 

expected to have become highly developed by the late Colonial-early 

Sedentary period. 

Data requirements are specific to the evaluation of the archaeo

logical record both within and outside of the study region. Expectations 
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include strong correlations with previous periods in terms of sites 

within the region, and more variability exhibited by those on the 

peripheries. The subsistence-related assemblages should indicate more 

variation, and ecofactual remains should support the inference that 

transitional zone resources were being exploited. Sites in the 

peripheries should be limited to this timeperiod, and should be rela

tively short lived in relation to those within the Sonoran Desert. 

Malnutrition may be exhibited if this can be ascertained from human 

remains recovered from these peripheral sites. 

The Late Sedentary Period 

By this time population pressure had begun to create stress in 

the region with respect to competition for scarce resources deemed 

important to the Hohokam lifeway. In hypothetical terms this could be 

stated as: By the late Sedentary period regional carrying capacity had 

been reached and population pressure was exerting stress on the cultural 

system. The relationship between this hypothesis and the statement of 

problem needs no explanation. 

Corollary Hypotheses 

The major propositions from such a perspective relate to the 

distribution of sites during this time segment. Late Sedentary period 

sites are essentially confined to the study region. They should often 

be larger than sites of the earlier time segments. They should occur in 

all exploitable locations within the study region. And there should be 

more late Sedentary period sites than others of any single time segment. 
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In considering the processes relating to this hypothesis, a 

number of implications become obvious. Population pressure as mani

fested in site distribution should result in the compression of site 

exploitation territories. This compression should manifest itself in 

distributional patterns which approach the threshold of critical site 

density given the carrying capacity operant during that time segment— 

a threshold tentatively proposed at one kilometer (Chisholm 1962:50). 

It should be noted that this threshold applies to habitation sites, and 

has not been considered with respect to limited activity sites. 

The overall subsistence-settlement pattern should not differ 

significantly from that of the previous two time segments within the 

study region. However, it may be possible to recognize other indications 

of population strain on the culture, such as some reorganization of non-

subsistence related assemblage poses, the emergence of kin-based 

segmentation, and more centralized social organization. These could be 

manifested in the archaeological record by the more rigidly patterned 

relationship of specialized features to settlement organization and 

location, and more strongly defined differences between potential 

nuclear and satellite village complexes. 

An additional aspect of population stress might well be the 

architectural experimentation which culminated in many of the changes 

manifested during the Classic period. Similar to the Early Pioneer 

Period response to stress, in this case such experimentation may well 

have been one aspect of the initial attempts to cope with the problem 

of population pressure on a social organizational level. 
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Implications 

One of the most valuable avenues of inquiry here would be 

devising accurate methods to measure carrying capacity. Although not 

solely a methodological or technical endeavor, pursuit of this end would 

have considerable relevance not only to the problems being considered 

herein, but to the study of cultural ecology in general. In order to do 

this, detailed study of the usable biomass available from different 

natural and cultivated resources available in the study region would 

first have to be obtained. These data could then be related to various 

subsistence strategies known to have been practiced in the Sonoran 

Desert. The results would yield an exploitation ceiling with respect 

to the prehistoric aborigine subsistence technology. As indicated by 

Street (1969), Hayden (1975), and others, this would not reflect true 

carrying capacity, as cultural regulation of population may well have 

operated to maintain population at levels below resource carrying 

capacity. Some approximation of that level may be achieved by modeling 

the potential effects of such regulatory mechanisms on the prehistoric 

populations. 

Surveys could evaluate such implications as compression of site 

exploitation territories (or catchment areas). Research could be 

directed toward definition of catchment areas, which might reflect the 

availability of previously identified critical resources in usable con

figurations within a geographically bounded locality. The Chisholm 

threshold figure for site exploitation territory can be tested within 

the context of such surveys as well. Social centralization, as mani

fested in the increasing prominence of specialized features during this 
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time segment can also be evaluated. This procedure might include the 

locational study of the relationship of habitation indications to these 

features. In instances where they are relatively isolated, the critical 

relationships between these features and proximate settlements can be 

examined. 

If the hypothesis holds, the subsistence-related assemblage and 

its attitude with respect to other aspects of the cultural subsystem 

should be essentially identical to that manifested in sites of the late 

Colonial-early Sedentary period sites within the study region. For no 

change in the general subsistence adaptation strategy is proposed to 

have occurred between the two time segments. 

The excavation of relevant sites of this time segment will pro

vide much more detail with respect to the objectives designated as 

relevant under survey for this section. In particular, testable 

propositions concerning subsistence assemblage stability during the late 

Sedentary period can be examined in greater depth using comparative data 

from excavations. Similarly, any variations between the late Sedentary 

and earlier time segments with respect to subsistence adaptation can be 

more reliably tested using excavation data as well. If the late 

Sedentary period was still characterized by an egalitarian society which 

was developing increased centralized control, this might be tested in 

comparing the distribution of luxury items and other limited goods 

between different locations within sites and among various sites in 

proximity to each other. Centralization should be manifested in the 

differential distribution of such items as per the implications dis

cussed by Grebinger (1971a:197-202). 
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Data requirements, directed toward the detection of population 

stress in the archaeological record, should include the isolation of 

indications of cultural deterioration. These might include site 

territory compression in comparison to sites of earlier periods. Some 

variability in material remains in this context would suggest adaptive 

strain. This might be manifested as stylistic fluctuations in non-

utilitarian items, and possibly some minor modification of subsistence 

assemblages as a response to this strain. An increase in communal 

structures and status indicators, such as burials associated with luxury 

items, might indicate more centralization—a reaction to population 

pressure and egalitarian collapse. 

The Classic Period 

An important series of changes followed the end of the Late 

Sedentary period. Reflected largely in relatively abrupt transitions in 

nonutilitarian elements of the cultural subsystem, these changes are 

proposed to have been in response to population pressure. Couched in 

hypothetical terms, it might read as follows: The Classic period 

response to population stress took the form of subsistence economy 

intensification. Again, the links between this hypothesis and the 

statement of problem need no clarification. 

Corollary Hypotheses 

One important cultural-historical problem has to do with the 

actual dating and cultural affiliation of aspects of what have been 

viewed herein as the Classic period subsistence assemblage. Horti

cultural intensification should be reflected in an increase in the 
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numbers of water control devices dated to the Classic period. In addi

tion, the function of cerros de trincheras needs to be clarified, and 

their cultural and temporal relationship to the Classic period Hohokam 

considered in more depth. The spatial relationships among the 

constellation of attributes identified as characterizing the emergence 

of the Classic period must also be worked out. Many of the answers to 

these questions could be obtained by more refined study of water control 

devices and agricultural features. Detailed mapping, selective test 

excavation, and data study designed to provide more precise placement 

with respect to cultural affiliation and timespan. 

A similar problem rests with the evolution of Classic period 

habitation sites. Available data relating to the development of such 

features as compound walls and great houses with respect to their early 

Classic period antecedents remains speculative. 

A host of hypotheses can be devised within a rpocessual frame

work. As indicated previously, the major hypothesis takes the position 

that Classic period social organization and its attendant material 

correlates was a direct result of subsistence strategy intensification 

which mandated such change. Such a position must demonstrate that the 

effects of subsistence intensification were substantial enough to bring 

about these changes essentially unaided. Some of this information is 

available through syntheses of available data such as that done on a 

broader basis by Carniero (1967) and Dumond (1965). Additional con

firmation could be derived from the study of the relationship between 

the subsistence related assemblage and those constellations of material 

remains not directly linked to subsistence. A change in emphasis on 
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certain aspects of the subsistence strategy—namely agriculture, 

combined with a more qualitative shift to new non-subsistence based 

living patterns as reflected in assemblages other than technomic ones— 

would strongly support the major hypothesis. It is, of course, presumed 

that evidence of external influence will be considered, and found to be 

insignificant with respect to the proposition. Such research requires 

that functional assemblages be identified in the archaeological record 

and correlated to one another with respect to their systemic contextual 

relationships. 

Social organizational change can be studied in terms of 

population-spatial relationships as manifested in the structure of 

living space and other activity loci. Doyel (1974a) has touched upon 

some of these factors, but considerable work has to be done along these 

lines before reliable data become available concerning the status of 

Classic period economic units. 

Implications 

The methodological and technical problems inherent within the 

study of this period are also manifold. As noted previously, the 

problems in dating water control features should be pursued on a 

serious basis. Conjoint problems relate to the discovery of reasons 

for water diversion and storage device abandonment. Soil analysis 

directed toward determining nutrient depletion, salinization, and other 

composition imbalances is an important goal. 

A second worthwhile direction of methodological endeavor would 

be to determine the population size relationships between pit houses 
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and contiguously walled puebloid structures. If this information was 

available, it could shed considerable light on the question of change 

in population size and constitution during the Classic period. The 

study of ethnographically analogous populations would provide insights 

with respect to the question. 

Survey investigation directed toward the determination of the 

use of space within such sites would be invaluable. And little informa

tion exists with respect to the relationship between structures and 

outside activity areas. Correlated changes in space usage during this 

time segment remain completely unstudied. 

With respect to Classic period limited activity sites, 

intensification of wild biotic resource use, if it occurred, would mean 

that these sites should be found in settings where exploitation had not 

previously taken place. Survey projects could also test this proposi

tion. Surface studies of larger areas would allow for the testing of 

premises relating to such questions as canal irrigation intensification 

and increases in the use of other water control devices, site catchment 

area compaction, and changes in the numbers and locations of limited 

activity sites. Survey goals could be directed toward tracing the 

changes in canal usage in time by relating canals to habitation sites 

both in the field and with the use of aerial photographs and other 

documents. Similarly, using such locational analysis procedures as 

central place theory to help define the relationships between such 

features as gridded gardens, check dams, and other isolated agricul

tural features with habitation sites could well assist in supporting 

or rejecting the proposition concerning agricultural intensification. 
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Changes in subsistence adaptation emphasis should lead to 

changes in site catchment area confirmation, as different resource 

localities are more heavily exploited. These changes may not have 

involved reductions in catchment area size, but should have included 

more intensive use of these catchment areas. 

More detailed archaeological research is amenable to shedding 

light on most of the questions posed under surveys for this section. 

Again, the added control of time-depth provides a more reliable basis 

upon which to compare subsistence assemblages. 

An additional problem which could be considered herein relates 

to changes in social organization. It has been previously suggested 

that the Classic period social organization was characterized by a 

ranked society and segmentary lineage. The archaeological implications 

of both types of social structure have been aptly defined by Grebinger 

(1971a:197-202), and have been discussed in Chapter 6. However, there 

are a number of additional considerations. These might include more 

tightly regimented control over the strongly patterned land use. 

Increased socio-political control during this time segment should be 

reflected in increased prominence of specialized features and the 

appearance of differential distribution of wealth, both with respect to 

individuals and localized kin groups, and in terms of differences 

between villages. 

Data requirements here are directed toward elucidating the 

question of subsistence intensification. The dating of water control 

devices proposed to have been used during the Classic Period is critical 

for the assessment of this premise. Similarly, quantitative comparison 
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of Classic Period subsistence assemblages with those of earlier periods 

will also shed light on the question of intensification. 

Ecofactual material is another line of evidence, which is 

relevant to the intensification premise. Documented increases in the 

use of cultigens will support the hypothesis as well. 

Population increase and more efficient use of the resource base, 

as exemplified in the archaeological record is also to be expected if 

the hypothesis is to be confirmed. 

The Post-Classic Period 

The proto-historic time segment, the most poorly known period of 

Sonoran Desert aboriginal development, is hypothesized to have been one 

of population regulation which led to actual population decline following 

the Classic period. As a major hypothesis, it could be phrased as 

follows: The post-Classic period was one of population control through 

the use of measures reducing fertility, which ultimately resulted in 

population decline. As with the previous hypothesis, the relationship 

of this proposition with the statement of problem needs no clarification. 

Corollary Hypotheses 

Little can be discussed with respect to time and space 

considerations, as the available information is so sparse. Basic 

chronologies of diagnostic artifacts have yet to be constructed, and 

the distribution of proto-historic sites is unknown. If the major 

hypothesis is correct, there should be fewer post-Classic period sites, 

and the distribution of these sites should be considerably condensed in 

comparison to the Classic period. Sites should be smaller, and should 
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Ball courts, and other indications of a relatively high level of 

community interaction. The overall subsistence-settlement pattern 

should be very reminiscent of the pre-Classic period Hohokam strategy. 

The implications of effective culturally regulated fertility 

will likely not be particularly visible in the archaeological record. 

If abortion or infanticide constituted one aspect of these regulatory 

mechanisms, it could be reflected in increased fetal or infant burial, 

possibly in separate cemetery locations. 

It is also possible to investigate the processes behind popula

tion regulation of this type by simulating alternative regulatory 

mechanisms, and comparing these projections with the archaeological 

record. For example, the birth spacing and abortion rate estimates 

provided by anthropologists such as Joseph and others (1949:116-117) 

and Underhill (.1939:158) can be modeled in terms of impact on the 

population and the material correlates of that population change. Such 

manifestations as house number and size, community patterning, and 

material culture distribution should reflect these changes. 

The socio-cultural ramifications of decreased population 

pressure should be evident, however. If less labor-intensive activities 

were engaged in once the need for the maintenance of the Classic period 

subsistence strategy was no longer necessary, this would result in 

cessation of the activities related to this strategy. These might 

include the construction of great houses, platform mounds, and other 

indications of relatively highly centralized political control. They 

would undoubtedly include termination of the intensity of agricultural 
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practices, as should be manifested by abandonment of a large percentage 

of the Classic period canal system, and the termination of use of more 

marginal plots, terraces, gridded gardens, and similar features. If 

soil deterioration was a contributing factor, this might manifest 

itself in wholesale abandonment of large cultivated areas that had 

reached the point of diminishing returns in crop yields. 

Implications 

Due to the poor state of knowledge about this time segment, 

there is little in the way of specific methodological or technical lines 

of inquiry that can be emphasized. One concern critical to this aspect 

of the research involves the refinement of human osteological analysis 

for the Sonoran Desert burial practices. Although the Hohokam burial 

practice generally consisted of cremating the dead before internment, 

they did not always cremate infants or fetuses. During the Classic 

period, this practice disappeared, and was replaced by primary 

internment~a practice which continued through the proto-historic period. 

A comparative study of the number of fetal or neonate deaths through 

time might indicate whether or not conscious control of fertility rates 

occurred during the proto-historic period. 

A related area of inquiry consists of refinement of cremation 

analysis. It is possible that research directed toward the identifica

tion of skeletal landmarks indicating age which would usually survive 

crematory fires could result in more reliable methods for aging cremated 

human remains. If so, this research would also help to confirm or dis-

confirm the major hypothesis. 
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Given the lack of substantive areal data of any sort concerning 

the post-Classic archaeological manifestations, almost any information 

collected concerning sites and their relationships during this time 

segment would be valuable. Although Pima-Papago analogue models pro

vide considerable data on subsistence-settlement strategies, the 

applicability of these data to the pre-contact situation remains to be 

tested. As noted under "Corollary Hypotheses," it is expected that 

post-Classic sites will be smaller than their Classic period counter

parts, and contain none of the atrributes characterized as hallmarks 

of the Classic period. The reversion to a more labor-extensive 

adaptation would suggest a return to pre-Classic period subsistence 

patterns, as these are argued to have been extremely efficient. Thus 

the pre-contact subsistence-settlement pattern is predicted to be 

similar to that of the late Pioneer through late Sedentary period 

Hohokam. 

An additional problem worthy of study deals with contraction 

during this time segment. If the model is correct, the heartland 

localities made the post-Classic transition the earliest, and this 

change was effective on the peripheries of the region at a later time. 

The archaeological indications of this change, then, should be that the 

proto-historic sites in the Salt and Gila basin vicinity should be the 

oldest. If this change was also accompanied by an abandonment of sites 

as population reduction occurred, this abandonment should have taken 

place on the peripheries of the region. Thus the Classic period site 

distribution should be greater than the proto-historic distribution. 
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Furthermore, post-Classic sites in the peripheries of the study region 

should be absent or only occupied for a short period of time. 

The value of early historic records and ethnographic descrip

tions for making up the base of analogue frameworks for predicting site 

density, function, and variability within localities to be investi

gated is greatest for this time segment. Sub-surface information could 

be profitably directed toward the consideration of technomic artifact 

constellations and their similarities to both Classic period and pre-

Classic period assemblages of equivalent function. 

If the proto-historic period "extensification" also meant the 

demise of a relatively strongly ranked society, this should Be mani

fested in the archaeological record as well. Reductions in the sizes 

and numbers of specialized features, such as ball courts and platform 

mounds would be expected. More flexible approaches to agricultural 

practices—those reflecting less central control—should have been 

practiced. Differential distribution of material goods should be 

largely absent, although some socio-political power base undoubtedly 

remained, which might be reflected in a relatively low order of 

variability in the distribution of material goods. 

The relevant data here are those which are indicative of 

internal population regulation. The refinement of analogue models 

simulating various approaches to such regulation can be profitably 

pursued. Re-analysis of available skeletal (and cremation) collections 

may shed light on this problem as well. And finally, identification of 

the material correlates of demographic responses such as population 
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regulation should be isolated and evaluated within the context of the 

regional data base. 

Additional Considerations 

As should be apparent, there is a great deal of overlap in 

terras of the research questions viewed as important for different 

portions of the research design. This is based on the fact that similar 

questions are applicable to different research strategies. Also, the 

attainment of truly cumulative information concerning extinct human 

behavior in the study region requires some level of collective 

information gathering. 

Justification has been previously provided for the lack of 

detailed information on certain aspects of test implications and 

implementation with respect to the research design. Nonetheless, 

certain of these considerations are worthy of summary review at this 

point. Principal among them are the problems of sampling and of 

cultural manifestations of less than site status. 

This is not the place to review the relevance and applicability 

of sampling procedures to Sonoran Desert archaeological problems. 

Suffice it to say that proper sampling procedures should be developed 

relative to the characteristics of the research universe, the research 

problems considered applicable, and the sampling confidence limits 

deemed appropriate given the two former factors. In other words, no 

single sampling approach will satisfy the requirements of all research 

problems. And yet, most cultural resources managers will be called upon 

at one time or another to develop general sampling strategies and 
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fractions predicted upon unspecific project goals. In these cases, 

particularly when the research potential allows for the consideration 

of complex questions, the sample must be relatively large. This is true 

as well when representative samples are desired, and the archaeological 

manifestations are not dense. 

An additional point relates to the utility of probability 

sampling with respect to cultural resource management studies. In 

deriving a representative sample of sites from a region, a strict 

probability sampling approach will in most cases be inadequate, 

primarily because this type of approach is not a good technique for 

selecting rare elements from a population. Prior knowledge and 

subjective judgment must be used to insure that uncommon but important 

sites and site types become part of the sample. This can be done both 

by including known examples of such sites, and by stratifying statisti

cal samples in such, a way that rare cultural manifestations have as 

great a probability of inclusion as do more common types. 

It is becoming increasingly apparent that in the Sonoran 

Desert at least, focus on the site as the least common research 

denominator ignores a great deal of very significant data relating to 

the full range of past human behavior. As has been documented by Doelle 

(1974) and Morenon, Henderson, and Nielsen (1976), a considerable number 

of human activities take place outside of sites which are manifested by 

material culture. In the study region, for example, extensive resource 

exploitation took place along the stabilized terraces of larger 

drainages. Manifested as single activity loci, they represent a study 

in microcosm of an important aspect of the subsistence strategy (e.gy 
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Grady and others 1973:30). The importance of these manifestations in 

reconstructing the total subsistence-settlement pattern of the Basin-

Range can no longer be ignored. 

In the introductory paragraphs to this chapter the point was 

made that the research design would not consider all important aspects 

of research in the study region. Some of the more glaring omissions 

were excluded based on the problem orientation developed. One is the 

study of paleoenvirorunental change in the Sonoran Desert. Although the 

position is taken herein that no substantive evidence exists to support 

a significant environmental shift during the timespan in question, 

other authors disagree. More importantly, however, research directed 

along the lines of determining the amount of microenvironmental change 

necessary to induce culture change would be extremely worthwhile. 

The design also assumes that external cultural influence on 

the Sonoran Desert aborigines was not important during the time being 

considered. This is by no means a well established fact, and explicitly 

testable propositions relating to this question should be generated and 

implemented in the study region. 

In selecting population growth as an important causal variable 

in the development of Sonoran Desert prehistory and proto-history, a 

hitherto unexamined area of regional research was tapped. For too long 

Sonoran Desert archaeologists have ignored the importance of demographic 

factors with respect to explanations of culture change. Much of the 

weakness inherent within the approach stems from the fact that the data 

base relevant to demographic research does not yet exist. 
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This study has also demonstrated that the whole question of 

Hohokam development and change is in dire need of critical review. 

The available data base is inadequate to evaluate any but the most 

facile of archaeological questions, and empirical evidence and sound 

research have generally taken a back seat to flagrant conjecture and 

unsubstantiated speculation. A rigorous reassessment of the state of 

Hohokam culture-history and a thorough review of available data should 

be imp1emen ted. 

For example, the question of Hohokam origins is badly in need 

of rigorous study. Consideration of that problem alone would provide 

important information relating to prehistoric behavior. The study of 

demographic variables such as population size, structure, and composi

tion could yield extremely important data concerning effective labor 

forces and social organization, among other things. Hopefully, how

ever, directing a fraction of the future research efforts within the 

study region to the examination of population growth will provide a 

basis for cumulatively useful data on a regional scale. 



APPENDIX A 

SITE TYPE AND SIZE THROUGH TIME 

This appendix contains the data from a comparison of the numbers 

and sizes of basic site types in the Sonoran Desert by period. The data 

were abstracted from those recent survey reports containing a large 

sample of sites which were recorded during a relatively continuous 

period of time by the same field personnel within a regional setting. 

These criteria were employed to reduce recording differences and bias, 

to control for inclusion of the range of archaeological variation, and to 

insure that ephemeral manifestations which have been traditionally 

ignored were included within the study. 

The criteria for defining period placement were exclusively 

ceramic. When ceramics from more than one period were noted, the sites 

were placed in all relevant period categories. No sites without 

ceramics were included within the sample unless independent lines of 

evidence supported their being of the sedentary horticulturalist time-

period. 

The criteria distinguishing between Long-term multiple activity 

sites (L) and Short-term restricted activity sites (S) were basically 

those defined by Plog and Hill (1971:8). In essence, habitation sites 

fell under the "L" category, and specialized or limited use sites were 

classed as "S" types. For the purposes of this particular study, rock 

art, trails, and water control devices were excluded from the sample, 
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in that they were either irrelevant to the goals of the analysis or 

were too difficult to identify in terms of particular periods and 

specific site designations. 

The results are found in Tables 1 and 2. It is evident that 

field data collection differences have made survey comparisons almost 

impossible. Furthermore, in all but two of the studies, the overall 

sample is so small that the range of variation known to characterize 

the Hohokam adaptive pattern is not represented in the results. 

Nonetheless, the analysis can be viewed as relatively accurate in 

reflecting the differential frequency of habitation sites through time. 

The site size data have been developed only for the Canouts and 

others (1975) and the Debowski and others (1976) reports, as the rest 

could not be utilized in .this fashion. The information indicates that 

there is a definite increase in site size through time, though sample 

problems render the conclusions far from verified. These data are 

broken down as Table 2. 



Table 1. Site-type breakdown by periods. 

Canouts and others Canouts and others Wood (1972a, Debowski and others Dittert 
(1972) (1975) 1972b) (1976) (1975) 

Protohistoric 6 4 38 2 1 

Classic 2 2 16 4 132 4 10 13 4 

Sedentary 1 1 42 2 137 3 17 11 26 5 

Colonial 40 1 114 3 21 11 20 4 

Pioneer 3 51 2 

Unknown 4 18 26 14 262 26 118 8 11 



Table 2. Site size by type and period. 
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Canouts and 
others (1975) 

Debowski and 
others (1976) Total 

Colonial 
(L) n 13 2 

? 2 20 2 range 1,200-210,000 m 4,800-42,500 m 1,200-210,000 m 
ave. 21,090 m2 14,925 m2 18,008 m2 

(S) n 3 
2 

3 2 

range 750-6,000 m 750-6,000 m 
ave. 3,166 m2 3,166 m2 

Sedentary 
(L) n 12 5 17 

12 2 5 2 17 2 
range 1,000-1,400,000m 250-60,000 m 250-1,400,000 m 
ave. 130,994 m2 36,495 m2 83,745 m2 

^ uuu*"X^ T Uw ̂ uuu in ^ ju—ou^ uuu in jU"*I  ̂  TUL 
130,994 m2 36,495 m2 83,745 

CS) n 1 2 3 
range 400 m 3,000-33,000 m2 400-33,000 m 
ave. 400 m2 18,000 m2 1,100 m2 

Classic 
(L) n 7 8 2 15 2 

range 1,750-62,000 m 120-1,000,000 m 120-1,000,000 m 
ave. 15,186 m2 135,375 m2 75,281 m2 

CS) n 4 7 11 
range 200-500 m 140-16,324 m 140-16,324 m 
ave. 291 m2 4,864 m2 2,578 m 
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